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This catalog, which has been in preparation for publishing for many years
is being offered as a preliminary one. It was intended to be automated
and printed out but this form was going to be delayed for a year or more
so the catalog part has been typed instead.
Lunar transient phenomena have been observed for almost 1 1/2 millenia,
both by the naked eye and telescopic aid. The author has been collecting
these reports from the literature and personal communications for the
past 17 years. It has resulted in a listing of 1468 reports representing
only slight searching of the literature and probably only a fraction of
the number of anomalies actually seen.
The phenomena are unusual instances of temporary changes seen by observers
that they reported in journals, books, and other literature. Therefore,
although it seems we may be able to suggest possible aberrations as the
causes of some or many of the phenomena it is presumptuous of us to think
that these observers, long time students of the moon, were not aware of
most of them. One exception may be certain phenomena seen at solar
eclipses that may be the Bailey's Beads phenomenon, not described till
1836. It seeks as if most of W. H. Pickering's observations of phenomena
near Schr_ter's Valley could be ascribed to varying lighting conditions.
However, Picketing published papers on varying lighting aspects so there-
fore, he was very aware of the problem.
In recent years, several hypotheses have been offered as to the causes of
these phenomena. Some hypotheses offer external influences while others
suggest internal forces at work, possibly affected by external forces.
The author has analyzed the data with respect to several of these hypoth-
eses (Ce_eron, 1967, 1968, 1972, 1976, 1977). Others have also analyzed
some of the data, usually with respect to a single hypothesis (B_ley and
Middlehurst, 1966; Chapman, 1967). There are two recent suggestions or
hypotheses that have been offered that cover two kinds of phenomena that
make up a large portion of the catalog. The first of these is the star-
like points. (The author has designated five categories, viz. Reddish,
Bluish, Brightenings, Darkenings, and Gaseous as covering the vast'majority
of phenomena.) Star-like points would be classified in the Brightenings
category. This is the only type of LTP the author has ever seen. Because
of these experiences, the author suggests that these phenomena result from
a combination of geometric and instrumental effects. The geometry involves
the relations of sun angle, earth angle, and surface slope. The instru-
mental effect is found in the power (and perhaps the aperture) used on the
telescope. Low powers produce the star-like point whereas high powers
spread out the light and reduce the contrast and it is a bright area rather
than a point.
The second type of phenomenon is the Bluish. Blue or violet is frequently
seen on Aristarchus, the brightest of all lunar features. It occasionally
has been seen on other features, e.g. Grimaldi (a dark-floored crater),
but almost always is reported for Aristarchus and largely by Bartlett
(1967). It usually is described as a glare. It has been proposed by
Fitton (1975, 1977) that it is spurious and caused by terrestrial high
pressure systems with temperature inversions that are located east of the
observer. He can predict the location in craters of the bluish and red-
dish colors and they differ for bright and dark areas surrounded by the
opposite. Many or most of the bluish phenomena fit his conditions. Some
do not so there may be real phenomena mixed in among the spurious.
The catalog includes all reported phenomena regardless of value of the ob-
servation. The author has chosen to include all because people may differ
as to what should be excluded. Others who have produced LTP catalogs have
excluded some observations that they deemed of little or no value. I ques-
tion some of their exclusions. This catalog indicates the author's asess-
ment of the weight of the observation. Weights range from zero (no value
or not a lunar phenomenon) to 5 which is the highest. I admit to some in-
consistency in the evaluations as I would change my mind about some things
through more knowledge. In general 0 means it likely has some other cause
or in a few cases, the observer was very inexperienced. A value of 1 is
barely better, but may have some merit. Usually there is little descrip-
tion. A value of 2 may be given if the information is poor, or perhaps
more than one observer saw it, but probably not independently. A value of
3 was given when it was a single, probably good observer. For very ex-
perienced, good single observers, I rated the observation 4. For confirmed
or permanently recorded observations, e.g. photographs, photometric re-
cordings, spectra, etc. a value of 5 was given. Since not all reported
phenomena are likely real lunar phenomena, I have asterisked those that
I think were likely to be truly lunar anomalies. In the case of the bluish
phenomena reported by Bartlett, generally they may be explained under
Fitton's hypothesis. In some cases, though, he describes it as a radiance.
The word connoted a medium to the author. Subsequent correspondence with
Bartlett gained concurrence by him. These then, may be truly lunar and
are asterisked. The user, of course, can evaluate the observations by his
own scheme.
The catalog includes the observations found in the (MB) Middlehurst-Burley
catalog (1966), the (MBMW) Middlehurst, Burley, Moore and Welther catalog
(1968), the extension of the latter by Moore (1971), catalogs by Classen
(1969, 1970) and the Apollo mission watch reports put out by LION (1970-
1973). Therefore, this single catalog should contain nearly all observa-
tions reported in the readily available literature. In order to analyze
the data for various hypotheses, many ancillary data were required. These
data are not always readily accessible to users, especially those not in or
near large cities or universities with astronomical departments. These and
some additional quantities are given. It enlarges and complicates the cata-
log, but I think it is very useful. Because of these data, I was able to
find mfstakes in other catalogs and reports. These are pointed out by re-
marks from the author which are parenthesized in the phenomena description
column. These remarks may be helpful to users in evaluating and using
the reports.
There are 23 columns, some of which have more than one quantity given.
Explanations of each column are given below. Abbreviations are liberally
used. Column one is a running serial number. It should give the total
number of entries by the last number. However, there are five observa-
tions that are inserted (after the table had been typed) in their proper
chronological order within the tables. They are 62a, 376a, 873a, l161a,
and 1211a. Therefore, there are 1468 rather than 1463 entries. Errors
or new observations were found after that part of the table had been
typed. In a few c_ses (from July 20, 1969 - the first manned landing on
the moon) the number is asterisked. The asterisk means the observation
was made from the vicinity or on the moon. The astronauts observed some
phenomena and the emplaced scientific instruments recorded some. Column
2 gives the UT Gregorian date of observation or Calendar in use at the
time for the earliest ones; Universal time (UT) is Greenwich Mean Time.
For U.S.A. observers local time is at least 4 hours (Eastern daylight
savings time) less and up to 8 hours less (Pacific Standard Time) than
UT. If time was reported as local time, it was converted into UT and of-
ten this would move it into the next calendar date UT. The earliest ob-
servation was in 557 A.D.! For brevity only the last two digits of the
year are given. The century is given in the center of the page at the
top just under the headings, (the first page contains several centuries).
The order given is in the American convention with the month first, the
day second, and the year third (m/d/y). The third column is the UT time
interval of observation in hours and minutes. Where a question mark ap-
pears, no time was given, but has been guessed at by the author from such
information as the age of the moon, the location of the observer and the
status of the observer (vocational astronomer or amateur astronomer).
The time should be fairly accurate to within 6 hours and probably closer.
Exceptions might be when the phase is near full. Occasionally a colon
appears, which means the exact time is uncertain, but isprobably very
close to it. It may appear for an observation of a phenomenon during
lunar eclipse in totality. Knowing the time of totality, one can pin-
point the observation time quite closely, though the time was not identi-
fied but the author has guessed, and then iZ is followed by a colon.
Column 5 gives the approximate selenographic coordinates (read off Elger's
map) of the center of the feature or area. Column 6 gives a very brief
description of the phenomena. When parentheses occur, these are the
author's remarks. Column 7 gives the dates of perigee that surround the
date of observation (upper figure is before, lower one is after). Date
is given as month, day, and hour of perigee. Column 8 gives the apogee
date that falls between the two perigee dates in the same format as for
perigee. Column 9 gives the horizontal parallax in minutes and seconds
of arc for the two perigee dates (_p) in the same position as in the
perigee dates column, the apogee date ha) and for the date and time of
observation (n). Ancillary data are given for those cases of guessed
times. The horizontal parallax is needed to calculate the phase of the
true anomaly. Column i0 gives the duration of the phenomena. Sometimes
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it is the observing interval and not always the duration of the event.
Column ii gives the moon's age in days. Column 12 gives the phase of the
anomalistic period (_), where a full period (measured from perigee to
perigee) is 1.0. Perigee is 0.0 (or 1.0) and apogee is 0.5. Two figures
may be given here. The upper one (7) is the true anomaly phase derived
by calculation from the following approximate formulae
COS E = 1 + 1 - 2 V ° = E ° + 5.89 sin E
_a _p
V °
! - ! _ - 360 TM
_a _p
where E = eccentric anomaly, _a = apogee horizontal parallax, _p = peri-
gee horizontal parallax, _ =horizontal parallax of observation, V = true
anomaly. The lower figure (d) is the anomalistic phase Od derived by the
formula
_d = DO - DP 1
Dp2 - Dpl
where D 1 = date of perigee immediately prior to observation and Dp2 = date
of perigee immediately following date of observation, and DO = date of
observation. Where only one figure is given, it is usually the d value.
The latter is less accurate because it assumes a circular orbit for the
moon, whereas the _ formulae take eccentricity into account. Column 13
gives two quantities, the upper one is the colongitude (colong.) of the
sun (longitude of the rising sun terminator where 0 ° is the center of
face longitude = ist quarter and 180 ° = last quarter); and the lower
figure is the distance of the feature from the terminator (term. dist.).
If a minus sign precedes it, the feature is in the dark and the sun has
not risen on it yet. If it is preceded by a plus sign, the feature is in
the dark and the sun has set on it. No sign indicates it is in sunlight.
Column 14 also gives two quantities; the upper one is the number of days
from full moon (days from FM)where minus means before and plus means
after full moon (FM). The lower datum gives the date of the nearest full
moon (nr. FM) to that of the observation. It gives the month, day, and
hour of that full moon. Column 7 through 14 data were obtained from the
American Ephemeris and Nautical almanac and/or Morrison, B. L., U. S.
Nay. Obs. Circ. No. 112, No. 119, and No. 130, which are respectively:
Phases of the Moon from 1800-1959, Phases of the Moon from 1960-2003,
and Perigee and Apogee of the Moon 1959-1999. Age data also were ob-
tained from Goldstine, H. H. 1973, New and Full Moons 1001BC to AD 1651,
Mem. Amer. Philosoph. Soc. 94. Column 15 gives two datums, the upper two
figures are respectively the highest Kp index value for any 3h time period
during that calendar day of the observation, and the sum of the eight 3
hourly values of Kp for that calendar date. These data are found (from
1932-1962) in J. Bartels Geometric Planetary Indexes Kp, Ap, and Cp,
1932-1961, IAGA Bulletin #18, and after 1961 in Journal of GeOphySiCal
Research with J. Virginia Lincoln as author. The Kp index (which ranges
from 0 to 9) is an index of the variations of the Earth's surface magnet-
ic field which is affected by plasma from the Sun and the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF). Magnetic storms are indications of when enhanced
solar plasma interacts with magnetic field of the Earth. The sudden
commencement (SC) of a magnetic storm on Earth may be observed. If the
commencement is not observed but a magnetic storm was observed in progress
it is designated MS. These are given as the lower datum. SC-I means the
lunar observation date occurred one day before a magnetic storm started
on Earth and SC or MS + 1 means the lunar observation occurred one day
after a terrestrial magnetic storm occurred. Sometimes an aurora was
noted and this is designated A. These are effects caused from solar plas-
ma and the IMF, particularly the sign of the Z component. Column 16 gives
the name of the observer. Column 17 gives the observer's location (city
and state (or country)). Column 18 gives the size (in inches) of the
aperture of the telescope used (Ap), the kind (K) of telescope used where
L = reflector and R = refractor, and the power used (pw). Column 19 gives
the observer's estimate of seeing conditions (S) where E = excellent, VG =
very good, G = good, F = fair, P = poor, or an evaluation on a scale of
0-i0 where 0 = very poor and i0 = best, or Antoniadi's scale (I to V)
where I = excellent and V = very poor. Transparency (T) in which the
faintest magnitude star discerned by the eye is given and ranges from
(0-6) where 0 is the brightest of stars and 6 is the faintest seen (very
transparent). In one case the behavior of a star's disk, both blow-ups
(BU) interval, and excursion (exc) interval was given. These are quanti-
ties that observers obtained under the author's direction in an LTP ob-
serving program. Such quantities are useful for comparing LTP variations
with terrestrial seeing, of which blow-ups and excursions of star images
are manifestations. Column 20 lists the first place or person from which
the author obtained information on the report. The symbols are the fol-
lowing: AADC = Argus/Astronet Data Center; ALPO = Association of Lunar
and Planetary Observers. (When followed by a letter, it is the first
letter of the name of the lunar recorder that submitted it to the author,
where R = Ricker, W = Westfall); B1 = Blizard; Bo = Botley; Br = Brunk;
C1 = Classen; F,C = Florenskiy and Chernov catalog; Fi = Firsoff; F = Fort;
G = Green; Gr = Greenacre; K = Klado catalog; LION = Lunar International
Observing Network; M = Middlehurst; MB = Middlehurst-Burley; MBDC = Moon
Blink Data Center; MBMW = Middlehurst, Burley, Moore, Welther Catalog;
iMo = Moore; P = Pala; Pa = Palm (many of which were copied from a presen-
tation at the American Geophysical Union Meeting; Sh = Shoemaker; SI =
Smithsonian Institute Center for Short-lived Phenomena. See references
below for the catalogs' full reference titles. Where there is a blank,
the author found the report herself in the literature. Column 21 gives
the appendix reference which is the original source or a more original
source of the observation report. The author has not checked out all the
references, as not all sources were available, nor has time permitted.
Many were repeated from MBMW (see reference below). In this column, PC =
private communication. Column 22 gives the author's assigned weight to
the observation as described above. An asterisk indicates the author
thinks it was likely a real lunar phenomenon though not necessarily from
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internal releases. The last column, 23 gives the author's classification
or category of type of phenomena, where B = brightening, D = darkening,
G = gaseous (something about the description implies a mediumwas in-
volved), R = reddish (which includes anything from yellow to Infrared in
the spectrum), and V = bluish (which includes anything from green to
ultra-violet in the spectrum). Often an event will be comprised of more
than one category. There were a few instances when an event was not
classifiable in any of these categories and is therefore blank.
The earlier observers were usually given high weights as they were seleno-
logists whose primary vocation was observing and studying the moon. Un-
doubtedly, their observing notebooks contain many instances of changes,
but only the most unusual were published. Such observers as Patrick Moore
and Percy Wilkins, although considering themselves amateurs, should be
considered professionals by their long experience. Bartlett is an assid-
uous, experienced observer and has been rated high although most of his
observations are of bluish phenomenaon Aristarchus, which may have their
cause in terrestrial conditions, rather than lunar. If the user does not
accept that explanation, then most of Bartlett's observations are very
good.
Immediately below are the sources and references from which the author
obtained much of the observations. Following these is the Appendix Re-
ferences to which Column 21 is keyed. In regard to the Appendix References,
the reviewing and checking process revealed that several references were
duplicates. In order not to risk errors in the table, the duplicate re-
ference numbers were left in and the reader is referred to the reference
number of the earliest citation, but often a new page number is given.
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7/ 4/24 2300 ? %ristarchus 47W. 23_
10/10/24 0500 ? near 47:W, 23:N
Aristarchus
102 10/20/24 0500 M. Nubium 15:W, 20:S
103 Ii/ 0/24 0000? 3obra Head 48W, 24N
104 12/ 8/24
105 1/23/28





111! 7/ _/ 32
0000 ? Plato 9W, 511_









m d h m d h .(,_p _a
1800 A.D.
Bright 8th mag. star-like pt N 10:
D 7-8 N 23-2_
Bright star-llke point.
Bright spots on moon. (ifearl_
)hase,date would be 26th-291h
other instances mentioned
fixed streaks of light in dar
pgrt--lst one stated as moving.)
8th mag. star-like point-- Ja 03 ?
seen thru overcast!(Klado




Ja 31 Ja 16 59 14 54 11 58 48
Je 18-19:




Blinking light of 9-10th :mal Ap 08: 58 13
on dark side. M_ 06 Ap 22 59 16 54 11 58 25
Star-like light in crater(in _ 01:
dark). _y 28: Jy 14:
mingling of all kinds of col 59 58
ors in small spots in NW of O 19-20 O 03-04 60 15 54 04 60 06
crater. (wrong date ? inter-
position _f year s ? see #121
Bright area 100X2$0km on O 19-20 30 15
dark side. N 16: D 31:
Mingling of all color's in
small spots. Described a vi-
olet glimmer near Cobra Beac
& plateau that spreads;starts
ust after sunrise.




D 14: N 29;
JR 10-11
F 09-10 Ja 22:
Ap 02:
Ap 30 Ap 14-1_ 60 41 53 58
_3 57
Ja 06 D 2g 115 5357 53 58
D 18-19 }1 17 " 59 42
Ja 15-17: D 31 53 58 59 15
Plato 9W, 51I_ West part of cra_er brighter
tan East part•
_ristarchus 47;W, 23:N Points of light in center;in
1icinity low magn.appeared as a smal
star, somewhat scintillating.
At higher magn. became largeI
& diffused. (date 1824 ?Ref•
refers to a ref. dated 1824--
f so. age would have been 23 ( .
• . , ,r o._rr-r_)rr,cr_ _ r_. _
_tolemaeus 3W, 10S Bright spot•
_.CrisiuI 60:E, I'5_N" 'Black moving-haze Or cloud
Cloud less intense•
Brilliant, minute spots &
streaks dotting its surface•
(Sh rote r, Be._r, Madl er, Slack
& Ingall had all seen i this
_a_ at times _:.)
near 47:W) 23_ Bright spot.
ristarcnus
Brig5-t spot,9-10tll mag.
rlstarcnus 4#W. 231_ Star-likoe point. (in dep.con-
iirm,ol Pi_z_i-Smy,tn ?}
straight l[nos, &betwc,'.n a
dark band covered with lum-
nous pts• (opposite of view
revealed by Orbiter mission
e_ar wrong?crater in dark,
if 1837 it would he FM &fit d
d ,_ m_h
4. i: 320: -10.2: Fallows Capetown,
.65:-87:1_ D 090_ S.Africa
5. 1: 332: - 9.2:
• 68:-75:R D 0904




_.6: •90: 320; - 9.5: F. Struve Pulkovo'
86: -81:B_ 06 06 Russiai
3. 6: 313:; -il.6: R[ippell
• 14 -94:B Jy 04 11 _ermany!
]: lauer_ues • rallce
Zach Germany
25.8 229: -10.8: G_ihe t _oburg,
2:8 Ja 1609! Germany
• 82:-105:B M_ 130]
8.0: 17: - 6.2: Emmett
• 14: -30:R Jyll04 England?
).5. 3 96: 210: +I0.0: iruithuisen Munich,
96: 17:S 00804 Germany
!7. 3 .0_ 235 "12.0
02: -40:S 008 04
16.7: I05: +1.2:
.71: 122:S N 06 19
17.2 109: +1.6:
.79 80:S D 06 10
3. 9: . 53 318: -il.4: Eng. Officer 3ulf of Sire
• 43 -89:R F 03 12 on HMS
Coronation
.21: 153: +4.7: Gruithuisen Munich,
36S Ap 030f Germany
3.6: .69: 314: -10•_ krgelander, England?
. 71: -91:BMy 0211 Gobel Koburg,
Germany
_1. 167 +6.3 Schwabe
16S N25 16 Germany'
5.4 3_2: -9. 5 Emmett
42:R %p2208 England?
lh 6.4 354: .-8._
54:l _p2208
&5 3_8: -8.2: Webb
u8:R ,1223 England?
3•6: 50: 310: -11.6: Ptazzi-Smyt_ Edinburgh?
50:-97:R(a06 08 Scotland?











F 393 2 B
3208
MB_ 42 4* B
I<
L_B I B
_BM_ 43 1 B
MB I 44 4* B
M 453 B
MB 4 R', V, B
_BM_ 46 4" B
47 t* R I'V,B
_BMV48 4 B
F 49 B
_IBM% 48 4 * B





F )53 3 B
M} b4 4 B
" " _ B


















streaks dur. sol. ecl
Mingling of all colors in
spots in W. &NW of crater.
interposition of year dates ?
Bright pt.glowing like a
on the S. extension of the Alp_ Jy 05
On the fo|lowing eve.found a
_mall _.w/hich he did not
_ ____ ......
A bluish glimmering patce of [
light not quite within the dar: My 02 I
ular appearance of dark Mr 16 i
side. Luminous spots there &
general glow on upper(S?)
limb. Waole snaded part seem
sd to be a mixture of lignt&
Abrlght spot@l/4 ang. diam.
of Saturn,varled intermitte_- D 18
ly at all time_ visible
side. Following day glimpsed
spot thru clouds. From
;,the spot was @5'
low the true N. point & near
the following limb(IAU
(Plato fits ang. dist. better
than either of other 2 unles;
pts. seen dur. ecl.
given by M.must be
as age is 2.7d for tail
date in 1847 & couldnlt be 1_
19 as in M because eel . is
19d21a(mid) in 1948.aux.
eclipse, rapid change
in red color. (confirm.of
Bright little crater in
saadowless. Schr_ter saw
peats d changes in it &otherl
once maw this crater's
dow replaced by a gray veil;
ruithuisen saw the same
Sehroter in 1821.
2 luminotls fiery spots on D 20
brigat side on either side of
ridge, contrasting color.
leemed to be 2 active volca-
Ridge was normal color
Spots were yellow or flame
:olor. Never seen before in
Trace of twilight(also seen Je 03
Gruithulsen, Henry & others Jy 01 07
times. Webb gives low wt.
to obs. "for want of better
optical means")
5 59 06
Je 20 9 17 54 13 59
• 56
19 !61 22 53 56 56Ap
[
4
|61 23 60 45
I
Mr 29 53 56
i
57 26
D 02 59 44 54 05 57 40
Ol 57
54 O0 56 g6
59 48






























Noted weak glows in the
ter he tho't prob. due to wall
Noted weak glows on the
ter he tho't prob. due to wal:
reflections on floor
Dur. eel. ,on W. slde--dark
brlck-red & something
ed to oscillate,before It. At
the S. stde"a
small meniscus was seen





Small bright spot like
star slightly out of focus•
Bright speck changeless for
)0m. light was steady. (Same
)lace Schroter saw a phe
Minute pt. of light
like a star. Whole of
ntersected with bright veins
nixed with bright spots. (4h
1800 A• D•




2 4 1516o 48 53 59 Sl 04 _,
i
59 30
13 0959 27 54 14 54 55:1
i60 49 !
O 25 06 59 57 54 06 59 L
59 43 59 44_
Ja 16 1860 37 54 10 59 42 i
i
61 24 i
LAp 24 l0 I Ap 09 04 61 00 53 59 54 08 i
I
Conspicuous bright spot.Also Au 09 07 1
7th, absent on 8th. Cloud- S 06 09 _! Au 25 03
i
F
6O 12 60 571
60 58 54 05 60 501







_15.'_ 67:, i +3.5;
i 16.7;.99: 109: i +1.5:i
like effect where light had
On the dark side,a distinct
)right speck like an 8th mag.
tar in the crater
Dots & streaks• (confirm. ?)
Crater on term. ,usually
ooth surf. seemed much div-
ersified & gave impression,
at many other times that
Star-like pt. (on darkside
Bsddish-yellhw. (in dark par
Noticed on this date that it
lad disappeared as a crater
& WaS now a white patch wit_
a small hill or craterlet. Wh
its part seems to increase
Seen as a white spot. had
been a fine black spot befor4
seen by Schmldt. (Also
Buckingham In Des. 1866;also
Bright spots on dark side.
covering had seemlngl3
dlsappeared,was a dark spot
Strong impressio n of a smal]
._entral darkspot ontt. Saysit
have seen anllluslon.
_xeessively minute black dot
middle of feature. A geo m.





61 18 i 1.5h
N 15 11 60 44 54 01 57 25_
61 21 i





Je 23 12 i 54 06 59 30
L






















































9PM. Re had seen lights
fore, but never so strong.
in earthshine ,grew
7th mag. star;much fanter in
last 15 min. &barely percep-
tible at 9PM. Had seen
thing simila_ :J'_ fo_':_a_: •
Reddi_h-yellow beacon-like
light. Left(E. ?)side of cra-
very bright luminous pt.
endent confirmation ?
black
)ors. Absent on 13th.
Crater in darkness,he saw a
"rising oval spot". Other obs.
it as a triang, bold black
spot pointing to earth, slowly
diffused- white & drift of white
on slope of pyramid.(indep.
Seen as a convex spot.
Bright spots on dark side.
Filled with mist which wellod
from the floor & covered
the western(Ast. )wall.
Shadow not so marked-had a
light penumbra, indicated a
[eeble cavity. Other craters
had a black shad. On 29th
appeared completely white.
Crater normal on 26th.(letter
Madler Sep. 16,1868.)
Reported it as a white spot
(still is)whereas Beer &
Madler drew 2 craterlets 1




on the lunar surface.
Croup I of craterlets(as des-
ignated by several famous obl
_efore) exhibited notable illu-
ninatioa, accompanied by a
si_le l*.ght on a distinct spot.
(if obs. similar to Ap
Lhen date =Au 23-24).
Croup i craters-notable illun
aecomp.by a single light on
a dist,.net spot. (similar to
Aug. obs. & _f same phase
date =22nd.
Illum. of another group of
craters different from group
in Aug. &Sep.obs. (date is
)hase similar
Samegroup as in Feb. illumi-
nated. (if phase same asApr.
1970 then date is Mar. 19).
Group I again is illum, as
Aug.,Sep. 1969 observations.
Extraordinary display of
lights. Says not effect of
ight.
1 SO U A. D.
53











60 43 54 07 60
54
18 5_ 09 54
18 53
24 53 57 54
60 19
29 54 09 60
29 61
13 54 01 61
61 28
































































m d h m d h _i "]TIg. _.
1800 A.D.
Extraordinary display of Ap 15 22 61 28
lights.27 seen by Pratt,28 b3 My 14 08 Ap 28 23 61 14 53 56 6110
Elger0only 4 by Gledhlll. (in.
depend, confirm, ?)
Light#22 ,remarkable inerea_ Au 03 14 59 20
in brightness. #22 subsided & Au 29 22 Au 18 01 59 g8 54 13 56 55:
#14 shone out then faded & #
'16brtghtened. (Fort says thal
till Apr.l$TJ selenog.record
ed 1600 obs.of fluctuatlonso:
lights in Plato & had drawn
37 graphs of indiv, lightL
Tkese were deposited in the
library of the R.A.S.bv Birt_
White spots on moon--J|lght -
ning",
Purplish haze illum, floor
still in shadow. On several
occasions other parts ofmooz
Sun Just rising--dtdn'tVthink
it was due to reflections.
Brilliant cratertanother one
o show frequent mistiness iD
Lt(Elger remarks that its floo]
is never very distinct .)
Internal twilight in crater D 12 15
¢132-a large crater nr.S.pole Ja 10 03
crater #132 on Goodaere's
m.n 4. Platn._hhVR mnp?_
Streak of light across floor
_hlle crater was in shadow.
(light between w_ll neaks ?_.
Fog or mist. (from sinuous
rill ?found on LOIV photos ?
in_¢p, co_firm. ?_.
Craterlets on floor varying-
look like lights. They wer_
numbered & put in groups.
(several obs. watched these
& compared &_found diff. in
behavio]_, }
Internal twilight in crater.
same remarks as in #173--
_ould S. be misprint in #173
Schmtdt 2X saw cavity of
3oussingalt feebly illum, at
_unrise as the filled with mt_
Covered with a light gray
_hadow thru which he saw di-
mly the surface below-indi-
cating obscuring matter eve
it. (only W.1/3 of bay would
be in shadow as boundaries
_re25°-ZT"W, )
NW portion of floor was haz . Je 22 04
Jv 20 13
Luminous purplish vapors. D 31 14
Ja 29 01
Under high sunt2 faint cloud_ Mr2623
in E.part of crater, Ap2320
Unusual appearance. O 05 07
N 02 13
Unusual appearance. D 24 21
Ja 20 20
Luminous projection from u
per(I_ ?)limb. Phenom. was
sent there on next nite,but s
smaller 1 at another pt. (not
_n LTP ?-but many such rept_
61 20
D 2621 61 20 53 58 54 00:
Mr 06 14 59 56
Ap 0122 Mr 18 1C 59 16 54 14 54 47
,, ,, 54 2
61 08
/y 07 00 _i 23 53 56 59 47:
80 54
Ja 16 0 61 24 _3 59 58 46:
60 47
Ap 07_ 59 55 54 06 5440:
61 10
O171e 80 27 54 02 50 25
59 19
Ja 0903 80 10 54 12 57 05
60 42 54 10:
59 54 54 095409:
d _ =_h
13.1: .9_. 50: -0.8:
. 9_ 41:R 4, 1418
mln? 15.4: 114: +1.4:
• 3_z 7_S _ullO9
,13.7: 48 84: -i.0:
48 78:R D 2622
6.4: .40:346 -9.3:
37: -23:R Sir 250_
10.5 .57 33 -5.1
.53 3:R Mr 250_
11._ 43: -3.8:
. 87: i 34:R J_201_














































F 399 3* B,G
433
_BM'_ ! 88 3 B
P 8_ F_ V,W





MBM_ 92 1 I B
" 78 5* G




MBM_ 94 3* G
P' 89 3_G,V,B













192 6/1_ 7 _000:
16 _000 ?
193 6/15/77 2000 ?
194 6/17/77 2230
195 6/17/77 2100 ?




198 11/1_/77 2000 ?
14
199 li/23/77 2200
200 2/ 2/79 0817
201 3/10/73 1920
202 10/ 3,/78 2000
4
203 10/ 5/78 2140
Phenomena Description Horizont_d
1800 A.
, i, i ,!d
Eudoxus 16E, 45N F4ne line of light like a lum_ Ja 29 02 61 28 [h 7.6 f_'357 -6.9
lous cable,drawn W. toE. ac_ F 26 14 F 11 04 61 02 53 57 5745: .8: _ 13RIF2719
ross crater. ,_
Flickering light on lunar surf F 26 14 61 02 14.5 _ 90 3. 0
_uring lunar eclipse. Mr 26 16 Mr 10 18 60 12 54 04 60 46 . 0( ?27 19
Cusps Moon's horns showed traceof " 56 19 2. 302 -11.6
_tmosphe re. 6_ OR Hr 290_
Proclus 46E, 16N Brilliant ilium.--not from 59 01: 6.9: 354: -7.5:
3un. .8_: 4(_R [r290E
:.of Plcard 56E, 15N Bright spot. (white patch there' Ap22 16 2.6 .9E 304 -11.4
unlikely to be bright at sun- My 17 17 My 0508 94 OR , 2704
rise normally. )
FIyginus N 6E, 9N New crater 3mi.diam. Didn,t Myl7 17 59 29 14.7 .3;: 98: +0,7:
see anything there 12 yrs.pre Je 14 00 Je 02 02 60 25 34 17 55 50: . 3 _,:_ 7_6 _ 2704
iously in studies. (Schmidt
_howed it sometimes dark,
ometimes light, sometimes
ot at all. Neison studied re-
ion minutely 20X from July
L370-Aug.1875 & did not re-
_ord it. Fauth says it's not
ew. Ichan_e_ there ?)
E.of Picard: 56E, 15N Bright spot.(nr.sunset,should 5431_ 15.8 35 110 +1.8
Lormally be faint ?as in Ku_per . 41 14S 4V 2704
ttlas where it is invisible.
W. limb 90W, Coted variations of brilliancy Je 14 00 60 16 60 11: 2d ? 3.2_ . 04 i 313: -10.9i
long dark limb-resembled Jy 12 02 Je 29 13 60 58 54 06 59 2_ 5.2: . 05 1127:B -_.9:
ight of a moving mirror held . 12 357: Te 2517
n strong light against shadow .12 113:R
,f a dark hall. Faint greenish
blue streamers resembling
:err. aurorae streamers. He
Lhott they were same cause on
noon,Fainter on 16th.
E. of Picard 56EI 15NBright spot. (should befaint 4.2( 325: -9.9:
or invis.indisting.on Orbiter4 .0_ 21:R [e251_
photo_ )
3essel 17E, 231 Tho't he could detect a rain. 5823 6.3 . 1_ 354 -7.8
ute pt. of light shining out of 16 llR [e2517
dark in crater. (no high peak
in Bessel to catch li};ht. I
A light on dark side. Also a 354
Luminous pt.(not identified,
ould be confirm.of Denett in
Be_seI ?)
Plato 9W, 5I] S. of crater a bright streak Jy 12 02 61 90 /2h 18.2 132 +3.8
hat disappeared at 0230. Au 09 11 Jy 27 05 31 21 54 00 54 11 . 6( 57S 2507
_unar eel.-unusual spectrum Au 09 11 _1 21 min_ 14.8 90 0. 0
ith strong absorp, in yellow S 06 21 Au 23 07 il 14 53 59 54 00 . 51 u 2323
kiry)2 patches of crimson
ight of short duration.(confir.
IAirv was Atronom_r Royal)
Hyginus I_ 6E, 9N Standing out with such promi_ N 02 02 59 48 hrs, 78.5: . 51 9: -7.1:
hence,seen at a glance. No N 2718 N1322 59 12 54 14 5414: .48 15:R 2022
Irace of it on 14th, in excell _5
Jeein_. {indep. confirm. ?1
Plato 9Wt 51_ A luminous triangular objec 58 15 18.6: 129: +3.0:
on floor & each craterlet on .84 60:S_ 2022
Hoor outlined as a lum.pt.
iindep, confirm, ?)
at limb Changes in the spectrum dur 0.0 270 -15.2
lng solar ecI. suggesting a F1318 F 05.67 33 0,1801 1711
lunar atmosphere.
_.of Picar 56E, 15_ White patch badly defined. F 18 18 6.7 ,63 344 -8.1
Mr 18 06 Mr 0404 61 24 55 56 56 08 73 40R r 182]
Hyginus N 6E, 9N Most conspicuous of all app- S 26 19 61 24 56 27 7.2:, 6: -7.5:
earances. No trace of it on 4th. 02500 0101561 16 5357 554& 8.2: 26: 12:R_ 1109
18:
30: 24:R
Plato 9W, 5iNFog in W. part of crater. Faint 9.3 29 -5.5
shimmer like thin white cloud. 33 20R 1109
"' '' Webb's white spot on SW bor 54 0_
der was very brilliant
}anished on next nite(19th)








Klein Cologne, 6 B ?





































F 10( 3, B _)447i_33
oL_l°22_B_
F 10: 3" B
)442
F I00 3* B
)432
F 102 3 B
44_
MBM 78 3_ B
S=E F -5_ D?
14t} )442
104 5* B
MBM'_10 t 5* G
F 105 3* B,G
3* D?
)442
P 106 4 _ G,B
ne
B

























1/2 of moon's term.obliter-
!ated for 3h. (that part over
lark & blen
3S iShaped llke a half moon with
_. edge mlssing. Appeared dl_
fuse. Messier A was sharp &
_ompletely defined.'Was sure
there was fog there. Next day
Same appear. Shadow was diff.
usedbefore noon. Mees. A is
more yellow after noon,gree
net than Mess. At noon,both
9W, 51N Faint,but unmistakable white
cloud not seen before.
nr, BacoD, 20E, 52S Lunar volcano(drawing)(invel
Barocius, 16E, 45S :tigation &correspondence cas
'doubt on location ,___
Agrippa, 11E, 4N "Odd,misty look as if vapor
in or about them".
_.of Picard 56E, 15N_ White patch. (normal appear.
cho llW, 42S Interior of crater had
_--appearance"
Plato,, 9w, 51_Saw fog onW. side of crater
several times.
i_rocIus ' 46E, 16N Brilliant illumination,lot
I light of sun. (in
E.ofPicard i 56E, 15N Bright epot.(Fort admits he
has several more of these
records of LTP,but does not
:give them because they don't
_all nr. Mars_oppositlon whlc_
ihe thai:
:lSaw a large part of moon
icovered with a dark shadow--
dark as the Earth's shad-
dur. an ecl.
M.Nectaris_ 30:E, Whole of sea was foggy. Fog
extended into Fracastorius.
i Gruithuisen said seeing was
I
light like a lumi-
nous cable or shining
Variations in white
tiam.of Picard is a shallow
ewhat like Linn_.
of light in crater.
Very bright 8th mag.star,
Unexplained light in crater.
2 pyramidal prot
dark ?). Points were
than rest of moon's
Whole region between these
features appeared in strong
violet light as if covered by
fog spreading furtbsr on 7t]
ined others
3hewed effect.lntensity not
altered if Arts. placed out
object pulling
moon.(seen by abe.in i
Arlz. lCo_ld not have
same tlmalmtdmegivez=i7
S 26 19 ! 61 24
O 25 06 O 101E61 16 5307 5858:
0 25 06 61 14
N 22 15 N 06 2C 60 36 54 03 85




51 27 53 58 54
6O 31
59 36 54 10 54 55
56 05
31
06 54 04 59
61 12
5925
60 04 54 12 54 13:
00 50:
61 18 53 58:
18





























1709 _rista_hus 47W, 23N






2000- Plato 9w, 51N
2200
280 4/117/82 2100: [Plato
231
I
I 4/24/82 2130?- 3odin,











233 5/27/82 2000 ? Plato
1
234_7_17-/82 0009 ? _.Agarum
1| 18
235 ii/ 7/82 0900 E.limb
236 3/12/83 2000 raruntius
& vicint_
I
237 8/I_/83 I 2000 W. limb
r
238
Dur.ecl. it was a white spot N25 15 59 33 lh? 14.0 2_ 90 0.O
In the coppery disk & cnt'd D2305 D ii I060 28 54 I0 56 18 3_ 433 D 0517
SO. (normal appear, in ecl. ?) ..........
Unusual shadow Ja 20 13 61 14 1/2h I0.0 39 -3.6
F 1801 F 04116128 5357 5518 .31 55H FO306
I
fuusual shadow on 27th. on F 18 Ol 61 28 58 37 /4h
25th shadow was normal. M:: 18 12 Mc 03 11 _1 09 53 57 54 48 /2h
Milky appe_arance on floor ill Mr 18 12
ihadow. Sun rising, lh later no Ap 15 17
Lrace. Filled whole floor exc-
ept @1/4 diam.from E.wall
which was quite black. Saw a
curious phosphorescent glim-
ner at sunset(Ap 11 ?)(Blurt.
_eison,&Waugb saw obscur.
mist or fo_: in it man_ times.)
kt sunset(date here calc.fror_
P229)saw a curious phosphor-
escent glimmer in crater
vhere herd seen luminous
nilk_ appear.at sunrise.
10E, 2Nihadow anomalies-strange ap- Ap *_ ±l
liE, 4N_earance.(he often noticed My1302
55E, 20N appear.that could only behaz_
_hadows blurred & oscillated.
hadows in Aristoteles were
steady, l_. of Agrippa shadows
_ere misty as tho foggy wbict
Lifted & then became obscur.
_galn. Intervals being 10 m_n.
not terr.atm.)Shadows never
became clear whole time of
obs. Also saw a white spoCNW
p_ 5 on NelsonVs rnan#W_hbtsguot-
68E, 15N Curved feathery mist bound- My 1302
ing W. side of great valley di- Je 07 07
tided longitud.by a faint dark
ine @160km long,65-80kmwide
n color & appear._r_ingly
cliff, from other places & from,
anything else he had everseen.
Nothing seen on 20th(loc.time_
(confirmed).
9W, 51N Bright luminous ray hr. W.
(ast. ?)wall on floor of crate_
sunlight between peaks ?1"
68E, I_N Similar misty aspect a_ seen Jy 94 01
on My22(#232)but even greater Au0I 01
-to extent of mr. ranges it
overed. Absent J_ 20,21.
90E, ,_ Dark limb-li_e of light around O 25 05
it-attributed to a_ atm.-well N 22 07
seen,equally bright thruout
ength. (old moon in new moon'
_rms ?_
40E, 5I_ Obscuring reed. ,apparently a Mr 09.2
fog @ mid crescent-S, of M Ap 07.2
_ris. to N. M . Fecund. La_rge ex-
;ent @ 225km2(100mi2).Defini -
tion poorest at Taruntius-un-
nistakable variations in sharp
tess of its shadows.
9OW, Line of light-well seen(simil_
to #235 except _pp. phase).
Light m_st or cloud at edge.
_1 07 lh
Mr 3021 _0 22 54 03 54 48
7.7, .27 9 -7.2,
9.7 .27 25 1 -5.2
32 33 Mr050
,34 _9 R
8.3 .40 14 -6.4
.35 5R Ap 03 i_
" 59 07: 23.¢ 18_ +8.1:
.82: O:S Ap 03 i_
10 22 1/2h 7.1: .41: 355: -8.0:
Ap 27 14 _9 33 54 ii 84 44: 35: 5:R My 030_
6:B
5O:R
59 35 lh 4.7: 40: 326: -10.8:
My 2508159 23 54 14 55 47 35: 34:R JeO12_
55 4[ tO.5i 32: -4.8:
60 23:E de 01 2(
60 05 2.7: 60 300: -12.6
Jy 19 20 60 84 54 05 84 19 58 8:R Jy 30 I<
N0606 60 02 54 05 54 09 26.1 231 +11._
.47 141S .O 26 14
61 15 lh 3.6 319 -I0._

























MB LI7 0 B










MBMW i23 1 B
24 3* G



















22 i 2330 ?
!
Phenomena Deseri
Lunar aurorae on dark limb-
misty-like light in dark
art,not like
by him & others in
Nov.,Dec. & Mr.29,30,1884.
on moon similar to
bright-7th-8th mag. sta:
An illumination.
Saw a misty light on
similar to #239) Had
down on 30th. (old moon in
Unusually bright glow eov_er -
lng dark part,nearly
rho't it was electric becaul
t was too bright for earth-
shine. It obscured features,
Like a star of 2nd mag.
Peaks were visible as bril-
|iant pts. with slight red
Nebulous at center, elsewher_
features well-define_
Small crater(in it ?)was dull
with vivid
Red patches in
[sh smoke or mist. Says sev-
ral others had seen a star-
like pt. there that night. Saw
definite light looking like
Saturn on 22nd
2 lights on moon-brighter
than any others dur. similar
circumstances.had color-
saw before, ruled out
Star-like light. (re(. in MBMW
is wr_g = 131 here).
Streak of light on dark flooz




G in NE was only slightly vi
sible,poorly defined. Drawiz
of W. border-in contrast to
sharpness of mrs. outside it
Never seen before. Such phe
occur on floor,but
Intense yellow streak that
shadows around neighbo
Luminous triangle on floor.
Klein says it was sunlight et
similar to Klein's
obs. ,#199. Fort says
Lunar volcano. 1st mug. sta]
dark side. Yellow light ti-
nged with red from
secondary speet.(facet glint
peak catching sun before
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49 54 15 59 15
59 49 58
60 37 54 10 58
58
23:
61 02: 54 O0 55 O&
02:
18:_4 06 56
23 54 13 57
60 16
:61 05 54 03 55 35
" 56 25
B1 03
60 14 54 04 54 33:
SO 37
















m dhmdh _n 1_wn _,, d _' _r _ h K_,Zl
1800 A.D.
61 20 6/4h 19.? 213: +5.1 t
N 19 04,61 26 53 87 85 02 07 16 16
A t_iangular patch of light. N 04 18
time inM_MWwrong?moonris, D 03 04
was atl,1830h-lf yr. =1807.,agw
=8.8 d &tlme ok. must be san_
obs. as #250,note similarity
of names also & ref. date).
2891 3/30/89 0600?_opernicus 20W, I_ Black spot in center--seen Mr 21 13 59 3,S 28.3: 254: +12.7
for ist time. (date wrong ?age Ap 18 02 Ap 06 0_ _0 24 54 II 56 43 . 34: .54_ k 1712
=28 d & Cgp.e. rnicus in dark)
260 3/30/89 " Plinius 24E, 15N New black spot. (seen again r . 264: "
i S_e_pt. s_e_e # ._2_6.._ ........... +08S2gl 8/11/89 2200 ? G-as-sendT"-_0W,_s Ink black spot on rampart. Ap-1-802 60 24 11._ 4 _ -0._
Not seenbefore or at next Mylg07 My03206105 5404 584Q .8_ 6:I1 _150_
lunation,or ever again,
"262- 6/ 6/89 2200 Plato B&D 10_V, 48N 2 extremely bright spots. My 16 07 61 05 8.2 1 -0.7
.............................. Je_ .11_2_. JKY_,_Q_ _J, 54:5;3 57:_7 4_1 .77; "gB Je 13 1_
263 7/12/89 2052- _ris-tarchus 47W, 23_ Brilliance in surrounding Jy 12 02 61 12 8m 14.5: . 02 90 0.0
2100 gloom was striking_dtlr_., eel. _Au.09 07 Jy 24 16 60.33 5fl 02_ 61 11 __ 03 43R _ !2 21 .....
264 9/ 4/89 0230 - Alpetragtus 5W, 156 Shadow of CP diffused &pale Au 09 07 60 33 L/2h 8.4 , 87 16 -5.6
0300 Entire inside of crater seem S 06 01 Au 21 06 59 44 54 10 59 28 95 9R 09 14
ed ftlled with haze or smoke
Shad.of E.wall was black &
sharp. CP &floor seen thru
haze. No other craters showe
this appear.(date&time rep't
Ap. K P_
VoaSpeiss_ Berlin? L6 R 18(
& others Germany




Kruge r _otha ? l_iel ' 6L ?33x ?
Germany







=_Se p_3_ 1830_I .............. , ....... r ..................................................
............. 18.4: 127: +4.4: Thury Geneva,
265 9/13/89 2300 ? Plinius 24E, 15N Unusual black spot with in- S 08 01 59 44
tensely white 4"border over O 01 16 S 18 01 59 14 54 16 55 30: 3& 29:S S 09 14 Switzerland
CP.Normal aspect is 2erater_
(#260 says that Gaudibert Sm
same thing :in _ep. _confir_ .....................................
266 -1-07_o-0::Alpetra_-_ 5_v: 15S Shadow of UP only very slight J O 01 16 59 14 .... : 8.0 11 -14 :5.9, [E.E.Barnarl Lick Obs, 36 R15C S=5
4 0340 ]y penumbral & entire interior O 27 17 O 15 21 59 51 54 15 59 03 i 9.0 151 9 R, -4.9 California 70_
hazy & foggy. Same as on Sep, 14 26 )0902
3rd. Shad. of E.wall is not 18 21:R
)luck. Suspected warmth of
color(reddish) in the interior
of the crater. ClearonOct.2_S_ ...........................................
- 26-7 -10/ 3/90 2200 Posidonius 30E, 32_ Unusual shadow. (moon low?) S 25 16 60 36 19.6 156 +5.4
crater in dark part-term. 2 ° 02410 00814594354085550 .27 +66 2813
..... _st west wall_. _ --
-_2-_-/91--_1-836 _'-- Ar-istarchus'_-4"7:W, 23_ 1/2h before totality end, reg- My 05 09 59 35 56 38 /2h 15.4 _-3-" 90 0.0
1915 & vicini_ ion of crater & just N of it My 31 21 My 17 05 59 21 54 13 56 55 . 70 43R _y 2311
became conspicuous & incre-
ased in brightness from then
......... o a LCe___h_L ? =n_r.maL?_L ......................... - .........
269 ! 9/16/91 1900: _chroter's 48w, 2_ Dense cloud5 of vapor appar- S 16.7 61 29 13._ 76 -1.4:
Valley &vie, ently rising from its bottom& O 15.3 S 30.5 _1 13 53 55 61 22: O_. 28R S 18 O!
_ouring .over its SW wall towar
lerod. He says no activity till
day after sunrise &ceases a
few days before sunset. (Par|
of an extensive Observing of
only a few features under all
aspects of lighting. Drawings
--_ .......... _- & _hot___ 61 2_z[ 14._ 89 -0.4:
270 9/17/01 1800 " 'ariations in vapor column.
_rater D co_ered.(there are .0_42R 1805
rays here--high sun effect ol
;hem ?)Drawings.(time est. fr.
27-_1 9-fl given_ colo_ng ttude),8_9/_--2100 --_,,_ ........ _ariations in vapor column. 61 21 15,5 102 +0.5
Drawtng&.(time est,fr.given .07 1266 S 1805
-_ :olon_itude).9/23/91 2200: Variations in vapor col.draw_ " 57 30 20.0: 166 +5.7:
in_s. /time est.fr.glven col. _26 616___ 1805
Variations in vapor col. (tim_
273 calc.fr, given colongitude).
Plckering Arequip_ 12 L?
Peru





_BM_ 138 2 B
MB 139 2 B




MBMW 141 3 G














Variations of vapor col. &
ibility of craterlets A,C,F
(plate B) in early,period at
Peru. Directlonol vaporJet
F varied but was always
continuous, Later,in Mass,
There was a breakln it.
aiescent in early period.
to c kange in telescope
Ltm, ? time
Very distinct luminous pt,
with pale
_ho ell surrounding features
sharp & normal. Walls
also
Variations lm vapor
lugs. (time calc. fr. given col.)




unrise +2d. (time est. ft.
Shaft of light projecting fr.
_haft of light projecting fr.




Ones attn. Extended its redi-
to a neighbor crater,
Herod. ?Jail thru toteli-
.At following eel. (Sep. 8,'9_
was inconspicuous. (seen b_
,treak of ltght_renner)brlgh
parallel bfnds in center
iFatzth) (indep_ confirmation ?)
Pale blue segment on upper
limb. (date given is 7th loc.
Shaft of light.(same obs. as#
snelL_day & obser.
several times(dates
give_saw • faint bluish mist
_n inner W. wall soon
Not a secondary spectrum.
date in MBMW=1931 but this
numbral fringe to shadow.
aliens in vapor column.
Break in col. toward F &
ruptlon of crater D. 3.
Glimmering streaks beneath
both E & W walls & e.p.dim-
ly discernible the wholeora-
Variations in vapor col. Till
now,C was largest compared
with D&E& most conspicuous
l.$ d after sunrise. Drawing.
imo e_,
in vapo_
In direction of cloud rising
[ram Fie marked.(tlme est.
h-. II_YeJt colon. ).
v ,, , -
1800 A.D.
61 29
61 13 58 55
81 11
61 35




59 32 54 14 58
59 19
60 07
55 54 13 54 55:
59 19
59 39 84 14 58 28:
60 23
59 30 54 09 57 38
05
60 17 54 03 60
60 17




80 15 54 03 60 44
60 15 54 11 55 35
18
1 05 54 03 55 47:
" aft 01:






























Variations in vapor column.
displacement of
lunar atm. at bright limb
at most 0.4". (time is for occ
turin[ions in vapor col. De-
ends on alt. of sun & can be
In .a 6-In "scope. (time
Shadow anomaly. Chocolate
numbrnl shade edging black
shadow on E. wall.
-eel. shadow so dense de-
tails of surface disappeared
except bright ray SSW was
clearly visible. (unusual for
;hat ray to remain when
ally the one, toward
_ris. are the ones to stand
Variations in vapor eel. Cra
tar ]¢ now most conspicuous
instead of C which is now
[east eonspic, jbut not
with vapor. (in drawing 2 gap
Variations in vapor col. Lse.
saP in main column near edae
)f C. Gap not previously
)ut fine lines crossing it ha_
Is [till m_st conspic. (time
farintions in vapor
in main col. Similar to
time est. fr. given col. Datq
iven is 8th LT =9th
after mld-ecl. ,crater
shone with reddish light in
Brilliant in ecl.
Pickerins suspected or was
oertain about change in
dur.ecl.& also dark area E. i
of Wo]ab. Douglass meae.Llnn_!
enlarged by 0.5" for @30m
after it re-entered sunlight.
Interior nearly filled with
shadow at sunset. Inner E.w_l
bright-a distinct ponum-
!bral fringe to black
, IOn/ it from W.wall. Seen best
_leins hish powers.(Flrsoff &
IMBMW give date as Just 1896
_ut must be wrong-phase is
_oted that inner parts of
glowed in weak phospho-
!escent light the not directly
lighted by sun. Tholt
tue to multiple refl. from





, . e ,,
1800
16





6i 25 54 25
60 38 54 00 54 33
59 14
59 56 54 lZ 58 54
59 30:
" '/ 59 54:
61 22 61 22
60.95 53 58 61 21
O6
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Plato 9W. 51N Mist or fog covered floor.(In
his book The Moon,p.4O has
lrawings for 1870,1881 & 189:
_howing visibility of craters
which varied between each
]period. Some easily vie. in 1810
mot seen at all in 1881 with
'zlarger 'scope & better seeing).
Marius 51W, 12N! No. of light streaks noted on S 29 18 60 47
floor. Usually noue are seen. 028 03 O 15 07 61 20 53 59 60 37
Dur. lun. ecl. (mid-ec i. at0118 I N0516 _058
bn 26th) a bright area seen ov_ D 03 20 N 17 19 60 07 54 04 57, 15
moon. Another(?) obser, saw a_
obj. like a fiery comet leave
he moon!(Date given by Mid-
illehurst was 1900 but must be
! wrong-not FM then. FM in 190_
...... b__ no ecl. Partial eel. on lO/27/OLat 031_, Ref by _ i6 wron_ 157).
2200: brl_mrchus 47W, 23N! Luminescence during total Ap 10 13 60 31 lh?
llunar eclipse• My 08 19 Ap 26 07 61 09 54 03 54 26
0050 hr. Lambert 21w, -25N]Brilliant star-like pt. on darl Au_ _ ..... _ .... 2h?-
!side of term.mug. 3-4,round An29 07 Au 13 16 $939 54115424
Ispurious disk had an inter-
I
ifee_nce or diffraction ring•
Resolved into a very brillian
' pot as term. neared it. (too
_far ft. term. to be sunlit pk.
_2 in MBj.
1810? Thaetettm 6E, 36N Unmistakeable white_c-lo-u-d ...... -S2-3 13 " " 59•3
formed close to it. .] O 20 02 0 08 06 60 02 54 12 59 54
0435- - ................ _Dark bandl no color, across - _"............. -'_ ........ T, ....... i,-" ,_§_
0600
316 3/ 3/03
317 4/11/03 2344 Tycho?oz 12W,42S
#,rlstarchtm' 47W, 23N
318 8/ 1/04 0500? Plato 9W, 51N







center of moon dur. ecl. Cop-
ernicus, brighter than Tycho,
Aristarchus brightest of all.
Drawing by Brink & Wilson
at 1725(=0525UT)(Confirm.--
time given=_6th at 1635-1900
=17th at 0435-0600 on presen
V_T s,_sj.e_).: ............
1830 Aristarchtm 47:W, 23:N Star-like pt._of light in dark F 10 13 ..... 60:8 ....... 56 23 " -- 4.3 ".--'_3"2"3"" - 9..8
region (lndep. confirm.?) Mr l0 13 F 22 1_ 59 5854 04 56 38 .75 -84R Ylr 131
2000? Sharp? 4OW, 45N Star-like pt. in dark part. " 57 30: 323: -_t8
Gray -blue marbling, glimmer -77 :I Mrl3E
ins, intermittent. (indep. con-










ii:_- 9o ] 9.0 !





....... i !15.0: 79: -1.0:
• 89 73:R IO 1706'.




Dur. ecl.bright extension of
lunar (rays?)ln shadow for 3011My 01•8 Ap 19.0 59 _2 54 13 56 54:
ntil mid-ecl.
Bright hazy obj. ,2" diam. ov Jy 15 04 60•5 54 04
!loo!_Obs. b_or__&aft_e_.were_0_rm a .Au 12 09 Jy 30 20 61 l0 54 03 54 08
_odge(0000h)found no craters S 09 _9
ho easily vis.on floor 2d be- O 09 _6 S 23 06 61 06 53 59 57 48
Iore under high sun. Goodacre
h later couldn't detect any
craters on floor or light maz
kings. Total or partial obsc.
of crater floor confirmed by
Elger(near sunset on Plato)
MBMW haslO/2/04 1300,1600
=old time svstem_.




05.8Ap ............ _ 18 " " "i Y2h'" 14: 0" ---- 90 0.0
25 78R, IAP 120
Ja 23 18 60 15 60 42
F2100 F 08 20 61 02 5404 60 53
F 21 O0 61 02
59 44 55 38
60.5 54 09 55 23
43R
18 .O .53 132: !+3.8:
' .59i57:S Jy2710
3h 23.31 i188 +8.5
. 85i 1S ] 24 18:
!
• _ i i
=15.2]: ioogrlh .99 9097i40R 1;1







Plckerln Cambridge, _ 15 R ?
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Jamaica 12 L ?
P 151 3'
1
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Zlatinski_ I 3 R ?
Russia I
I
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]_ France :
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Jy 07 0O Je 25 03 60.3 54 15 58 04:
Saw a small, distinct reddish Je i0 01
spot which became diffused
into a patch as term. adv-
anced on the plateau NE of the
crater South. When the plateau
was on the term. (Go_daere "
says the crater was J.Herscel
for same date--2 different
spots or mlsident, for one?)
Gradual decrease in albedo
from 6.4-6.45 to 3. 5-4 on
scale of intensity of 10.
Location of dark spots diff-
erent than depicted by Lohr-
mann.
Form of dark spots near it
changes every month in diff-
erent ways. Location do_s not
agree with Madler, Lohrmanu
nr Rmith_Rchmillt 9)
6 to 7 spots arranged like a _ Ja 12 14 59 53
_. first seen ou this nite. F 07 13 Ja 24 09 59 13 54 14 57 32:
(Kuiper atlas, Rect. 14-c shorn
spots in form ofa 7 or a cep
gamma backwards, but not 1._ 1
_amrna_.
Appearance of bright spots Ap 92 00 60 41
that could even be seen in a Ap 30 07 Ap 17 16 61 17 53 59
43mm{2-in I tube.
Noticed special occurrence
S. of the large crater, whic 55 14:
he took as evidence of water
vapor.
Narrow, straight beam of 56 43
light from crater A to B. 56 57
Increased its brightness to
7 (on scale to 10) compared
with Plckering's 5. 5 tn1897
One of the sp_ts was barely
via. in spring, bat albed_ in
creased significantly, in stunner.
One of the spots was bright
in June,bat weakened in Nov.-
Dec. For a short time anot-
her greatly changed its
intensity
Several spots changed their Je 26 02 61 04
shapes compared with Gor- _y 24 05 Jy 08 11 60 22 5_ 02 56 16
deenkors depiction on 5/23/1
see # 339) which canuot be e)-
plained, b_ light variations.
When _ Strettsa (7) approa- Jy 24 0_ 60 22
ched edge but still separated Au 20 1, Au 05 03 59 33 54 10 60 13
the star began to stretch in
belt 3X its own length & then
instantly disappeared. Prob-
ably n_ significant atm. or
vapors. (similar to other re
)orts of fad:ng oocu:t. Gives
imb as E. bu; that is in ast.
;onvention. 1
Star-llk_ pt. on N. shors of D 07 01 61 23
mare. (Eimmart?) Particu- J_ 04 14 D 2i 0i 61 19 53 55 59 O_
larly bright spot . Tho't it wa_
sun'lght from rim of sm. era
Black-edged streak from cez
;er to wall. New formation,
like a black wall from eentel
to ramparts. (shadows & ligh
:rvm 2 pron_z _ c.p. ?).
An appe_rancs like _t snow
(nea- FM ?when 3he
riads of xhite-haioed
ters give that look?).
V d
d* h _ E_• d d m
11.1: 68: -2.7:











[8.2: 218: +2.& Markov
07 29:_ Mr 310_ Russia
7.2: 350: -7.9: Houdard
69 19:t tp 29 1_ France '>
9.3: 73: 16: -5.8:
77: 4:lq kp291_
10.3 25t: +5.8:
.2_ 77:S [e 27 04
12.5 68: -1.6:
03 21:R_y 26 II
4.7: 332 -10.
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F 17_ 0 B
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Cristum i 5 5 E ,
2 barely via. dark spots in
center that would disappear
times indep, of altitude o
Were also obs.by Lohr-
in 19th cent.
A lig_ sector via. at botto¢
shadow contained 3 bright
Jots, reminiscent of phos-
o_escent bodies.




eddish shadowy spread over
o f c ra te r. Looked like vapor.
Pt. on rim shone like a
some time after enterin
shad. dur. ecl. I
0742.date given as 1/7/17
obj. moving on
In place of crater only a
2km in diam. was vis. (seen
Brightness in shadow of the
Intensely dark line going
it.
Crater seemed to be
green in the back
the ashen light. Slightly
left(east?)of its center a
bright spat that sparkled wit
phosphor, light,lighting
whole crater so that its
edge could be seen. Light
ellow light shone
inside the c#ater forl/
hr. after which it returned
normal. Violet tint on W.
& surrounding area & the dal
of the saddle & dark
distinct. Term. slightly
of Herodotus.
ray in direction of
:omontanus remained via.,
;1 owing in _eak gray-green
lght dur. whole eel. (mid-eel.
Conspicuous ink-blacK mark.
(N.of C.Argaeus or S. of
In the light spot,a crater of
Ikm diam. & outside bank of
was
Peaks on S. cusp l_e a
elc_ga dng cusp. Lines drawn thru
on dark part of
aurora on earth.
Shaft of light projecting frol
spot so bright it
peaks near it were
usually bright at times &
Dark spots appeared after
& disappeared
were triangular,
_ounded by 2 light'rays-Dur.
sun all of mare was
in high sun violet-green.




61 23 53 57
61" 03











07 54 04 60 05
09
32 54 03 54 07
60 44






34 54 15 59
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m d y h m ,_
381 1920-1922 White spo 54E,14N
E. o f P_car,
382 920-1923 Riccioli 76:W, 3S
Aristillus, 2 E, 34 N
Tyeho, llW, 423
Sc hickar d 54W, 453
Paius Putre_ 3 E , 26 N
"-383 10/16/21 2200- Aristarchus 47W, 23N
2400
384 11/157/21 2000? Plato 9W, 51N
385 5/ 4/22 20OO?iArchimedes 5W, 30N
386 6/ /22 Vieta 56W, 313
337 7-9,192 ;?
388 11/28/_2 2200? ILa Hire 25W, 27I_
389 9/23/23 1909? Vieta 56W,313
390 8/14/24 2000 Herodotu_ 48W, 22:
391 6/29/25 2000 ? Plato 9W, 51t
392 1925-1927 "
393 4/11-/27 2300- Censorinus- 36E, 2.5N
12 6100 ? Maskelyne
394 5/12/27 2203 Peirce A 53E, 17_
395
396
12/ 8/27 2000: Picard 54E, ll4_
Phenomena Descriplion
m d h m'd h
Horiz:m_%l
V,p ti- a _ d
1900 A. D.
A light spot (E.of Picard)
whose brig'htness changes a-
nomalously with sun changes
2 dark spots in Ricc.Aristil
N. bank, Tycho edge, 2 large
spots on floor, dark spots in
P. Putted. All appear some-
time after SR, darker durinl
FM. & disanDear before _S.
Partial ecl. _94)differeni obs S 29 14 60 32
noted at various pts. of the 027060111 593954095609 2h? 1_.4
crater a brightness or phos-
phorescence in it. (indep. coc
fir mation).
Temporary increase in brigh O 27 06 59 39
tness'of the light band at bol- N 21 09 N 08 0659 15 54 34 57 55
tom noted close to FM. Crate
activity noted in Oct. 10.
Discovery of 3 long mounds
in the crater. (rays ?). Ap 10 09 60 50
My 08 07%p 22 1060 00 54 06 59 18
2 dark spots,W, one became
larger tba_ E.one & the E.une
acqulreu a 1riangular shape.
Became closer to_eth_r ,
dark spots were oval, E. on_
larger than W. one_opp_site t(
case in June) both easily seen
at 33X.
Shadow cut thrt_ by white st- N 09:
reak(real LTP? . Pickering': D 07: N 22:
atlas shows' same phase & co]
& shadow is all dark;elong, il
)eaks are N-S not E-W).
Bolh dark spots merged to- g 12 22 30 29
gerber even with 94X magni- O 11 04 S 28 17 _1 11 5_ 02 55 06
fication. (dae to libration &/c
seeing?}•
Weak luminescence. (in mid- Au 11 20 60 06
eclipse I . S 07 071ku 23 1_ 53 19 54 13 58 47
Light bands in bo'ctom seen Je 03 54 60 59
Ln shadow & did not seem to _y 06 12 I_ 23 0_ 61 23 53 53 56 38:
be elevations. These have beer
seen 5X from 1913-1922,
Light & dark bands in crater
change their form.
2 luminescent pts. observed.
Not vis. at same sun angle o_ Ap 30 19 Ap 15: 60 59
M_y 7 & 12_h. Not vis. on
nhntr_ nf RAm _ _/_3263
Complet:e obscu_a,tion of cra. Ap 30 19 _O 59
tell. $a,_ no, tma_e 06 i,t,. It wa_ My 28 20 My 13 0 5_ 04 54 05
vis. MS' 1111 & f_a,i_,tl on, MiV 13.
3J_. i_n, lr9,418 MlOO_e _a,_ who.le
dlet_a,i,h, whe_ea,s, s.u_o_d_iags
_e_e s:qa,nl_,A ahea,u. B_h a,ls_
f, ou,nd, i,_ i.l,uis-, a,tl tli,m_s i_*,
l.a,_e 1_8-90,'s.
_a_t_e.n, a,fJ6e_ co,m_i_a_ ou,t, o_,
ho_ak 00, _hOalm,a,h.
wro,n,g.._I_ v_o,udld_b_ oa,l_ 6h b_-
_o,re I_MI. _-u,n,ni, se on_ o_a,t,er
3all &SS a,b@L8dl a,ge. No in-
terp_si,_i,on, :_,f d_a_bes woxks,
g. ,13th ox 19,26,or Dec.
1923, only Dec. 3, 1927 is fen
sible as it would be just afte
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Lint at the bottom were pro-
nounced at times. After
bottom was
During SS there was a trian
spot nr. W. wall until
Ing with shad. of wall,
i
I(date wrong as age is 3.2d
[should be @ 23d_ 9/15/30
47_W, 23_ iBeddlsh-yellow glimmer of
flight, very variable with
nearly complete extinction.
(siml,lar to Herschel's 1787
:& Tempel's 6/10/1866 obs.
11W, 42SShadow anomAly--curious
on e.p. tho interior was in
shadow.






to the w. bank was not via. i
after SB & appeared along thi
en_EK_ of the term , 8-9 °.
9I_Term.from Cop. to lat.20°S
iwas misty & hard to define.
i Rest was usual sharp defi-
._itlon. Mlstiness cleared at
._t930. Cleaned his eyepiece &
Sudden appearance of a white
spot like a cloud. Movedheross
the crater.
i
rWhlte. (in dark part).
morphological changes(in da_
part of moon). Probably
by Madler &Neison. Dlfferen
size 'scopes were probably
3eeuliaritle
Haze, more extensive &
symmetric with no protuber-
than Oct. 1
Haze--much narrower &
than on Sep. 1
Periodic changes in brightness
)f 4 spots in dark areas--
changes in_ size from SB toSS
autumn of 1933-*probably
r During 20 yrs. Barcroft &
others have frequently seen
inside the
A large patch of haze app-
eared & drifted off
in same direction as
haze from Pieo (white patch)




appearance of white spots.
Confirmed by Moore in 1939
Obscuratlon on floor. Cratel




60 57 54 O0 57 26
61 13
61 29 53 57 54 44
61 29 ] 8.5:
51 11 53 56 58 17_ i
61 12
60 28 54 02 58 4_
60 32 3/4_
61 13 54 05 57 04
61 13
61 27 53 57 58
59 43
60 36 54 08 54
60 36
61 13 54 00 55 18
59 39
59 19 54 15 59
59 19
60 04 54 13 58
47
59 54 54 07 54 14:
55 1
60 07



































































4/29/37 0930 Grimaldi 66W, 58
7/22/37 0300 Plato 9W, 51N
7/27/37 0200 Plinius 13E , 15N
423 9/17/37 2000? Aristarcht_ 47W, 23N
•t24 9/23/37 0500 Grimaldi 66W, 58





Photos in lunar ech indicate J_ 20 l/
a probab:e fading of Grim.rio "_y 18 0f
a possible fading of S. tip of
Ricc.spot,a possible enlar_
merit of halo around Linn_,a
possible, but unlikely dark-
ening of Schiek. 's dark area
& na effect on,Eratosthenes
or white spot E.of W_.bb. Li -
nn_ enlargement more pron-
ounced • t 1902 ecl. than at
any other time. Fading of Ric
spot was pronounced on MRy
14,1936.
D_tected bright spots on floor Ap 20 2 61 16
lV_v 19 0 _y 03 1_ 60 41 54 00 54 0]
Both noted reddish spots hr. Js 18 2: 59 52
S.end of mare.(Martz could Jy 11 2 Je 272: 5i 14 56 13
not confirm,moon had set for
himl
J_hnson drew bands,many sm O01 1_ 01 17
tll spots on floor. (Plckerlng' O 30 0.' O 16 08 61 29 53 56 60 1E
atlas,9D,eoh 141°shows band
but no bright spots}. "
Small bright spots on flbor. 55 I_
(pickertng's atlas 9A, col. 30 _
shows n_ spots}•
Bright spot.(in dark part! F 03.3 61 27
confirm.of Arkhip0v?i. Mr 02.0 F 16.601 00 53 51 54 03:
B_ue-greenish scintillating
spots at bottom of crater were
vis. on ashen light backgrounJ.
!confirm, of Andrenko?).
Slight greenish color. (co,or Ap 1O. 8 61 03
of _round?not LTP? i. M_, 09 5 Ap 26.001 21 5.1 00 54 18
Floor distinctly greenish. Jy 06 0_ 60 36
but was gray on June 29,1937 Au 03 0d _l 18 1(59 50 54 10 55 0_
Perigee Apogee ' Dura-
Dates Date Horizon*.al Parallax tion Age
19_0 A.D.
59 t7 15.3
Jy 06 0 50 30 54 09 60 6_
at 0600 & co[. 84°(normal ?}.
E. end of c.p. varied in tnt- 57 24
enslty at similar lighting
conditions. Intensity was low
est on ".his nite,being at I=5.{
other nites were:
Date Time col. I
6/23/37 0600 _4 ° 8. 6 Se 08 03 Je 20 20 61 12 64 03 54 21
7/20/37 0200 53 6. 0 Jy 05. 6 60 36 54 22
7/22/37 0300 76 6. 5 _,u 29 03 Au 09 18 i9 17 54 08 55 00
9/22/37 0700 114 6.0 S 23 21 S 11 22 59 48 54 15 5929
9/24/37 0830 142 6. 5 b0 40 59 46
10/17/37 0100 59 8.5 O21 lb 5809
10/21/37 0600 109 8.5 60 38
Bright streak. Looked later ku 23 03 59 17
but d:dn't see it. May have S 23 21 S ll 22 59 .t9 5,1 15 56 54:
been reflection from wall.
Variations in green. Strong 59 46
:reen on this date. Other date_
of variations are:
D_te Time Co,or
4/29/37 0930 slight tp 12 08Ap 27 10 61 02 54 00 54 12
3/23/38 0930 strong " dr 11 0_ Mr 23 2159 23 5416 5553
7/24/38 0830 gray-green re 28 0] Jy 11 21 61 22 53 68 60 33
SW _nner wa!l was intensity S 23 21 59 46
:=0.5, but was I=2.5 on July 02116 009188040 54085836
2 al col. 195'. Obs. condi::i3ns
dentica'. Band i s da_k_ni.n_
ar. col. 190 :'. (obs. in daylight? ,T s_and tlme ?)
color. Next nite
_Ivid deep purple, but on July
Z,1037 at coi.195 ° it was gray
_inged with brownish purple.
Obs. conditions similar on all.
Co!o'n_ Days fr
TermYM _z
(_ Dist._r. FM Solar'ObserveI Location relescop_
d
d md h KD,_K i Ap Xt%
90 0.0 2,), 9_ teWitt Nashville,









62: -2.5: 5-,2. _ Martz Oak Park 10 R el
50:R _061_ Illinois 6 L?
301 -12.0 2+, 10tRoth,Weld New Mexic
1R y 04 181 Martz Oak Pk,II 10P_ 61
18.7: 09: 132: +3.5: 1+, 3dJ_hnson 7L, 8R,
10, 64:S 30 21 :2L ?
9.7: . 83 27: -6.1: 2-, 9 Ha_s
. 82 15:R 30 Of New Mexicc
3.5:.44 313: -10.5 to,18-Andrenkc
.43 -43:I 2508 Brazil ?
4.4: .45 327: -9.7: ,t-,19 Arkh_po_
• 44 29:1_ 25 06 Russia
12 L?
18.2 . 60 222 +3.8 _-, 6 Firsoff Glastonbur) 6 LI
65 248 Ap25 1_ _c-1 England filters
13._ .63 74: -1.4:!6-,34 Haas I2L?
•57 65:R Jy 23 1_ ms ? New Mexico
18.9 .74 136 +3.6 2-,It-Haas7 _' ....


















66B -3.4 5o,26- sc+l
91R -1.4 6-,34 ms?
538 1.8 -, 12_
25S +3.3 4+,19.
72R -2.9 2o,10-
58S +1.4 !+, 13+
60: -2.7: 4o,19" Johnson Des Moines 7L,8R
13:_ 20 12 Iowa
129 +2.7 3o,I_ Firsoff Glastonbury 6 L,
118S 20 12 Engiand filter
1138 +3.8 4o,2_- ms.1
138 +12.2 2o, 8d
138 +11.7 2-,10
191 _7.6 2+,1: -Firsoff
368 20 12 sc-2
- ! - ?
S e e - nforn _pp. ?henart_
ing 8ouree Ref. _/t Type
_00 5* D,G
































"Time FeatureU T Selenographic
D a t e Coordinates
i
] i
10/26/37! llOO?iAlphonsus, I 4W, 13S
i Ptolemaetm, 3W, 9S
H.erschel i 4W, 6S
i
J
12/12/37 ! 2100 Plato ', 9W, 51N
i
/37_ Schlckard 95W, 45S
_ i
i 1117/3919000?Plato 9w51.




3/28/38 0930 tGrlmaldl 66W, 5S
4/27/38 0830 I " " - '












_hese floors milky,otherssh_ p
Alter not sure if due to phot, O 21 16
_ontrast or real haze.(this 'N 19 Oi
started him on his regularly
photog, the moon in 2 colorl
}reen has wrong date in his
lis_Ing).
Strong streak of orange-brow
,n E. wall. Floor nearly clear
)f shad_ ,composed of many
veins & thin streaks inter-
voven. At 21hlrreg. extensioz
seen spreading eastward dow
vall. Confirmed by younger so
In Jan. color area extended
urther E&W to beyond A&B
instead of between A&B as iz
Dec.). Confirm. from Fox wh(
also in Feb. saw a golden
brown spot on E. wall--seen





"t" " " " 1900 A.-D..
0_60 40N 06 1 61 19 54 00 58 27:
61 19
D 03 1' 61 28 53 56 58 25
Colo_l_ys f_
Dura. Ter FM &
tlon g D/st nr.d F_
A _d' o md h
......... 4--- [
i I '
22.0: I . 16: 173: +7.4:
1.17: 11:S 1921
minl 9.7 83 ! 27 -5 O





Brownish-gold veined surfac -Ja- 1-5-0_ ..... 6--1-04 ..................... -- 15._ ._-6_
color irreg, laid on a smooth F 12 0( Ja 27 0q 60 13 54 04 60 30: . 07:
floor.
Prumineat gold-brown spotoz F 12 0i ........... 601"3 .....................-*13_-.-0_:




)ut definite boundary, spread
!n_,_o v eT_ rio 9 T._ ...............
Slight touch of reddish color
Barker). Fox saw none on SE
wall,but'saw yellowish glow
)n S.floor at same time(conf•
Fox saw same phenom, on
Apr. 10_ 11, My8 -11, June 8-1(]
Slight greenish color.
tensity l=l.O
_olored area was I=1.3
Fading of dark spot pronoun-
ced in this ecl.(mid-eci.at
0839,photos_ ............
0800 [ Plato 9W, 51N Floor-least bit greenish(othe
colors on other dates_e.g. Je
23. ' 37.7 122 137. _ZI__/.38_...
1800?]Macrobiu_ 45E, 2IN, Changes in dark areasDver
0800 IPlato --|--sw, 5i_ W. end of floor had intensity
I=2.0,but on 7/15/38,I=3.7,
conditions similar.







Jy 26 11same conditions as 5/1_38(se_
#437).Kaiser after90 obs.co_
ldn_t find an_ regularity to












61 14 53 58 54 29
-_;- ........ _; ----;; .... %;- ........
........_-_ ...................
0 30 07 59 51 54 13 54 06:
:olor in 1
Plato. I=3. 7 comp.wl
I=2.0 on 6/15/38(see #439--
CO[_E O_ _round ?)
72W, 13S Colored(dark?) area was I=4._, " i
• eomp. with I=i. O on 4/26/38 |
i(see #434) &l=l. 3 on 4/27/38[
66W, 5S[!rayish-g ...... for. |
46E, 16"N 2--griE-h_-spots in Schmidt &
2ilklns,craterlets. Wa s strucl 0 16 0_H 110,
by whitish aspect of parts of i
_boor--possibly mists. S. wall i
'concealed by these strong I
white patches,as if breached i
ring.
0800 Rocca
59 23 2h ? 10.8: . 07:
5929 54 15 59 1O: .08:
26.0
.68
.6_0 19 54 12 56 48 . 7 8




















photos b) Mt. Hamilt,







F ox iewark, Eng
-97: +0.8_. 8'261Barkersc
i 8+, 530 ,ms
78: -0.5:6-,35 o Fox
69:RF 14 1'_ sO-1
, i
39:B r 16 0 ox
! .
231 +12.2 12o, 8+ Firsoff
14s_r 16O_
227 +11.8 13o,15 aas7
239 +12.9 I 2o,11_ "?
13S _p 14 I_
90 0. O j 6+, 35ot deWitt
lSB My140g ms? l
123 +2.9 ! 4-,2_
66S 14 0!
322: I- -10._15 o 21(
7 : B J_13 O0'
117 +2.3 2-, 5_
72S[e 1300124 +2.7 7o,41-
65S F 12 if ms
235 +11.9 2-, 1(_
17S y 12 15
107: + 9: _-,29 o
27:S 27 22
I
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Dh m )_ ,
i
o
2200? Macrobi_s 45E, 211
2390 ? Aristarchu_ 47W, 23:
700 ?
1900- ',opernicus 2OW, 91_
1915
800 ? _,ristarehtL 47W, 23_
0600: Manilius BE, 14N
0500: Aristillus 2E, 33N
9900: ! 2opernicus 29W, 9N
0930: Vitello 37W, 3OS
0930
0230: Aristillus 2E, 33N
0900: Manilius BE, 14N
OOOl Schickard 55W, 49f










0200: GassendJ 4OW, 16f
0500 Aristillus 2E, 33N
3600 Copernicus 20W, 9N
O I0 O _ristillus 2 E, 33N
Phenomena Horizontal Parallax
m d h m d h }7£ _a _,
1900 A.D.
C_hanges in dark areas. (near O 16 08 59 15
Proclus wh ere Green saw ph- N 1 i 04 O 30 07 59 51 94 13 54 06:
enom. see #443}.
Bright spot--bluish. (confirr F 03 12 61 28
of Malakhov). Mr04 11 F 16 15 61 O0 94 02 55 27:
Intensive luminescence in 55 49:
background of ashen light that
had ceased in March. (confirl
_f Andrenko).
C.P. diffuse light spot,fain1 Mr 94 1: 61 00
low as tho in a luminous mist_ Ap Ol 12 Mr 16 1._ 69 10 54 03 59 28
(3h before SR)Some indication
of E.terraces, then vanished.
Intensive luminescence in Ap 91 12 60 10
ashen light. Ap 28 1( Ap 13 0_ 59 23 54 ii 58 07:
Dark area in S.part was I=2J Je 19 2( 60 21
but was I=9. 7 on 7/39/39. Obs, Jy 17 23 Jy 05 14 61 93 54 04 55 30
conditions were very similar.
Dark area in W. part of floor " 54 06
was I=1. 3 but other dates wer_
brighter,or same,yet cond.
similar (se_ _a_a a_q_aal_
Dark area at foot of N. inner 55 O0
wall was I=l. 8. Comp. with I=
4.9 on 9/ 6/39.{#ee #46_1 ,
S.part of dark area was I=2.5 55 48
but diff. values'other times.
(see #453, &457). Cond.were
similar.
S. part of dark area was I=1.6 56 25
(comp. with # 452, &458). Co_d
were similar on all dates.
Dark area in W.part of floor Jy 17 23 61 03
was I=3.7.(see #450,459,&46 Au 15 0f Au 20 0£61 23 5358 5603
Used diff. telescopes but can-
not explain differences
Dark area in S.part was I=3._
comp. with #449 Cond. were
similar. (phase same,real
difference 7). {normal here ?)
Floor milky, walls almo3t
vis.2 bright pts. in area,not
extending to extreme w. part
_f floor.
S.part of dark area was I_.
_omp. with #452 &453,when
_ond. were similar on all 3
Jates. Iphase similar too --n_rmal tonite?l.
NE part of c.p. was I=6.4, Au 15 0_ 61 23
compa#ed with I=9. 4 on 9/25/39 S 12 18 Au 29 03 61 14 53 59 54 03
see #462)under similar cond.
Dark area in W. part of floor
was I=4.0, comp.with I=l.3,
& I=3. 7 (see #_59, &454).Used
different telescopes,bul can_
!xp}ain diff. in albedo, since
)hase [s similar in 2 & dist.
from term. similar in all.{norllal ?)
Dark area at foot of N. inner
wall had I=4.8,comp.with I=
.8 in #451. (same phase so it
is a real difference).
Dark area in W.part of floor
ha,] I=l.3,comp.with I=1.3,
3.7,4.0 in # 450,45.1,&459,
respectively. (albedos d_sa
gree at same phases, so are
real anomalies). (-normal here ? J.
NE part of c.p. had I=9. 4, 54
p. with I=6. 4(normai ?_in#
i58,under similar obs.cond.
&phase, thus real diff. ).
54 19










1/4h 9.6 91 19
90 -1 B
I








q 07 22 _ngland ?
-9.8: 3-, 14+Andrenko Sao Paulo,
Mr 0511 sc-1 3razil
-9.6: Vialakhov Russia
_Ir 051_ Filippoom Russia
-5.4 60, 460 ¢¢ilkins Kent,
a.p 04 0_ ms Sngland
-10.& 5-,25- Malakhov Russia
Yly 03 11 sc-O.5 Filippova
-1.3 4_, 25+ Haas?
[y Ol 1( New Mexic<
+4.6 5-,20
ly O116 ms
21.6 180 +7.6 3-, 7 c
,69 20S [y 91 16
22.8 193 +8.3 2o, 70
73 24S Jy 01 If
13.8 205 +9.8 5-,17
.77 12S Jy011_
9.2 26 -5.2 6-,33-
.28 28RJy 3107 ms
13.4. 76 -1.O 1% 9
43 84R Jy 31 07
16.1 50 109 +1.8 1+, 4 Moore
.53 126S Jy 31 O_ sc-I England
_3.4 199 +9.2 1% 3- Haas?
79 18S Jy310_
11.9 .43 56 -2.8 3o, 18:
.42 I6R _u 292:
19.0 144 +4.3 6o,35 ,
.63 3_8 Au292 ¢" sc
!2. I 180 +7.4 3). 16 t
78 23S _u2922
S 12 18 6l''14 9.5 ,41 25 -5.6 20 , 8"
O 11 0 S 25 09 60 39 54 03: 54 23 .40 27RS28 14
New Mexic{ ?
ApKI_
5L? P ._03 2 D?
Olcott
_IBMW 165 5*V, B
F,C i387i* B
6 L Fi !Ol t* G,B
82
F, C 87 5* B
12L? L52i* D
4" D
.I L92 4 _ D




12L? P 4* G,B



















































h m .2._ , '_
0200 Macrobiul 45E, 211_










































Phenomena Description orizontal Parallax
m d h m 'd h ]Tp,, ?II, ,, , Tr,, d d_'
1900 A. D.
Reddish-brown hue (unusual O 1I 01 10 38 6.4: 28: 342
1sually absent. N 07 2I O 22 23 59 45 54 09 55 25: 29: 27:1
Faint bluish mist on innerW D 03 07 i9 14
wall. (according to Firsoff it D 29 I D 17 16_9 57 54 13 59 28: min 7_6.4: _95: 106
_as right after SR, but this , 92: 123:_ ¢
3an't be as age=16d &SR corn(
Fog on flo_r--milky appear- My 18 19 10 06 13.2 07 75
_nee,less pronounced than or Je 1415 My 0223 592354 05 5942 06 20R
B/2/39, (_q_ #4;_6) ,
2 hazy streaks,medium int- " 59 22 8._ 14
nsit_,complex detail. 98 5R
NE wall (outer) had I=2. 5 on Je 14 15 i9 23 14.2 88
_his nite but 5. 0 on Aug. I8 Jy 09 19 Je 27 1 59 33 54 16 57 35 23 83R
!(see #471--both same pha._e
so real diff. ;2. 5 normal ?}.
Luminous marks in shadow, 5y 09 19 19 33 8.6 20
ragged-edged & irreg, sbap_ Au 06 03 Jy 25 05 10 20 5412 5839 15 91_
E. wall had a milky lumtnosit .
Largest bright spot in SE p_r 54 52 16.7 39 119
of floor bad I=8.6,but 6+ on 45 1015
other dates. (see #472,474 &
475). (8. 6 normal ?).
Bright spot on S. rim had I = Au 06 03 60 20 13.5 36 78
8.9 on this date but 5.8 on S 03 06 Au 21 2261 03 54 05 55 08 41 108:
Sep. I6,when observ.cond.wer
similar. (see #473).
NE outer wall had I=5.0,but 5451 :14.3 ,38 88
was I=2. 5 on June 2_. {see # 42 83R
467)Isimilar eolon_. I .
Largest bright spot on SE pt 54 15 16.4 44 113
of floor had I=8. 6. (real cha 50 I07_
nges? see #'s469,474,&475,
all at similar ohasel.
Bright spo_ on S. rim was I = S 03 06 61 03 13.9:.42 82
5.8 comp. with 6.9 on Aug. l' D 01 i( S 16 086124 5359 54 13: .45 112]
(see # 470}.
Largest bright sp3t in Sg pal " 53 59 16.0 49 107
)f flour had I=6.1,but 6.7,& 52 1135
8. 6 _n other hires. (same ph.
Largest bright spot in SE pL 54 02_ 17.0 53: 120:
of flour had I=6.7,but 6.1 o! 56: 109S
.ast nite & 8. 6 on others. (se
#'s 469,472, &474}. I
Pronounced reddish-brown u: O 01 1 ;1 24 17.7: ] 115:
,range color. Less marked o! O 30 0_ O 15 1( H 14 5_3 59 54 35: 61:,1 132_
next nile, & slight _n 22nd.
see #'s 477,4781 .
Less marked reddish color 55 1_ 18.7: 127:
than last nite.(see #'s 476,& .64:120_
_78).
)nly slight reddish co!or lhi_ _¢" " 56 03: 20.7: 73: 160:
ite, eomp.wlth previous nite_ 72: 87:S
see #'s 476,477).
N.horn extenaed (_15 _ & S om 61 I0: 28.(_ 9& 224:
_, 5-10_.Seen extended on othe I 98: 0:S
late_ also tsee #'S 482,4851.
Seen in dark par_ as a bright N 27 li 80 ]5 2,6: 21: 302:
spot. D 25 0_ D 09 0_ 53 39 54 10 58 15: 16: -I0_t
Some luminosity on W. rim o_ 5,t 13. 9.6: 49. 24:
uler slope. 42: 13:R
Each horn seemed pro'.onged D 25 0_ 59 39 59 3u 26.1: 22-4:
I0 ) . Ja 19 08!Ja 56 0559 15 54 14 59 37 01: 0:S
Anoma!ou3 shadow. (date rep' " 57 2'i 8.4: 8:
Is 6th.b'a_ if loc.time.=7_hUql 48: 4:_
Faint bri4ght spo: on floor no Ja 1_ "1_ 59 15 11.0 33:
definite ouLline. (da e reporter F 1.t 2C F 03 ')2 80 05 54 1] 55 36 70. 36:R
:s 6_h,bu_ if lot. time =7thUq
Prolongation suspected. (date 01
reported =6th,but if 53 54 58 54
:7_th UT).
-9.0: 5-, 29o Barcroft






-0.8 4-, 17- Moore 12L?
fy 21 141 England
-6.0 i+, 32 I_as 12L?
Ie 1923 sc _lew Mexico
+0.3 L+, 7+ " ? "
[e 19 23
-5.4 i-,27+ Haas
Iy 19 10 _c+1
+2.8 i-,22 o
fy 19 10












+2.9: i-,25- Barcroft Madera.






+13.2: to, 10+ Vaughan Des Moines
16 08 Iowa
- I2.8: io, 39:_
D 1420
- 5.8: t-, 19+ Barcroft Madera. 6 L
D 14 20 Ca'ifornia
+10.6: t+,23 o Ha¢_ 12 L?
D 14 20 I New M_xico
-6.3: D,l_+Barcro_t Madera, 6 L
Ja 13 11 California
-4.9: i-,30 o Vaugi_an Des moilos 3 L
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Seen in earthshine. (Haas tho _
must have been unusually
*right).
luminous
lted 0. l"diam. ,mag. 8. I
date was 10.Lunar meteor?
Whitish glow near earthlit
limb.
in crater
(during ecl. ?)(mid-ecl. 0400)
Darker th an
valley was bor-
by a narrow dark band
for 13km along its length.
Appeared
had its N. wall
(low altitude ?).
gone next nite. interior was
dotted with white spots,
trasting sharply with dark
areas. All very clear on Aug,
19 at sunset.
the small depression
in the N.wall. S.chr_ter
at times also.
Bright flashes on floo-r near
E. wall. (meteor ?but others
seen flashes there
given is l123,must be
P. M. ,local time. MBMw give
]ate as Oct 19,which is
3 brilliant points of light
wall.
Bluish glowing streaks in fl.
on Mr. _. (Middlehurst has
description as"pale light
floor" & has observsl
H. H. Wilkins. misprint ?
different observation &
Noted that W, component of
p. was without normal sha
edly bluish.
3 bright points on inner W.
slopes.
der E.wall. R esembled an
_hell exploding in air at a di
of about 10mi. (has
_o_ted flashes here at least
Did not seec°p, saw cleft-




ed by fine filaments brightel
_han earthshlne. (Barcroft,
taas, Vaughan, Moore, &
_lso have seen similar
Bright spot In earthlit W,
Limb. Estimated =3rd
Brilliant orange-yellow fla6h
km Insld'e E. rim. (similar
Red glow.
Horizontal
, . , .
1900 A. D.
53




59 36 54 09 50 44
06
21 54 13
61 06 - "
60 21 54 04
66 ss
23 53 58 57 25
60 58
61 26 53 57 54
80 43 54 oo 58
24
_0_17 54 10 60
51"-31
20 5355 57 15
39
46 54 07 58
18















506 7/21-/48 2200 3 _. Crisiu: 6_E, 15N
22 0100?
007 7/27/48 0200 ? feraclides 34W, 42N
Point '
_508 8/ 8/48 0000
60"9 8/16_/48 2230-
17 '0226 E. of Picar, 56E, 15I_
510 8/20/48 2000_ Promontory 66E, 14N
Agarum
511 10/ 8/48 210D?IBarkerts 26W7, 34S
_uadrangle
_Capuanus)
512 10/19/48 2200 feraclides 34W, 42_
Point
513 2/ 7/49 1800 Kepler 37W. 7N
514 2/ 9/49 2000? Barker's 26W, 341
_uadrangle
i Capuanu@
515 2/10/49 0oo0? Cobra Head 48W, 24_
516 3/ 3/49 2000 Barker's 26w, 3461
_tmdrangle












10/ 7/49 0123- Atlas . 44E, 471
0140
ii/ 3/49 0053- Arisiarchus 47W, 23]
0120
I 3/30/50 2200? Herodotus 48W, 22]
4/ 2/50 2000: Atlas 44E, 47_






Almost featureless except for
Pelrce & Picard.
Blurred & misty;LaPlace Pro]
was sharp.
5right flash on earthlit part;
bluish-white to grayish-yello'
Imeteer ?).
2 areas E. of Picard appear-
ed featurel'ess. Cloud-like patche_
Filled with fog or mist.
Nebulous white patch in place
_f quadrangle. (in Capuanus ?
See Wllkins &Moore, The
Moon,p124.Area in darkness'
Blurred, misty--LaPlace was
Sharp. White diffused bright
sJkot in S. Iridum close to
Heraclides pt.
White glow near crater.
(Kepler in dark).
Quadrangle not seen,appar-
ently misty. (quad. in Capua-
nus?,see Wilkine &Mo_re,
The Moon.n124_.
Vapor originating on W. side
at landslip--all de_ails clear
except at this patch. Spread ot
_l_|n,
Whole area h.azy. (in Capua_ i
nus 7 see Wilkins & Moore,
rhe Moon,_p124)(It may not be
this identification as 3 of 4
)bs. are in dark,some nr.F(
so doubtful it could be P_h),
Starlike brilliant spot seen
ust after 3rd contact. Not see
before & during totality. Think,
t was a high peak catching
_un before others. Remained
bright but larger as sun hitit.
_lowing in earthshine as dif-
_used patch. (confirm• by Bar-




Suspected glow during totality
confirmatlon;alt. 60°).
Changes in N. dar_kspot in ecl
in pentlmbrs. Became darker
_aa s_a_lDw approached & sha-
rply distinguishable
Blue glare on base of inner
W. wall. (Times for him are
obs.period & not necessarily
duration• He used different
'scopes,powers & filters to
verify phenomena).
Transient c. p. (similar phe-n
to Bartlett's in later yrs, ?
see # 532).
2 dark spots dur. penumb.pha-
se of ecl. quickly darkened &"
became sharp in detail•
Glowed in earthltght.
Glowed in Earthlight.
m d h m d h'_'n "G. _T
, ". , . t .
1900 A. D
Jy 08 14 80 42
Au 0.5 20 Jy 24 0." 61 15 54 O1 55 54
" 54 3_
Au 05 20 61 15






O 01 16 _1 01
O 29 20 0 13 21 60 15 54 05 55 59
8.1:
d m d h Kp_I_ iAp K 1_
100: +0.9: 4o, 171 Moore 12 L
• 4& 20:8 _v 21 01 2+, 12- England
59: 169: +5.9: 2+,12 Doherty Stroke-on- 3R?6L
68: 55:S J_, 210_ sc-1 Went, Eng. or 10L'
10: 306: -11.8: 8-,57 Woodwart
11: in 191_ ms U.S.
Ja 17 03
F 14 10
39: 44: -3.8: 2-, 6- Moore,
36: I_00:B Au 191 _g_
104: +1.3: 6-, 31
54: 10:S Au 19 1 ; sc+l
ms
347: -9.3: 2+,13 Moore
25: -39:S O 18 02
55 47 rain 17.1 .65 114 +1.8' 8-,46d
65 100S O 1802 ms
60 22 9.6 18 -5.6 5-,27- Fisher
F 02025109 54035700: 76 -19RF1301
" " 58 48 11.7: 79: 45: -3.5: I+, 7- Moore
84: 19:R F 1309 sc-2
58 34: min_ 11.9: .82:
• 87:
F 14 I0 61 00 4.0
Mr 14 12 Mr 01 0_ 61 27 53 57 55 06: 68
Chester 12 L ?
Eneland
England





MB 20_ I* G
9S
M !3 _ G
12 L ? _BM_ 4_ G
12 L
51: -3.4: 3-,12d Thornton Northwicl 18 L
3:R F1309 sc-1 England
314 -11.0 5o,28 _ Moore 12 L
-72R kir 1411 ms ,sc_ England
Ap 12 09 61 14 14.6 90 0. O 5+,31 Vreeland Mill Valley4.25R
tMy I0 15 Ap 24 22 60 34 54 01 61 0O: 03 43R Ap 13 0_ SC+1/2 &others California
(Cuu_l, reed ,.
56 03 2s 3.5 .67 314 -10.7 2+, 9.Wilkins Kent, 3R. 100X
• 68 -93RMy 121lSC-2 England
56 15 lh 3.9 68 320 -10.3 4-,17.Barcroft Madera, 6L, 96X
70 -891_My 121_ sc-i California
S 23 04 61 16 2Ore 14.6 .52 90 0.0 7÷,42_Braun,ReicMontreal 5.5L, 60_
O 21 15 O 07 17 61 23 53 58 53 59 ._9 43R D 0703ms? Venor, Canada 7 L,




O 21 15 61 24 i/2h:12. .48 57 -2•9 5+,25- Ba,rtlett Baltimor _ 3.5L10(
N1902 N 03186100 5t0O 54 01 .44 10RN0521 sc+2 $faryland
Mr 06 12 60 26 11.3: .79: 44: -3.0! 3-,15 Wilkins Kent, 15 L
Ap 03 20 Mr 22 11 61 09 54 03 58 10 86: -4:R _p 02 2: sc+l England
" 60 36:rain.,15.2 90 0.0 5%35 Chernov
96 134RAp022: ms? Russia
Ap 03 20 61 09 3.8 56 315 -ll.l 2-, 8- Barcroft Madera, 10L,9_
My 02 07 Ap 181_61 26 53 57 54 14 61 -93R t_yO2 sc-I California
54 33
P 4_ G,B_











F,C 38_ I D
F-, 216 4 V,B
G
P 4* G








































7/21/50 01007 Proclus 46E, ib_
7/26/50 923_- Aris_rchas' 47W, 23:
0257 Proclus 46E, 161
7/27/50 0355 Herodotu 48W, 221
Proelus 46E, 161
7/29/50 0400 Proclus 46E, IbI
7/30/50 0400







10/22/50 0100 Proclus 45E, 161
/ /50 Messier 46E, 3_
/ /50 Linne 12 E, 27]
1/21_/51 1819- Lichtenberg 66W, 32]
1838
2/ 4/51 2100- E. of 50:E, 551
2303 Endymion
: 5/17/51 2203? Gassendi 40W, 16_
: 8/20/51 000'3 ? Messier _ 45E, 39
9/13/51 1409? S. of 47W, 22J
_ristarchus
t0/20/51 0000 M_ssier _ 46'E, 3S
/ /51 1830 n-_ar 67:W, 32:
1838 Lich_enberg
Phenamena. Description F{orizonLal
'_' _l'h K,,,Z K,
m d hi In d h "Tp _ [I ?7 d d m
1900 A.D.
Blu_' _,arc at hast of innarV MV 30 1( 61 12 7.5h 11.4 92 53
v_.il.(his seeing estimates ar, Je 2721 Jc 12059034 5402 6030 97 bE
on scale 1-10,_.hcrc 10:,best
ransp:lrcn_'/'(T I is faintest
star nlag. vis. I'rom0-5_.
Blue gl:ll'_.'.riln ill" W. wall. Jc 2721 60 34 i/2h [2.4 .01 66 -1.7 20. 9 a
Jy 2513 Jy O:) 21 59 45 54 09 60 3_ 01 19R Je2920 sC-l, _
]Strollg bluish g!fll'(, (*,1 I.,'. ,8E 5021 21m 13.5 01 79 -0.6 60,28 o
a'nll. 05 32R Ie 232C sc
C.p. disappeared (same int- 58 4: 5.3: 3t3 -3.2: 33,16+
ensity as fioar?)normaily .83 29R Jy293_,
much brighter.
Blue glarc base ot in.net W. ,IV 25 1_ 59 46 20mi0.9 , 03 48 -3.1 2 o, 10_
wall. C.p. vis. wherea_ not Au20 0_ Au 051559 18 54 15 59 44 .02 IR Jy290_ sc+2
usually. Proc. c. p. disappeare ].
Pseudo e.p. in Herod. Draw- 5932 rain 11.9 05 60 -2.1 4o, I5 o
ings.'(similar to #523l. C. p. 06 12R,, ,2904
of Proe. disappeared. 1 (1_ ]_
C. p, disappeared, or invis. 58 0,[ 13.9: 90: 0.0: 3o,18+
(albedo =2 ?, normaily-5). , 14 136:B Jy 29 i)4
C.p. disappeared,normally " 5742 i4.9: 102: _1.0: 3+.190
brighter than floor. 18: 32:S, '293t
Violet glare on E.,NE. rim. " 5717 lh 16.0 24 110
22 l17S
Yetlo_vlsh-white flare.(meteor7 Au 20 0_ 59 18 !/4s 11.3: . 15 63:
S 1507 80310595454145821 i.20
Intense blue-rio]set glare on 55 42 *lh 14.5 29 92
E.wall bz'ight spot(EWBSI,E, .31 1359,
& NE rim. (45R)
Brightnening,fading,brighte_ S 1507 5354 lh? 14.1 .35 ,93
ing again dur. totality. Phos- O 13 04 O 0i 04 59 43 54 14 55 32 . 39 43R
phorescent glo'_. (date no'. gi-
ven,but times match this eel
confirmation 7) .
Central peak invisible. 0 1304 6046 10.5:.31 42: -3.8: 4o,17-
N 1013 O 2820 6122 540_ 555_ .31 88:R 02521
Strongly blurred.
Light spot dar)sunset,only
W. half of 8kin dlam. outer
bank _ shado.w was visible.
Red tinted patch, ga 06 13 90 58 19m 14.0 60 75 -1.5 50,220 Baum
F 03 15 Ja 18 1460 05 54 05 51 40 .54 9R 19 2305 _c
Mist covering peak. (in dark F 03 15 _0 _5 2h 28.1 . 04 2_7 +12.7 4o, 170
)art of wanin_ moon). Mr 0207 F 151059\185411 5955 .05 FI278192305 sc-1
Bright speck,glowed for 3s. Ap 2323 50 30,, 3s 11.8: 50: -3.3: 5-,33oWilkins
(meteor ?). My 2_04 M.¢ 09 1751 10 54 02 53 45: 85 10:H _Iy 21 ol
Brilliant white circular patch Au 150.4 60 34 17. h 12h +2.9:
in it. Has seen it & Messier S I120 Au 27035943 5409 5758 17 13:S %u 1702 0-,37+Moore
blurred several*times, ms ?
Brownish-red color,blue on S ll 2_ 50 43 12.0:.07 60: -1.9: 6+,53oOsaNa
NW rim of A. 00707 S 23 21i917 54145930 .07 13:R 1513 ms
Brtght circular patch.(similar O 07 07 i9 17 20.0: 158: +5.0: 60,29- Moore
to #545}. N 05? 0 2l? ._4: 24:S, 9150I ms
Recorded a short-lived ruddy Baum
glow iastip. 7 _l/2h. Rlid]er
fleq. re_,:::l,_J a reddish patch
here. Acer, ltrr_ later B_ rcrof[
.)bt_ co?o:herc too
A shadowin a depression,or 24
a cloud,or an optical illus. ? 51 54 00
Oval dark area nr.center,dis-
appeared in 15m clear &
minent ai first then vanished
4 of'1_ spots hr..center con-
tinuously seen while
seen only mum entarily.
(seeing?)Drawing includes
sketch on March 7. Sis sketch
15 spots, 13 same as
gu K Pw
-2.7 2o. 11+ Bartlett Baltimore 3.5L10_ S=$







+2.0 3+, 210 _=4
ty 29 04 . r=5
-2. h: 3-, 9+ Saheki
ku 27 15 Japan
+0.6 .i+, 25 o 3artlett Baltimore S=8
,u 27"15 Sc Marylanl T 5
0.0 50, 24- Reid. M_ntreal. L.48X
S 2804 Venor Canada { 2L
Bartlett Baltim or, 4 L ?




























P 1_2 0 R,B
, _50
210 V,B
P 20_ i* B. G
230 4* D,G
163 I* G
F.C 387 l* B




" 15_ c 4* B
a 147
212 3 R,V
_IBM¥ _Io'_ 4 * B
....... _bs.[ ¢,
59 '3* R, B
• _90
D,G
m d y h m
t
550 4/ 3/32 2330 ?
551 4/ 4/52 04O0
552 7/ 3/52 1913-
1927
Plato 9W, 61N
Posidonitts 29 E , 32 N
553 9/ 9/52 2100- Calippus 1OE, 39N
2120
554 10/26/52 0023 Ptolemaeu_ A 3W, 8S
555 11/25,/5_ OlO0 Plato 9W, 61_
25
555 12/24/5I 2000 ? Thaetetus 0E , 3bN
557 1/29,/5_ 2300 ? center o 45E, 3N
30 OlOO ? M. Fecundi 8S_
ssS 4/15/53' 210o ? Cusps 90N
90S
559 11/15/53 i 0200 Pallas- 14:W, 6:_
Lcbr_ter
580 1/18-/54 2330:- O.Procellal 55W, 10_
19 0330: E_M. Fecun 56E, 2_
551 1/19/54 0300: M.Crisiu: 5_E, 16N
582
Phenomena Description
m d h m d h I
White spot under W. wall in- Mr 22 22
vis. ,should be seen easily. Ap,18 0_ Ap 03 18
Searched in vain. 15 craters
on drawing. Easy to see on
Apr. 22, 1953. Variations with
eraterlets over the yrs.{confi]m )
Obscur. of floor. (seen3-4h
tfter Wilkins & Moore obs.
confirm. 7).
Making polariz, meas. of it, Je 10 07 60 30
Aristotoles, Eudoxus, & Ar- .Jy 08 11 Je 25 23 51 09 54 03 88 23
istillus,only Pos. gave high
er rdgs. & oscillated while
_thers gave repeatedly same
results. 40 other times Pos.
was normhl. Never had seen
such behavior. Table gives
deflections. Obs. repeated 2X
Obs, frflm ]849-1947h
Hazy broad line of light fr. S 03 00 50 11
NW_vall to SE wall over shad. O 01 i_ S 15 19 00 32 54 03 56 35
floor. Gone next nite at 0120
He gave low wt. to obs. (sun
light betweel_ p_]_ ?).
A not seen tho searched for. O 01 1_ 09 32
Observer surprised since a O 26 1", O 13 li
much smaller crater in Pla-
to could easily be seen. A wal
seen next nite easily. Not obs.
since I tho not regularly obs
Sketch shows 8 spots--5 cra N 23 O_ 59 10
ters showed interior shad. , 1 D 19 2l D 08 03_0 01 54 13 59 00:
completely filled, but no othe
seen despite several hrs. of
study. Spots that should have
been seen were missing. Poo
seeing converts floor into
shimmering shapeless blob.
1ins observed it under good
seeing & seen nothing on fl.
as others have noted also.
Bright spot,hazy line of ligb D 19 2: 00 0i
Ja i b 2: Ja 04 22 b0 54 54 0b 56 47
?Excess luminescence in spe< Ja 1_ 2: 00 54
:rum between 4200&4700A,ma) F 14 1( F 01 1261 24 54 0O 54 17
at 4350A & between 4800&520
A,max nr. 5060A.20-00% dur.
ecl. ,50 ' from center of umb a.
Faint extension of cusps.(hig_ Ap 12 0_ 50 48
_eaks in sunlight?). My 10 Of Ap 24085958 5407 5003:
Saw & photog.a bright spot O 21 1( bl 13
on term. between t_ese 2 cra N 18 2_ N 03 O2b0 30 54 22 59 91
ters. Used Kodak 1O3aF,_.
In ecl.(mid-ecl.at 03h)spec- Ja 10 10 i9 18
trographic excess luminesc- F 06 06 Ja 25 12 10 08 54 ]1 55 42
ence;1)waxing totality max.
_teady nr.4450A at 50' from
center of umbra;2)waning to-
:ality , 4700-5050A, max. hr.
:900A,25%,at 50' fr.center of
umbra
3 brilliant yellowish-white
spots between Picard &Peirce.
?hosphor. light distinguished
easily against gray-green
lackground of mare. Irreg. ,
intermittent. Did not perc.eive
hem all dur. totality. Next day
lad impression that all of al-
ea was less clear & lightly v lied.
Violet tint in crater
_ip ' _a 7(,, d _°' m°d h Kp,_K Ap K Pw
1900 A.D.
60 00 hrs. 9.9: 48: 16: -6.6: 7-,46 o Wilkins, Vieudon, 33H, 46@
59 18 54 14 54 16 40: 7:R kpl00fi ms? Moore France
/
,, * ,, 54 14 hrs? }.2 50 18 -6.4 6+,42- Cragg _It. Wilson, 12.5L
50 9E kp 10 09 ms ? California
1/4h ii.4 81 45 -3.8 4-, 20- Dzapiashvili Georgia 13L
83 74R ry 07 12 ms-2 'Ksanforalif Russia P_larim
Iegrelishvili
59
24 03 59 54
20m : 0.3
7.2
30 l 58 +5.8 5o, 400 Moore
23 12S 04 03 ms _ England
358 -6.0 60, 37- Bartlett Baltimorl 3R, 75X
98: -5B N0123 ms? Maryland
hrs. L5: .09_ 18: -5.5: 0-,25 Carle 8L,70@
.1O 9:R D0113 ms _ U.S.
P !59 5* G
147
P pc f G,B
S=7 pc * , G
]'=5
_=P 21" 3* G
I7:[.22 12: -0.4: 5+,29 Moore MB _O 4* B.G
.18 18:: D3105 sc England? 238
lh? _.4 42 90 0.0 50,40, Dubois Floirae, P pc 5* V,B
.46 135t ra3000 40,26+ France
5.0: 322:_-10.4: 4-,21c Wilkins Kent, 15 L?
!.23: 0R Ap29 04 England
9.3 1.81 15 -5.9 5+,34- Stuart 8 L
39 1R N2023 England? f/3
> lh? 13.9 .26 90 0.0 5o, 20 e Dubois Floirae,
.32 35R Ja1903 5-.2% France
148R
90 0.0 5-,290 Porta Mallorca 31_, 15@
143R Ja 19 03 3aleares
M_MW t 9 1 2 B,G
P 21_ 5* B
P pc 5* ,B














h mi _ ._
I
20O0?pPtolemaeus_ [ 4W, 9:S
'Eratosthene_ 12W, 14N
Aristarchus : 47W, 23N











573 9/ 8/54 200.0-
2200



















57 9 II/ 5/54 2000 7 Copernicus








m d b m d hl
Flash. (met._or ?)(in Ptol. A ? My 02 0'
My 50 1: I My 150_
Central peak lnvis, tho sur- " "
roundln_s were sharp.
Violet glare on E. wall brlgh
Eetlvity_noted in it & an ex- _e 27 I0
tension of moon's shadow on J_23 19
ky for 12mln during .17phas
_f eel.(source gave date as
Jun_ 1_ h.t _el moQ ;,_lv 1L
_hole interior,strongviolet-
int,violet tint in nimbus &
VA. (Just after ecl. ,@3h afte
Leaving umbra).
Pale violet tint on surface
NE of crater. No color else-
where.
_rater filled with pale violet Jy 25 18
Jy 090
l
"WL _. _ d d m_'h
1900 A. D.
61 18 8.0 34: 6 -6,9:
80 44 54 00 55 4d 30: -10:iMy 172_
54 3. C 9.0 41 18 -5,9
34 6R t_V 172_
55 4413/4h 13.7 06 73 -L7
h4 26R J7 _,00
59 57 15.5 90 0.0
59 20 54 14 55 54 7 O 43R fy lb OO
56 37 i lh 15.7 7z _ +o.z
.72 L29S y 1600
K_ 2K, An. K P
lght,overflowed onto E._laci_u 18 06 Au 06 0_ 59 43 54 15 59 1_ 02
,yen beyond nimbus to mare
_urface. Floor details were
iharp,so prob. not a mist.
Brilliant in red.filter. Vari- " 55 49 rain _ 15.0; . 74
lble.. . 75
_I.half of crater hazy & ill- " _ " 59 42 1/2h 19.3 . O0
lefined. . O0
Brilliant klue color,at first Au 15 05 _9 42
or seconds ,later for rain 2h S 14 20 S 02 22 10 35 54 09 5_ 58 2h 11.3 . 74
later, in blue filter.
Red glow.
5rlghtening in blue filter, ls
:or seconds, later for min.
Violet tint on floor,E.wall &
c. p., intermittent. Seen at
0440-0515, absent at0030-021S
Pale violet radiance on S.wall 61 05 >Sh 15.1 . 97
_E,E,NE walls,&c.p. At 0409 .98
trong violet tint E 1/2 of fl;
rery faint on W.I/2 of floor
& W. wall. Dark violet on nlm
bus & pale violet on Mt.m
_ri_ht blue-violet glare on E 61 I_ _ 4h ib.l
rlm;pale vlol.radiance with-
in crater,around S. wall on
SWBS. Dark viol.in nimbus;
,ale viol.on m. At 0515 barey
perceptible viol. radiance in
_rater;wall bands look faint.
Could not get center in focus
at 051_,
_trong blue-violet glare on O 13 02 _1 15
EWBS, E.wall & e. p. ;viol. N 10 1_ O 27 g3 £i 30 53 50 58 10
!radiance,wall bands faint.
Bright point. 58 27
Luminous pts. {MBMW say " 50 27
"bright pt. ;)ust outside E.w_
E. wall ?.blue glare. He was N 10 18 _1 30
uncertain @it. Couldn't focus D 09 0i N 24 0081 11 53 5b 61 20
it. Herodotus unaffected.
glare on EWBS &
length of E.wall. Sus-
pected viol.tint on VA;uneer.
tain @_nGreatly faded at
period. Brilliantly clear
couldn't focus it or
Aria. & Cobra
3+,140 Firsoff Somerseli. 5L ?
_n[land
4-. 230 _attermole 3 B
England
4-.20 Bartlett laltlmore 5L, 15_:S =4
_laryland T=3





57 38 L/2h 16.8 .79 112 +1.3 4-,14-
.7b I108 Jy 16 0£







S 14 20 6038 11.8: .84:
0 1303 8 5o14611554oo5544: 05:
60 28: rains 13.7: 93:
92:
00 49 /2h 14.2 . 94
.94
53 -2.6 3o,14d Firsoff _omerse 6._L,201]
_R ku 14 i: En_tland
140 +3.7 30,1 _ Bartlett 5altimor_,5L,15(_ S=5
878 _u 14 1 Marvlan_ T=_
42 -4.0 3o,16- Firsoff 10merset 6.5L,240
88R ; 12 2_ England
50:[-5.4: 3o, 19_ "?
37:R _ 12 05
75: -1.5:3-,11
59:H 12 03
79 -1.0 5-, 11d Bartlett 5altimor_ ,3.5L, 15_ _S=7
32R 12 0[ Maryland
90 -0.1 0o, 0 c
43H 12 05
.00 102 +0.8 2-, 6.
. O0 125g 12 O,_
>lh 21.3 .23 166 +6.0 6-,35"
.18 51S 120_ ms_
i0.0: .78: 30: -4.9: 3o,1_ Johnstone
, _: 10:_ 10 14
12.3 89 58 -2.5 30, 9- Lugo Caracas.
.9 1 2 1 _ 1O 14 _enezuela
18m 15.5 .02 97 +0.6 2o,11_Bartlett Baltimor,
. 02 130S 10 14 Maryland
MB B
P pc 4* G,D
_i0 4 V
F', C138_ 1 B
4 V
4 V

















S=5-1 4 ' V, G
T=5
[2 s
P pc 3* B
r.k
S=4 21 I 4 _ V,G
T=5
W,G
- • /T i













4/ 2/55 0320- _traight Wal
0500 area
8:W, 22:S





t* 3/ 5/55 0320- Aristarchus
0340
590 5/ 7-/55 2300:- Ltchtenberg
8 0100:
591 5/12/55 034() Pieo,
Copernicus












594 5/25/55 1930 Proclus 46E, I6N
6/ 4-/55 2330- Tlmocharis 13W, 27I_
5 2400
6/25/55 ¢2030 rheophtlus 26E, llS
7/ 3/55 2200 Schroter_s 48W, 24N
Valley7/13/55 0250 ?Lristarchus 47W, 23
7/15/55 0350 Berodotu_ 48W, 22]
h00 '7/2'3/55 2'020 Ebpernicus' 20W, 9_
Phenomena Descri
m d h m d h Ten _'^ ,W
1900 A. D.
61 ii
D 21 0 60 2"1 54 02 59 50
_trong v_31et glare on E. rim D 09 02
:hanging to brown. At0220 dar:Ja 00 09
viol. in nimbus,at 0235 viol.
hanged to brown. At 0255 vici.
_uddenly reappeared,but fad_ d
to invis, at 0300.Again at
308 reapp, Oniy time he evez
saw such color ci_an[_es, j
_trong vio_.gl.wbole lengtho Ja 06 02 60 24
E. rim;brightest SE & around F 02 19 Ja 18 01 59 29 54 10 60 05
EWBS.
Blue-viol. gl. on EWBS, E, NE " " 56 59
Im, . •
_mall craters between Birt Mr 2d it 60 12
call were invis, at times un .Ap 23 19 Ap 11 1, 60 55 54 06 57 31
er excellent seeing,while
craterlets on w. sPde were co_
inuallv nhR.
E. wall&glaciswere violet• Be
was uncertain about it.
White flash N. of M. Serenit. Ap 23 15
nr. Posidonius. (meteor ?--in My 22 0,
dark}.
Pale viol. tint in E.1/2 of
floor. Viol.band at base of E
side of c.p.
d d _*h p,_gp _p K Pv
3/45 le.C . 15 101 +2.1 3o, 15o,3artlett 3altimore 5 L,18((
. 11 126SI 10 01 6aryland
9W, 45N It was invis, in violet filter
20W, 9N Copernicus was brit_bt in it.
20W, 9N Almost as bright in violet
filter as Aristarebus.
..... | , ,
52E, 80:_
38m 13.7 .07 80 -0.5 3-,10-
. 0£ .33R a 08 1_
/2h 17.9 .27 131 +3.7 ,5o,12- "
. 21 96_ '_ Q8 _,_ 5_+_.
1 3/_ 9.0 29 -5.1 40,25+ Capen
23 21R*._p 0701 _alifornia?
56 01 70m
_0 55




CLanging lights over a periolMy 22 0, 61 20
of time, lunar aurora ?Beyon IJe 19 14 Je 05 0_ 01 14 53 59 60 14
12.0 . 32 60 -2.2 5-,25 o] artlett ialtimor_ I. SL, 100) S=t-i
34 13R _p070_ _aryland T=4
1.5: 01: 290: -12.9:5o,24 o Wykes
04 : -50:R] _y 0_ 2_ . _ngland ?
54 39 20m 12.7 .41 66 -1.8 3%18- _artlett* Baltimore 5L150X_=5-1
. 40 19R _y 062: _aryland T=5
54 00 2h? 15.5: .48: 102: +1.1: 5+,30-, _ieolini
• 45: 145:S _y 062_ 5+, 34 o Brazil
ms?
19.6 .01 153 +5.2 3+,13+ Firsoff _omerset 6.5L,70::S=G
• 65 3£S _y 062 En_iand
22.5 180 +8.2 2+, 12- S=G
• 75 20S _ 0_;2
1/Sh 3.0 . 14 308 -11.7 1+, 1o ",240] S=VG
. i0 OR e 05 14 se-i
59 l_ 3.9 319 -11.3 7-,23- S=VG
. 11 5R e 0514 se
I
54 Ot 14.1 .46 83 -0.6 3o,15oi ",7OX S=P
.45 70R e051_sc-2 I
61 14 5.6 . 29 339 -9.3 3_, 19+: ", 240_
Jy 02 096009 5402 5650 .22 5R y050_ ms _
_usps were 2 [_rigut pts. 1 wa
sparkling & dancing & weake]
intensity. Then a faint beam
detacLed itself & s_ot up vet
iically,becoming mor.e intens
but fading at base. Total leng:h
@ 100km. Endured for) 2s.
Due to telescope spider,or
Iuna_" _utr0ra ? ,,
E. (IAU?) wall _qually brighl "
xn red & green filters,dull
_n blue,invis, in viol.(in p.c
time given is 0730UT, but
must have been 7:30 PM loc.
time.
Bright in red filter.
Blue mist. Both c.p. &EN]_ Je 1914
IAU?) ridge appear misty, Jy 17 20
slightly bluish & milky--ten
ders effect perfectly. Absent
next nite.
Drawing contains a star-lik_
,t. at N. part of valley.
l_r_lliant in blue_.& green fil-
ters. Didn't seem to be as
:lear as other craters.
Shadow from apparent c.p.
Orbiter photos don_t show it
but Apgllo 15 oblique shows
a very low hill or hills,but
slope is(25 °
Great brilliance of the ter _
races in E(IAU?) wall. Sys-
era(?) gets specular refl. (he
ave 0820UT,but must have
meant 2020).
" 54 i( 13.7 .54 77 -1.3 4-,17+ ,200]
51 29B r_ 05 058 30: 22.9 ".--_ 180 +7.9 3+, 14+
:. 83 47S [y 0505
5936 24.9 I 204 !+9.9 5-, 19- "?
!.91 25S _y 0505
9.4 .50 26 -0.0 3-, 13_ ,20_
.41 6R ku032
Jy 17 20 60 43
Au 14 18 Jy 29 22159 56 54 09 54 09
10 4* V,R,
G
_=3 -: 4 V
T-5
!1( 4 V




_B_ 1_ 1 _ C-
0_"
)C 4 " G,B, O
v







B _10 4* D
pc! 4 B
001 8/ 3/55 0440- near 48W, 24N
0500 Aris_rchus
002 8/ 3/55 0413-1Proclus 46E, 16N
0440
603 8/ 3/55 2100 rlmocharis, 13W, 27N













8/27/55 0151 near 2_.W. I&N
Carpathian
Mrs.
8/29/55 1945 Schr_terh 48W, 24N
Valley
0/30/55 033-5- krtstarchus 47W, 23N
0345
9/ 7'/55 '= 0'320 3opernictts 20W, 9N
9/ 7/55 0300 _ristarchus 48W, 24N
region




9/ 8/55 0725 Taurus Mi 4_E, 3_N
9/28/55 .2300 Cobra Head 48W, 24_
9/29/55 0240- krlstarcbus 47W, 23_
0315
9/80/55 2045 48W, 24}
10/ 2/55 0530-
0555 _rist_rchus 47W, 23_
Phenomena Description
Plateau m only, pale violet.
Vloor blackish, 2 °intensity,
)ut in green filter assumed
iistinctly mottled or floccu-
ent appearance--seen only n
:reen. Neither blue nor red
ad any effect, but on pre-
rious eve. green light had no_
,roduced such an appearance i
Crater was bright in blue, " 55 351
seemed large & diffused.
_Ianilius very bright in all
olors, especially blue.e_tra-
,rdinarilv so.
Bright flare on dark side,2n Au 14 1_ 59 50
nag. Remained steady,fading S 10 01 Au 26 1559 17 54 15 54 171
_nly slightly before abruptl:
_lsappoaring. Imeteor ?).
_alley almost completely in-
isible in blue.
?loor, base of inner W.wall
NW wall had a faint bluish
glare.
Brightening up of crater in
blue filter.
A dirty brownish misty effect
_n the area NE (Aqtt. ?) of
;rater. Darkened in blue &
'ellow filters alike.
;trong blue-viol• gl. in E, NE
rim & E.base of c.p..Dark
iol. nimbus..granular aspect
of floor. Iconfirm.of Firsofi
;_rong bluish gl. on E,NE
vall,S, edge of EWBS,& bor-
dering both edges of t, e bri
[hf floor band passing W. of
•p. Dark viol. in nimbus.
Attention directe_I to mts.,
saw 2 distinct flashes I/4s
apart tLat came from edge ol
ti,ose rots. (rots. in dark)•
Diffused patch of smoke or S 10 Ol 59 17
vapor,almost obscured--sp- O 05 11 S 23 1] 59 42 54 15 50 37
read over plain for a short
distance.
Floor blue clay color. (MBM 56 41
W has date as 9/9/55 wl, ic,
is a t_cpu error}.
Area showed a w_stward yel. 57 41




m d h m d h _i 1Tn T( d _ d,
, ........ ,1 . rh d h_Em _p 1_ _v
1900 A.D.
Jy 17 20 50 43
AU 14 18 Jy 20 22 59 50 54 09 55 12 20m 14.7 . 62 87 -0.6 4o, 19oBartlett _altimor¢ 5L,180XS=4
.59 39B _u 0320 4aryland I T=5
/2h 87 S=5
134R T 5
15.4 . 64 91 +0.1 Firsoff ]omerset 3.5L,20_




55 i0 101n 12.4
" 59 00
58 58_ 1. 5h
Viol.gl. on E,NE rim,over
'_WBS resembled a viol. mist.
Crater itself was hazy,eouic
not get a sharp focus.
ght spot on E. floor disa
ared as a dark spot, I=2.5 &
,arely disting, from 30 gray fl
July lunation it was seen
normal bright spot at col,
347.57,}59.36,36. 74 &
vanished after 61. 03. C. p.
abnormally dark & close to
[Ioor intensity. At 1st failed




59 li 1 s
58 49
59 30
.48 0 -7.3 2+, 13- Mc Corelde Memphisi 6L, 200_
• 42 -14:I S 02 08 ?ennessee
03 52 -3.5 3+,19 o Firsoff Somersel 6.5L,20_
57 4R S 02 08 '_ngland S=P-F
64 56 -3.2 2 o, lloBartlett 5altimor_ 4R,150X_ 5-:
58 9R S 02 08 Maryland 4 L,150_r=2-
5 L. 180_
20.3'. 8_ 153 +4.8 3+, 15- Firsoff omerset, ih. hL,20@S:]Tdo
,. 89 47S 02 08 England
153
75S
29.4 154 Bartlett 3altimote $=5
738 _aryland T=3
21.4 87 i06 +5.9 3-, 150 5L, 100X _=4-]
• 93 61S I 02 08 T=5
21.5 93 167 +6.0
• 94 27S I 02 08 Lambert [ronton, smalt,20>
Oh io
_2.7 73 60 -2.8 4+, 24- Bestwiek
74 12R 0119 England? tL,240X
12.9 74 t2 -2.7 5o,26- Bartlett _altimore 5L 180_
. 75 15R 01 19 NIarylan d
14.9 78 78 -1.0 7-,40- Firsoff Sgmersel c.5L,20{]
, 82 30R 01 19 ms ? _ngland
90 100 +0.5 4+,23+ Bartlett Baltimore 3.5L, I00_S-7






























620 10/ 5/35 0340-
0348




















































d h m d h r_p "rr'il ,L'_( dm.. 1
1900 A. D.
Whol_ crater hazy,couldn't S l0 01 59 17 20m 16.9 92 111 +1.4 40,22,
focus it. Herodotus unaffeete 00511 S 23 115942 54 15 5923 91 116SO0119
Pale viol. tint on EWBS & wh, 59 3! 20m 17.9 96 123 +2.5 4-, 16
le E.rim;& dark viol.nimbul 96 104S t0119
. . ? .. ,, : - : i - :Low dispersion (d=. 13wherea
on Oct. 20 & Nov. 4 d=.03)Spel
;ogram showing emiss, in cer
:ral part nr. H&K(eonfirm. o
l_artl ett 71.
Intensely bright blue-viol.g] 594', 8m 18.8 .00 135 +3.4 6-,26+
on EWBS, E, NE wall. 90 92S D 01 19 ms ?
?raunhofer lines in UV spee- O 05 1] 59 42 12.2: 80 '54: -3.3: 3-, 14 o
trum were much narrower N 02 0: O 21 0_ b0 35 54 09 5Y 4 82 7:R _31 00
than in solar apec. Indicated
luminescent glow which over
lapped contour (7) lines. Grea-
test after FM,but fluctuated
monthly with no indication o:
Solar activity effect.
Spectrum 3934A(K of Ca) , 396_ 58 27 12.9 82 64 -2. b
(H of Ca)change in luminositr, . 84 16R 31 06
13% in H, 19% in K,2% in H,
I% in K, in photo-line-depth
method.
At 0040 bright blue-viol, gl. 60 00 * 4h 15.2 . 93 89 -0.2 5+, 29+
E,NE rim;dark viol.nimb; .92 42R 3105
pale viol. radiance on m. At
0450 intense blue-viol, gl.or
E,NE rim;dark viol.nimb. ,
pal_ viol . on m.
Dark blue obscuration.
Proc. D,normally 5°brigkt w_
vis. ton*re only iu brae light
whereas usually is vis. in in
tegrsted light. H_,ever _t co t
]t0_.5 it wss _ dark spot (se
#010) C.p. ton_te was _orma
5 ° bright but in 'Oct. ]un. wa dark.
Pale viol.tint on EWBS,E. I/2h
NE. rim;dark viol. nimbus.
Floor,blue clay color. (MBM 'N 02 03 60 35
&Bartletthavell/6/55en- N 30 11N ]7 23 61 ]7 54 01 59 35
try, but both are misprints,
Rhl_llll] bC 11 /&/GS.see #
Luminescent substance--fluc
rescent within small depresl
ions of rays--reached max.
soon after FM,reacbing into
viol.light,@ 15_ of ordinary
)ackground.
d m _'h Kp,&_p Ap z
Bartlett Baltimor L5L,10(_S-5 pc t* G
Maryland T=:
5=51 !1( 5* V
T 3
)ubois, Crimea, 50L M 18 5* V,G,
:ozyrev Russia B
Bartlett Baltimore 5L,180_ S=6 :10 4 V,B
Maryland T=5 5"!




60 2: 16.0 . 95 96 +0.5 Milligan
.95 132S 3106 England 7
60 2_ 1/4_ 16.3 , 97 104 +0.0 5-, 204 Bartlett Baltimore3.5L,10B
96 29S , 31 06 Maryland
104
123S
12.6 . 86 60 -2.5 3-, iI_
88 13R 29 i_
Pa _19 5* V,B
Several occasions ,a mist-like
appearance seen there,es-
pecially when bisected by the
_unrise term. Wilkins has set
a similar effect in the bayt,
the east.
Variable pt. of light on w. D 29 00 b130
_dge of crater. (confirm.). Ja 26 13 Ja l l 0_ 61 08 53 57 60 45:
V'iol. gl. whole length of E. Jn 26 13 0] 08
_all & around EWBS. Viol .tint F 23 1 8 1,' 07 ] 50 19 54 03 61 05
on VA.
Pale viol.radiance on E.NE
rim.
Proc. C,a
SW floor sis. within
a 5_hite br,ght spot.








[S=6 pc 4* V
T=5
21( 4 V
S=6 21{] 4 V
T=3
00 +1.0: (ozyrev Crimea , 50L P 155 4 V, B
50:R Russia _92
3: 295 -ll.f Wilkins Meudon, 33R
0B _oore, France
)tbers
11.8: . 95 55 -2.7: 6-, 36-:Houghton,
.9_z 2:H ra2715 ms? Warner England
1/2h 13.9 .02 81 -0.6 60,28- tartlett taltimore
02 34R,a 2715 sc Maryland
MB




" " 6045 I/2h 15.0 .07 94 +0.5 6+,34+







.....r No. _.. Date .... TLme _,_/lture Coordinates
635 '3/14/56 1900 S. Cusp 61E, 908









0752 Proclus 46E, lhI_
640 6/28/55 0515- &ristarchus 47W, 2_
0552




043 7/ 3/56 1913


















649 10/15/5_ 0228- Ar_rchus 47W, 2_
,, , 0245




' Date !Horizontal i
Perigee Apogee
Dates Parallax
m d il m d h i_p,, ,_, ,_,
1900 A.D.
[Twilight at S.cusp traced 64( F 23 18 _0 19
,kin beyond cusp. No trace ol Mr22 00 Mr 06 59 27 54 11 57 27
twilight at N.pole.
Anomalous dimming of iTau 58 58 (is
105Tau before occultation.
(many of these fading occull
reported--may be doubles,
but not known *to be).
Blue glare at base of inner Je 10 0" _0 58 1/2h
W. wall. Jy 08 Je 250161215400 5510
South region distinctly gran- 54 27 1/2t
ulated,I=6°,rest of crater=8 °
SWBS absent,
Intense blue-viol, gl. onE_'_ 54 03 1/3h
dark viol nimbus. C.p. in Pro
clus invis, albedo=2?,norm.
al]y=5_
Jntense blue-viohgl, on EWB 54 28 1/2L
dark viol.nimb. ,pale viol.ol
m & YA.S.region again gra
nulated & 6°,rest of crater
Faint blue-viol, tint on EWBI 54 55 1/3h
Vivid blue-viol, gi. ,on EWBS " 55 29 3/4h
E,NE wall.
Short term sharp c:_anges it 58 29
polarization in crater. (in
asr, en ligi_t ?).
White streak extended towar 61 0(
limb. (]. 1. 5 days before NM!),





A_e (_ Dist hr. FM Solar
d d m dd'h Kp,2Kp
?
2.3 299 11.7 4o,_,
. 74 OR 4r 2(13
6.2: 348 -9.7: 2+, il-
88 102R dr 261,'
11.3 37 50 -3.1 3-, 16-
35 3 R le 23 00
13.3 42 75 -1.0 30, 17-
43 28R ie230t sc-1
17.4 53 126 +3.1 4+, 25_
57 101S ]'e230
19.3 58 lq9 +5.0 4o, 21 o
£4 '78S Ie 23 0,
20.4 61 161 +6.0 5-, 24oi
.67 66S le 23 06
21.4 64 174 +7.1: 5-, 30-
71 53S ie 23 06
24.9 217 +10. fi 4-,20
.83 +66S ie230_
28.2: . 92 257: +13. 1+, 7_
.95 .11:1 Ie230t sc-1
Iloor shadoe,est. 5°bright hut Au 05 2: Jy 221] 61 17 53 58 54 19 1/Sh 17.0
56 119 +2.4 0o, 30
no trace of it at col. 122737 59 14S _ 22 2
in Oct. T55(Oet.4?i.
Vivid blue-viol.gl, on c.p., 553 1/2h 20.1 .65 156 +0.3 5-,29
_and across E.floor,& EWBS .69 71S y222:
E. ,& [_ wall. Absent at 072
C.p. abnormally duii & gray O 01 02 5950
ish,possibly only 4°bright. O'27 06 O 12 2959 10 54 14 54 20 3/4h 9.8 47 26 -5.7 Io, 5-
Definite loss of intensity as .50 73R 01917
compared with last nite whe_
54 35 I/2h 10.8 07 38 -4.7 1-, 4-
54 85R O 19 17
it was_ 5*bright.
2.p. remains dull & grayish,
but somewhat brighter than
last nite,now 4_.5.At col 33 °
n June,peak was normal 5°,&
in Sep. '55 at col 38* it was
6*,also 6 ° in July '50 at col.
17 °.
Blue glare at base of inner
W. wall.
Proe. A normally very brig_
!raterlet at foot of NE wall
tonite est. at 3°,conformable
lo its intens, at col. 87* in '_
but not to col 8575in '50 whe
it was not seen at all.(thisil
at bottom of apparent land-
alltl_ _n _n l,O IV ]2C HSi
Proc. D tonite Is 5°br
twice disappeared & twice
appeared in the course of th
lunation to date. First be-
vis. at col.349 _ but
by eoI. 1% Remained in-
vis. till eol.37°,then dis-
appeared sometime between
col. 50?5 & 86O(weather breat
only to reappear tonite.
i, 54 59 1/3h 11.9 61 51 -3.5 3-, 7+
57 4R 019 17
': 5635 1/2h 14.8 .71 86 -0.7 2%12+












See- _forn _.pp. 'henom.
FelescoDe ing _ource Ref._'t Tvue
AD _ Pt
5.5L, YIBM_ 4* B,G
G
4R S:3-_ 21( 4 V
4 L,150X T=t
5 _L_1802
5L,180_ S=6 pc t* D
T=3










332 2 * B
_=3-5 pc 4* B
T 4
S=5 21( 4 V,B
/:7!
T=5
S=8 pc 4* D
T
S=8 pc 4 D
T:_
3.5L,10 [S=6 _i0 4 V
T=5




















Bright blue-violet glare on
EWBS,E.,NE rim. Dark viol.
nimbus.
)bscur. of E.1/2 of floor evJ
idenL in blue plates--KodakII-
O plate no filter,2m later
dak I-N.One pair of plates
best he'd ever seen. Similar
obBcuration seen 2X on LinnS.
started Kozyrev'on his
spectographle program.).
Faint blue radiance at'base
inner W. wall.
Pseudo c.p. clearly seen,eat
,wratten filters showed
.lit neutral to greeD,red, & yel-
low, but duller in blue. Floor
kest. Zo,distinctly olive-green
time at 0117 at
Floor bright bluish tint
_.,bluish-gra_
All these craters were
ordinarily bright.
15 54 14 57 10





_,2 54 07 60
30




EO 10 54 03 60 16
appeared as a dark i Mr
ot, conformable_its appear.i Ap
col.lll?lSin '55.Proc. A
_ompletely invis.tbo ordinar8
ily easy to see. Conspie. at
_01.103778 in '55 &at 110715
n'55,but also invis, at col.
30?78 in '56.
Strong viol.gl, on EWBS,
_,hole length of E.wall. Dark
nimbus, pale viol.on
plateau re. Area was hazy--
couldn't focus it. Brilliantly
nite.




Pale viol. radiance in crater
m.
periodic change in shape
small dark spot at be#tom
spot further N. adjacen
inner wall. It was larger









































0620- _s_rchus 47W, 2_
0735
0255- ferodotus 48W, 2_
0324














5/ 1/58 0250- kris_rchus 47W, 2_
0310
5/ _/58 0540- Proclus 46E, I_
0605
5/ 4/58 0610-.Lris_rci. us 47 W. 2
0645
5/28/58 0108 [ Proclus 45E, 165
9128




7/ 2/58 0620- "
0038
7/ 2/5_ 0526- Proclus 4hE,'IB}
0547
Phenomena Descri Parallax
m ,I h m d h 'W_ fir'.
1900 A . D
Pale blue tint on walls;floor Jy 28 10- 00 59 .25h 22.1 . 67
dazzling white--9°;inner wall_Au 25 18 Au 12 1, 61 23 53 59 55 59 .74
dull --6 ° , uniformly tinted pale
blue-gray.
Pseudo peak visible within Au 25 18 61 23 1/2h 11.61.44
floor shadow at 0310h. S 23 05 S 09 00 bl 17 53 56 54 17 .40
Bright blue-viol, on EWBS,E S 23 05 61 17 1/35 17,3 63
NE rim,dark viol,nimbus. O 21 13 O 05 22 60 43 54 Ol 55 15 63
Bright blue-viol, glare on E'_ " 55 39 lh 18.3 , h5
BS,E,NE,NW walls;dark viol 57
nimbus.
Flash--then a brownish-red 56 10 lh 19.4 08:
color patch,Alt._2O °. (MBMW 70:
has Oct. 12,but is 13th IJT),
Weak viol. gl. whole length of 1/2h "
E. wal 1. (confirm. of activity)
Bright spot of light-Jbxplo - 56 1_ 19.6:
sion". (Confirm.of aetlv, in
Aris. 3 indep, obs. within 41
Strong blue-viol, gl. on whole " 57 22 3/4h 21.4 . 73
Length of E.wall 78
Faint blue-gray tint on N, NW I " 58 08 I/3h 22.5 . 76
TO. floor & walls. 31
A round spot S.of the rille
vhere it bends toward Agrip_
looked like that seen in 1879
& 1914 but different from
Lohrmann's depiction in 19201.
It was round in 1824,couldn'i
be found on 8/8/1879 & in 19
.4 & 1957 it stretched out E-'_
Not once in 1914 or 1957 wa_
the s_arply-detailed spot in
Schneek. visible.
Entire sunlit area of floor Ap 03 2 61 25 1/3h
was bluish. My02 0, Ap 1621 6058 53 58 6048
Proe. D completely invis. My 02 O_ £0 59 1/2h
Proe. Cabnormal appearance. My 30 O' My 14 1] 60 12 54 05 E0 24
At.col. 96Y04in '55 this spot
was normally small & 5°brig _t
& also at 98778in '5b:but to-
nite was brighter--7 ° & larger.
Blue-viol. gl. on S.side of
EWBS;dark viol.nimbus;pale
viol. on m.
Only Proc. A &e.p. vis. on
!loor but at col.27°.06 in Jy
'57 A,Proe. C,Proe. E,M &
the bright ray connecting the
e.p. to Proe. C were all vis.
Pale blue-gray floor;viol. My 30 O7i 60 12 1/3b
band at E. base of c.p. Je 26 09!Je 11 0_ 59 27 54 13 60 08
Floor was pale bluish tint. Je 26 09 59 27 1/2h
Jy 21 lliJy 08235928 5416 5858
;trong viol. gl. whole length 57 23 1/3b
of E. wall involving EWBS.
Dark viol. nimbus.
Proc. D invis. ;e. p. remark-
tbly dull & grayish.
a remarkable pt, enon " 56
wi)ich i,e is certain. At be
ginning of obs. C was
normal
at or nr. SS. At
suddenly became dull so a
;f_o_ va.ish. Sy Oh40 C
was very dull--3Yh,An indep.
beck was made at 0715 with
Ii_e5i......•it....till
182 +7.8 3-,14.Bartlett Baltimorl 5L, 18(K S=8 21{ 4 V.R,
455 iu 10 I_ Maryland T=5 D
58 -3.1 C-,34 " _=I-5 pc 4* G,B
IOR 0905 s¢_ A+2 . T=I
120 +2.2 4+,27' i=4-I 21( 4 V,B
1O8S :) 0822 T=4
132 +3.2 4-,2_ _-11 " 4 V,B
955 :)08 22 sC-2 T=5 1
144: +4.2:5+,25 3achille,& Univ. Par_lO.5L7_ S=G pc 5* B,R
83:S _ 08 22 Sc-1 laughter ?emmylvani$
144 lartlett Baltimor,,5L,180X S=5 210 5* V
835 Marvlan_ T=4
147: +4.4 " Haas Univ. Pa d 12L 22_ 5* B
80:$ 3 08 22 New Mexico
157 +6.3 3+,$0- Bartlett Baltimor _4R,150_ S=6 21_ 4 V
705 )0822 sc+l Marvlan_ 5L,180_ T=5
121 +7.3 2-, 7- S=5 " 4 V
48S ) 0822 se+2 T=3-_
_hernov F,C 38_ 1 D
Russia
12.0 90 58 -2.4 4%28 Bartlett 3altlmor 4R,4L S=1-5 _1( 4 V
98 llR_7 031 Marylanl IL,180X T=3
15.1 .1o 96 +0.8 3o,16 c 5L,180X S=7 pc 4* G,B
.07 375 dy031_ T=3
97 21, 4
1305
59441/3h 9.2 .90 27 -4.9 5-,25 o 3. hL,10_[S=h _c 4 D,G
. 92 74R ,e 01 21 T=4
1_.3 04 55 -1.7 80,38 S=7 ;10 4 V
03 18R Ie 01 21 sc T=_
11.3 10 60 -2.0 8o,48 o 4R, --] S=3-5 4 V
11 13R _Ol0fms,sc+l T=_
14.9 .23 98 +1.0 "2+,14- " 5L, 180_ 4 --V
.23 1295 _0106




m ,, y h m A .
_o
689 7/ 3/69 0700- Arismrchus
0712
690 8/ 2/59 0550-
0607












657 9/23/58 0000 Piton
698
Parallax
m d h m d h _. Tr_
[, , . , .
1'990 A.D.
47W, 23N




Bright blue-violet glare on Je 29 09 59 27
E. ,NE, rim;dark violet nim 7 J] 21 11 Jy 08 2359 28 54 16 5638 12m 16.0 24 110 +2.0 5-,23-
bus;pale violet on plateatl m. .28 ll7SYy010{
Strong viol.gl, on EWBS,& Jy 21 11 59 29 1/4h 16.4 .37 116 +2.7 4-,21-
NE wall;dark viol.nimbus; ._1 17 15 Au 05 1_60 15 54 13 55 04 .43 lllEJygOl_
strong viol. on m.
C.p. not vis. tonite, butvis. Au1715
tithin the fl. shad., at eol.31ff S 14 17
in '57,& at 323 ° in '55.
C.p. abnormal aspect. Look-
ed much larger than normal
but dull & grayish--4 ° in full
3unlight. At eoi.345 ° in June
lunation,peak was seen with-
in shad.on floor at 5°white;
also col.345.°5in Nov. '55 e.p
in sunlight was normal 5 °
again at 346°in Sep. '59.
C.p. still looks abnormally
large but has lost its dull-
ness_ now 5 o.
Proe. Q,a bright spot on NE
rim apparently a crater pre-
sented a very abnormal asp-
_et. Extraordinarily large &
at least 9°bright--like EWB_ ¢
on Aris. This spot is subject
:o large unexplained varia-
Lions. At 97°eol. in July,Q wal
also 9 ° bright but very s_m_a_l]
At col.90°.5in May '58,eol.99
n Feb.'50.& 96 ° in Nov.'55
it _as not seen at all. Assoc.
with tonite was a distinct
blue glare on NB rim,extend.
in_ for short dist. & @ 2X as
far as S.
Q quite invis, tonite tho ab-
normally large & bright lasl
nite. No trace of blue gl.Proc
A was 9°hrigLt last nite & vely
conspicuous;couldn't he dis-
inguished tonite, ot conform
to coi.110 ° in July lun.when
it was larger &3°bright, & no
conform, to coi.110 ° in Oct.
'55 when it was also large
5",but conform.to 109°col. i'.
July '50 wiien it also was invis.
Prec. D was also invis, tonite
but seen as a dark spot at co
110 o Oct.'55;c.p, was lnvis.to nite.
Whole crater filled with pale
viol. radiance, especially brigh
on walls. Pale viol. on VA &
m. (Bartlett & MBMW have
Sept. 1 whicl_ is an error.).
Enveloped in an obscuring,
cloud-like mist.
remarkably dull,4 ° ,
Appear. does not
to any comp. col. The
(ridge ?0connecting to tl, e e._
was also grayisJ, & 4 ° as
c.p. Suggestion is strong
a common factor
3.
60 15 i/2h 3.9 . 05 322 -10.2 3% 20_
S 02 116100 54 06 60 02 .05 9R _u2906_c+2
57 18 i/2h 5.9 . 11 346 -8.2 3-, 13
.12 33B ,u290_SC-1
Bartlett
56 37 1/2h 6.9 15 358 -7.2 6-.31
10 45R ku29(x sc
54 40 1/4h 15.2 , 40 99 +l.O 3o, 18.
.45 356 %u290,
54 22 i/3h 16.2 . 43 III +2.0 3o,_14 -
.49 22S u290(
1/4h " " 111
I16S
S 14 17 il O0
0 13 02 S 29 22 il 24 53 59 56 01:
9.5: 32 28: -4.9: 2o, 10 c









































Proc. C presented remarkabl_
appear. It regained its
sl int. of 5 ° & was 2x
norm. ,being m_st
spot on floor. Not
form'able to col. 103 ° in April
when C was invis. ,nor to
102 ° in M_ '57_O'55,10_ whe_ it wa_
normal size & bright.--5 °. D
invis, tonite but seen as
t dusky spot at 102 ° col. in
_arch, '57 & 5°bright at 104 °
oI. in Oct. _5. C. remaine
spot in dark part.
C so dull, with
ty;not)& 5 col. 10.° 5
C not vis.nor
& col. 1O'. 67 in Jy TSO but c(mspicuous
& 5° at cd; 12'. 25 in S v55.
C.p. redder than rest;emiss
in 4756A,4100,3950A
(C3), 5165,5130A(Swan bandsl
3 spect, over 3.5h. Image of
e.p. weakened in viol. light
spect. Noted visual decr-
in brightness & reddish
glow. Decrease in bright, &
unusual white color(at 0300h.
0330h). Sudden decrease in
bright. Spect. started--gave
norm. spect. (0330-0340h
itions almost Identical to
Alter's on Oct.26,195b. No-
Nov. 2-3.
Shadow anomaly. Portion of
shadow v_nished
Large plume-like diffuse
c.p. ,very large comp-
lred with c. p. (@30kin diam. I
with intensity much different
from other parts. Brightness
between walls & shad. floor.
Vould take 3 rain. to collaps
So was continuousty fed. 13-1
day s later, at SS,c.p. was
normal. (Kuiper took photos
after Kozyrevts obs. but
patch on e. p. (S. of
about 3kin dia_neter
Gray spot.
Near site of Kozyrevls out-
break saw a circular patch,




ing areas outside its walls.
Palm had rep't for this
area ?)
leddish patch on central peal
1900 A.D.
00
24 53 59 54 01
61 24





60 40 54 02 5_ 42
55 09
same time.



























m ,I y h m
1/23/59 0620 Aristarchus
1/25/59 0000 ?














3/25/59 0506- _ristarchus 47W, 23N
0542
4/19/89 O000 W. ofMa r e 5O:W, 2&S
Humorum
9/ 5/59 1913-Aristarchus 47W, 23N
1945
9/ 8/59 2245- Censorinus 33E, 1S
2350
9/13/59 2102 Littrow, 31E, 22_
hr. Hyginus 6:E, 8:N
10/23/59 9219- Alphonsus 4W, 13S
0225
11/ 5/59 1900 Aristarehus 47W, 235
11/17/59 2200? Plato 9W, 5IN
Phenomena Deseri
Brilliant blue in interior, Ja 05 2(
later turning white• Photos ot-Ja 31 0t
lained.(M BMW has this entry
twice for diff.dates because
my source gave UT date as
23rd.).
m d h m ,I h T- _.
,r. , . ,.
1900 A.D.
59 44
Ja 17 17 59 13 54 14 56 16
Red patch. (Moore, in Survey Ja 31 0(
d d m d h K_ZI_
of the I_oon says Jan. '59).
Moore says,Warner, in Eng.
saw it bright red in an 18-in
:efr. Hedervari & Botha in
Hungary saw red patch & sev-
eral in US. (indep. confirm. ?
C again_ ray connecting it t¢ F 26 1(
c. p. , all equally dull & gray- Mr 26 0¢_
ish,4? 5 bright. Not conform.to
col.48 ° in June '58 when all
were 5°bright,nor to col.46 °
n Aug. '57 when c.p. & C wer{
)oth brighter San normal, 6 °
& ray =5°:
Strong blue & blue-viol, gl.oz
E.walI,EWBS,SWBS with in-
termittent display. At this tim,
le noted in his 5-in L a total
disappearance of the viol. gl.
& a reappear. 1 min. later• A1
:ogether,found 4 such occur-
ences in his records,in '54,
'57, & '59.
During penumbra of ecl. sep-
Lra_e light pts. were sharply
listing. Possibly connected
with transparency of the pe-
numbra. (time given was 085
UT but must have been loc.
timep, m. penum, phase starteJ
at 1756UT & umbral at 1916U'1.
Intense blue-viol, gl. on whol,
ength of E. rim & on EWBS;
dark viol nimbus• Filled with
haze,could not focus it. Hero,
not affected.
Bright point. Mr 26 0_
Ap 23 1_
Star-like pt. , intermittent,
2-5s in groups of 4 periods;
ntervals 30s-3m. 8-9th mug.
moon near setting--seeing?)
Much brighter tilth Proclus.
F 26 1( F 14 1459 56 54 14 55 46:
14.1 70 77 -1.5 30, 15+
68 30R la 24 2(
Alter Mt. Wilson
California
57 27 15.8: 96: +0.5: 4+, 22c
57 59 . 75: [a 24 2( sc
59 13 II.I: 68: 40 -4.5: 2o, 9+ Bole !Brighton
75: 36:R F 2300 England
59 56 1/4h 11.6 48 -3.7 2% 12 Bartlett 3altimore
Mr 14 0! 60 48 54 07 57 36 84 95R Mr 242 daryland
57361_m, 14.6 93 84 -0.7 3-,16 Bartlett 3altimore
40m . 92 37R _Ir 242 ,so-2 Maryland
60 27 15.3 93 O.O Chernov
• 94 13:R Vlr 242( Russia
' 60 3{ 1/2h 15.8 . 94 98 +0.4 5+,31 Bartlett Saltimore
• 96:129S _r 242( sc-1 Vlaryland
h0 48 10. S: . 83 40: -4.2: 2o, 9+ Mac Farlat
Ap 10 2_ 61 _0 54 00 58 20 .8_ -10:B %p 23 0[ England ?
Au 13 16 59 27 .. 1/2h 2.7 . 94 306 -ll.1 6-,34+ Rule London,
S 07 17 Au 25 06 59 29 54 15 59 17 .92 101R 17 Ol sc+l England
)bliterated by a hovering clotl
(Fe ist disagrees).Budapest obs. 1 aw
cloud at 21:o2:30_lasting 5 m. Mo_re &
WtTlet_. _.w _urst of light & du_t cloud at21_02:35
Bed glows,emiss .spect. got O 04 21
C2,C3.(Moore obs.0100-030C N02 01
& saw nothing unusual in an
8. 5-in refl. ).
Blinking light in crater,2 N 02 91
round white movin[_ objects. N30 12
Light in crater•
S 07 17 59 29
O 04 21 _S 23 01 h0 18 54 11 59 23 lh 5.9 . 0_ 347 -8.0 3+, 19- Nicolini
• 0_ 20H 17 011
" ; 57 55 10.8 . 19 46 -3.1 5%18o Bradford
• 23 77R 17 O] Feist, I_val
Moore,
onfirm.I. ,rawi_ bv Lovas. Wtlkin.
60 18
O 20 1. ¢ 61 05 54 03 54 26 1/4h, 20.6 . 63 171 +6.4 4-,15-Kozyrev,
2h .65 13S )161( ms-2 Moore
61 05 4.9 .17 330 -9.7 50, 31-
[ N 1"7 O_ 51 29 53 58 59 21 . 13 77B _ 16 l_ims?+l
53 39 10m 17.5: . 52 119; +2.5: 4+, 17_
56 69:S _ 15 lC
Concealced by a dusky cloud.
Appeared to be steam or
oke. No change in lh. Follow-
ing week no trace. (SR
SS Nov. 18.Says he obs.at
f unmanned landing,but ther

























































































[u shadow?;ff several days before SR,
date could be from July thru Dec.with
moat 1_kely,and anc/llal 7 data
Spectral photom, of some lunar obj.
4250, • 5000A bands. Spectral
& 6,1960. (luminescence
date is 27th;aucillary data
given).
(date not given, bat discussion
therefore Dec. 26th most like
dste --aucill. dsta
Red obscurstton: less In.rise than in
Nov. (tLme & date not given,bat dis-
_ussion implies SR which is Jan 25th,
_een as bright features in a film of a
solar oct. shown on BBC on M_
Light flash for 15s. (meteor ?).
_omaly. Could not define it
'. _adow falls on a dark area
so it could be confused.
Haziness or mist at base (East) was
r undefined, he says may be due to
telescope & difficulty to define
like glittering points
craters on rims ?). Only anom-
among mar_ features examined.
Craters atfll had pts. that practically
normal.
_hancsment of spectrum is UV & Ca ]
scans.
similar to May obe.
on photoelectrte spectral scans.
Spectral I_otometry cf lunar objects.
Normally,dark landslip under NW w_l
is isvislble. Tonlte was white & est.
Crater had a capital gamma
string of atar-1/ke pts. (only abnormal
penumbra phase of ecl. ,Arin.
appeared as bright white pt. easily
in 6X binoculars.At the same
& Herod.
(Schroter's Valley 7) could be seen,
Could not focus it tho Godin in same
remained sharp thruoat obs.
, bat.oatline was






24 54 12 59 09
23





29 54 02 61
59 37








60 49 60 42
19 54 00 60
19


























! i I .
i ;oloag Days ft. I
I Perigee e Dura- term. FM & I / See- nfo pp )hencm.
No. _ i Coor_din_s_ Phe ..... Description [ Dates e _orizontal Parallax tion [ Age _ Dist. ar. FM| Solar |Observer i Location _elescop_ ing Sourci_Itel T/lle
I m d Yl _ _ I IN d h I#I_ 'Ii'a _Ii_ I d d m d h [_ _lEo[ I _ iPil I '
_ '1 l I 18ooA_ .I / [ [ _ /[
-- _.... F ...... ...l . ' ' ] j .....74810/27/61 0300-_,rip_a 11_.. i_ltp_dor_oo=.,i, 3. S2304 r6037 1/_117.*.16 1. _.6 ,6.30-,_,e. _t_ .... 0_,160,S_ _ 4" D,O
: I 0315 Ibrightwasinvis. Wallhereunfformly [ O21 07 O 05086009 54 06 58 53 i .14 50S S2412| Maryland T=8 '
743 lo1171oi/ 0o32-I .... /S_adowofc.p.mo_-W;;;_o_p;-_ " - "---[" ......;'--;_0i _/_- -;_ -7--k-CI-2o 2oi " I " I - -s-_ ......G;:f;; Q_
: / 0052 I ,'with black wall shadow - I 83 13R _ 23 22 / ' t I I _---_ I / t
0100 shad normal black Not due to seeing ad ; i 88 28R O 22 221 -" / T-_ | '
iwall & landslide shad. not affected. Not I ] i ....... I I -_ 1 | i
! I Icaused by refl. sunlight b ..... flier I I I I ! ! [ / I I / i | I
.......... i ..... t_=_:h__ ....... 7 i I i i ___ .... 5-_ 1 / 1 i / !
751 " ] 0105- Eratosthenes llW 15N/Fluoresceat violet on inner E(IAU?) I _ _ _ _ '_ - / .......... i .... / _ / i ....
i o135 /wali.<ro,o_ed_b_t._tin_)." i " i ...... 1/2hi" ', " I 16 " I " [ " / " I " i S='l i248/4":V._
782 : lO/2,/6i i _7- tAgrippaI 11_, 4_l,w__landslipon NWwallagain,,in.l O21 07 I _- ........... _1]4h_:¥_----'! _--:L7 ! :o;z_ ,,....._:--_,-_-L,_4o__-_I pc!4.Io
; ____ r . I al hereintmfforml_5°brl_ht. I N17 05LN 02 02t59 19 54 13 60031 .03m88R IO23221 i / / IT=5 I i i i
753:10/24/01 , 0148-_,, ] ,, ]D=kl_sliponSWw_l.... ined_: " i ...... 5_817_']_--_._-_ l_:_rt, lOo; ,, l ,, I8_-_- " 14*,G
0152 | i ivin Wall here SO brl_._ t. / i I ' i 1O 199R _r_2322 i [ / ] T=4/ _ I
754 11/20/01 2130 IArint_chusl 47W, 33N[_issinnlhies_s_ot_of_7 05 I 59 19 I 17.5 .34 126 F+3.5 2+,9o}KOzyrev IC._oa, 180_ iS=E! 134,10,.,_,o
l / /_arp_reaena H2),severalkm I D12 02 N20 22 59 32 54 15 55 3q .35 10IS _2210{ , |Russia ] _48 I
i area i |
755 11/27/61 2330 1 .... E_linsion l .es in spectrum Of c p in ...... 5434 19 6> 42 i52 t+5 6 28 ' t t ..... _;i_ I_ _
l red&blueH2ideatified. Caehadshtahl" ! .44 70S _2210 : | 245 i G
I ed C3 & Swan bands in Alphonsus in / i I [ 1 I I
i " '56&'391 [ I I / I I / ! I _ ;
755 19/3/01 0305- , . : 'Eminsi°nlteesinspeotrum°fc'P''_ I i ' t .... 5507 24.81.03 216 |+11o5¢ 7-,40-{ " -_ .... S=E _4_ 5" R V,G
: I 0340 I fred l blue.H 2 identified several kin" I I i 1.64 12S _ 22 10 ms?,sc42 [ I _40 i B
I I l area Projected into shadow cast by W.I i I / ' i _ , I _ i
; { wall._ ....... to a he_ht _boiethe _ra_r. i [ i i / | 1 / ! ] i
707 4/22/62 [ 0824, i M_'dler 1 30E, 11S/_hotemetri ......... howadoha_;[Ap0331I 0108 13.2_17.3[.03132/+_.3 )8o,33o_iiday_U;.Wi,.... 00_, [ lCl !390i3.I D
1148 mbrightnessfr_mVmag_.79toV= | My0202 Ap1607 60 37 54 03 55 43 |.05 ! 28S _p2000_ns?sc+_ Pohn _alffornia _hotom / _ !
, 4 40 The average brightness for age I l 1 I f f /
: ', I I 17d iS V=3.99 Crater faded from 2 m_ *1 / l I [
I _r_hter than av. to.4 mag fainter(@ F I , I l | l ' I t } i I
! ! I1.5 times fainter) th ........ ge of I i ! I I r / ] , ! i i I '<
: : '.6mag_'tudeor@l.5tunesdiff in I t : / _ I ! '
i } | I ib_;.s. I I ! / i ; i i i
758 J 5/20/62 0800 ? _rlstarchus 47w 23N Redcllsh color onAris -Aii 3 craters My 02 02 60 27 16 1. 73' 104" _ 7 f2 i0 "'T -- ' ? - ! _-- :* -- --
Kepler, 1 37W, 7N,Iwerebrightertha_norraal.A=0.88 , My29 13 My1323 59 38 54 11 56 1_ 66:,123:S_y191_
Bullialdus 22W, 20S I K=I 03 , B=I. 05 magnitudes brighter _ I • _! iJ .
. I than normal (photometry) , i I
759 7/10/62 I 0114- Agrippa 11E, 4N IShadOW of c.p. reed.gray, wall shad. Je 23 20; 69 22 I/2h 8.0 1.56 i 4 I -7.5 i 3+,15oBartlett Baltim .... 4_ 340x g_ I i_ 4* l
: i 0148 ]& landslip normal black.C.p. very dul_ Jy 20 101Jy 08 12 60 02 54 13 54 26i 1.61 15R _y 17 i_ : Maryland T=4 i i ]
, I 14° brat. _ l '. / [ i / ; J I i
760 1 7/il/62 "[" 0052 ..... "" _ad_C p:'i_ttomeT;gray wall| " i ..... ; 54 55ili_h _9 o 02 is -V-6-5-!3' 13+; '7 .... ' " '_-_ :" i_*i
• I 0120 Ishad &landalipshad ...... real / I ° i°65 !27R _y1712 ' :T--5 I i- -
_, __b_lek _ i j i" I T: i ! - [
761 7/17/62 0624, :epler 37W, 7bTTarate .... t _l_2,_t-;-a_']-l.;_" ...... 59 0112h r15.3 !.87 i90 |-0.2 lo 4- 711dey, Mt Wilson 60L, - ......... C1 139015. i D
0836 obs. which was .47 mag.brighter than ] 7.88 153R _y I7 1Z !Pohn CAlifornia photom. :1 ! !
lay° mag. at 15d & it faded to near nor- I : ! • I :l i '
aal at later time to V= 3.10(phatom.
i neasures),a change of 1/2 mag. or @
!* 5 times !nbrighLne_s_s _ ____L_ .....
Mare Crisiema 57:E, 9:_ Photometric meas. showed change inlnl "' "
_rightness of the area of over a mag. I
durh_g the niteb _iecorded at Vmag_ .5*
first, & a few rain(?) later at 4.62. r_ I
was . 95 mag. brighter (@2.2 X) than I _
lay. for that age, & then returned to I
normal. " I f _ --
" Photom. meas. showed a change of I]
brightness from V m =3°46 to V=3.07,




Shadow of c.p. reed.gray,wall shad. is "--
.__¢o=_black ........ z;-2a-_-[
" _l_:low of c.p. somewhat darker but
;t_stfllgrayinh,whl_ wallshad, was noi Au17 08 i Au 05
.hi_ask.C,_. du11,£i ° b.r_l_!)t.......
" !Shadow of c.p. now dark gray bat still
_rlghter than wall shadow of normal
.._ plack, C, p, brightened to 5",
342S [Faint pt. of light nr. terminator.











767 9/5/62 "" 0048-
I 0055
i " lo2 +o.9 1 30, 8+
" 59 371 rain. 16.3 .91 i
.92 21s _y1713i





50 54 06 59 1/3h 193i.03 141 i +3'813%21+
--l -_, ...... - - 80 1/_ i20.31 .33 !_8 3o,14÷
__ I 1'°7_ " 1_il
Aul7 08 60 50 7m 6.0 263 339 -9.2 140,240
S 14 1 0I 19 61 22 53 58 54 66 17it S 14 04]
4_,24ox I!_ I
























S_adow of c.p. grayish, not much
darker than floor,eat, at 3" bright,
July 12,1962 at 29 ° col. in
shad. was normal black
& sharply defined against floor which
Crater faded from Vmag --3.21 to 4._
mag diff. in 2.5h (Pbetem.meas.
is 4.03 so cra-
UV emiss, in _ &K lines




O. Proc. was 1.13 rang.brighter than
normal. Obs. at SR & is abnormal ff
was mare. l_ it were an
wall it miaht be normal. Aris.
was. 80 mag. (ZX) fainter than av. for
this age. Cobotom.meas. ). Vmag_. 80,
strongest effects of lumines-
cence recorded
region Nov1-2,1962 Cohctom. )
ecl. dimensions of dark spot
increased as it ent (ted the
(midecl. at 2293).
2 large spots not vis. in penumbra
Strong hm_inescence,@ 30% of t_al
light recorded photo-electrically
NaD, & Fe (RMT 15)_. 5397.1,5429.
5434.5,5446.9,9501.5, 5506.8AEffect
atro_geat in Aris. region in green at
movement. Pink on rlm later,violct
3h later. (this & their Nov. obs.
the modern interest & observing
the moon).
0115,
(indep. confirm. )Greenacre dld not
see it in.12-inR finder. Cobra Head s
19X2km. Scarfe
_ht. Photos.





art of moon. (indep.
Reddish-orange & sparkle on rim s
W. (IAU ?) side, blue on floor later,
z. obs.) (not see_ by Cyrus at
T . , . i ,,
1900
60 5O
61 22 53 58
22
29 53 55 61
" 51
26
58 53 58 58
60 05




26 53 58 60 5_
26
25 53 96 61
" 60 48





































Line depth anomaly ? luminescence ? N 50 13
D29 00
0555- Herodotus 48W, 23 N E. outer wall lo_ked reds or brow-
0610 ninh in poorer moments of seeing.
0115- A_hus 47W, 20N In poorer moments of seeing, red on "
0200 Sehrcter's 48W, 34N Arts. rim & Seh. Valley. Spurious see-
Valley inK effects ?
13/25/63 ' 1555- #_rintarehus. 47W. 30N Red area.spread_ to Herod..a pe-
1626 Herodotus 48W, 22N culinr obscuring gray area on N. edge
of glow. Drawing. (co_irm. of Oliva-
fez? with activRv • 1/2 day?)
12/29/63 Color photometry ? or _frared ?
12/29-/83 2200- Arlstarehus 47W, 23N Several saw color in crnter.All agree<
30 0300 t was purple-blue. Rcetch.
1100 NE llmb 90E, ? Red glow on NE (IAU ?) limb. Direct
photo durin_ ecl. _ecl._eom. 7).
Znhancemsnt in spectra? luminescence
2200 ? Arintarchus 47W. 231_ Purpllsh-blue.
0200 ? Anomalous IR radiation on the moon.
2000 ? Spectra ? luminescence ?
2100 ? Spectra ? luminescence ?
2100 Spectra ? luminescence ?
2240: ROSS D 23E, 12N Crater doubled.
04007 SE of Ross ] 24:E, 11 _ Varintic_s in the ring.
0600 ? Appearance of a ring. (7 persons have F 21 08 59 14
leenthinovera2.5yr.perted). Mr1716 Mr05 17 5943 54 15 59 12:
[
0237- !Cobra Head 48W, 24N Red flashes.
0233, Arintarchus 47W, 23N
0239-
0242
2358 • _rintarchus 47W, 23N Sudden red glow _ SW rim in dark
part _ mo_.
0059 " Flash(es ?).
fforizontal Parallax
m d h m d h y_ t'_. _,, d _ i ° mad'h_'_
1900 A.D. 1
BI 26 59 3_ 17.7: " 125: +3.0: 50,30+ Scarfe
D 13 09 BO 53 53 58 38 4( .12: D 01 O( sc_2
80 2E 1/4h 11.2 , 88 48 -3.3 2+, 9- Haas
.95 08 D30 1:ms-2
" 60 4! 3/4h 12.0 .93 58 -2.4 4-,24 o Olivarez
.98 I18_ } 30 I] ms-i
_0_
_0 5li i/2h 12.5 .95 65 -1.9 4-,19- Yamade, et Hiroshlma, IOL,27_
.09 18R, 30 11 ms-1 al Japan
17R
D29 0O 60 53 60 5_ 12.9 .00: 69: -1.5: 4o,24 c Ceyne CollegeParl
Ja 26 01 Ja 10 00 59 58 54 05 60 4_ ,OO: } 30 1: ms Maryland?
" 60 4_ _ 13.9 .05 82 -0.5 4-,24vDoherty,et 3treke-on, 3R,8L,
.03 35R 30 I_ -I rrent, Eng. 1OL
" 60 3_ I/3h 14.4 .07 90 0.0 2+,II many
.05 08? )30 1_ ms+l
59 38 15.9 103: +1.3: 2+,12+ Searfe
58 48 .11: ) 30 11 sc England
55 16: 20.8: 166: _.4: 3-,16- Doherty Rroke-en- 3R,SL,
.29: 61:SI ) 30 11 trent. En_. or 10L?
55 20: 21.0: 160: _.6: 2+,ll+iMarkov,
• 29: ) 30 11 _oshlova Russia
59 48: 9.1 .96: 25: -5.0: 4-,200 Searfe?
.96: Ja 282. _
J826 01 59 58 112.1 .08: 62: -2.0: 20, 7+ Searfe?
F 21 08 F 06 20 59 14 54 13 59 38: .07: Ja 2823 ms-1
" " 59 I0: 13.1 74: -1.0: 3+,17 o 3carfe?
.ii: ra 28 23 sc
" " 55 25: 19.0 146: 44.9: 3 O,14: Harris
.30: ra 2823
" 59 04: 5.7: 344: -8.3: i0, 3:
,92: 8LR F 27 13
8.8: 9: -5.2: 3o,15:
.0_ I 27 13 Rc+2
58 40 5m Ii.5 .11 56 -2.4 6-,23_ Budine
.15 8R, _ 27 13 ms ?
9R
"3/21/64 0400? r. Boas D 24:E, ii_
3/26/64 0027- &rintarchus 47W, 23N Floor: blue Clay color.
0047 "q
3/28/64 0140- " Blue-violet glare on E. & N_ walls &
021_ gWBS;viniet ttuge on nlminm.
4/21/64 0423- Ross D 23E, 12N Obscuration of its rim.
0501 M_' 12 16 Ap 30 02 61 11 54 03 58 57
4/23/64 0400: ROSS D £3:E, 12_: Gas cloud over it & its companion; " " 56 2_
vich_lty _verywhere e]se was fine detail. (MB}E
ban it as Avr.22.but is 23rd UTL
2000 ? nr,Censor- 33:E, 1:_ Surface brightening somewhat similar
inus to Kopal & Rackham in # 779 " 54 36
0354- nr. 8ossD 23:E, 12:1 Whitegasobscuration.Moved20mph, My 12 16 61 n
0453 _ecre_ed in entent.Phenom.repeated. Je t0 02 My 27 08 61 21 53 59 58 II
Drawing.
0105- Tbeophllus 26E, llS ;rescent of crimson color on SW be- " "
0015 ween rim & floor.Was not present at
0500,nor did it reappear from 0115 to
0245h.
Oinmge-red color on W. walL Vivid.
TyPe
Ap KI_ .....
B1 _53 5* B?
Zngland
mS Cruces, 12.5L SfP-I ? _56 1 8
r_,v Mexico
_dthburgh, 17L MBDC 256 1 R
texas ?
25_ 5* 8,G,B
..... i3i " ,m 5- R7




m 253_ _7 _
pe3 v _
........ +zW-,+ ++--++: B--- _:)
B1 +53 5"7 B? _
England ............ " +';+ "5"+: B? '_
,, ,,-7,-++++_-++++_)_ _:+
Whittier, 19L7' _Cz_. _ _;_
C_].ornin ,, tg. re] t. 1 OG __'_
" , i00) " i
Binghamton, 4R,250X S=6 ALPC 3* R,B
New York Tffi4
59 41 2.9 .98 310 -Ii.i 3+,16+Lecuona Madison, --,225X S=G MBDC 247 3* 8,B
.97 -97R _r 280, _ :New Jersey 35
Mr 17 16 59 42 3.9 .01 223 -i0.1 2-, 8+ Ear] &bro. St. Peters- _2.4R,35_ S=VG " pc 3 B
Ap14 1O Ap0212 60 34 54 10 59 42 .01 84R _r230; _ur_.Fin.
" " " 58 5& 7.1: 1: -6.9: 4-,19 o Harr4s? Whittier, asCr_. 0
.13: 25"_ _r 28 0: _lfforn_7 S m _z.re_ ..210 4 V
"- 56 50 1/3h 11.9 .28 60 -2.1 4o,18- Bartlett altimore, 4L,240X
.30 13R [r 28 03 Maryland T=2
" " 55 50 I/2h 14.0 .33 85 -6.1 0o, i- " " 5L,180_ S--5 210 4 V
.37 288 _r 280; T_
Apl4 I0 60 34 2/3h 8.7 19 -5.5 4-,16_ Capen? 4 • G
.24 42R _p 26 I_ _alffornin
10.7 .30 33 -3.5 10 67 Cross, eta Whittier, 19L,800_ S=G %ADC 'pc 5" G
.31 58:R %p 26 I_ ',alffornin 500x,20(
14.3: .38: 91: _.i 4-,18 o Hopmann _BM_& pc 3*
.44: 57:S Ap261_ ms?-1 Czechoslov eta? M
lh 5.9 .22 342 -8.2 2+,10, Harris,Crosi Whittier, 19L,720x 8=8 AAD( pc 5* G
.19 58 My 260! _ al. _alffornta _L,322x M
10m 5.8 341 -8.3 " Dieke _altimore, 6R,125x :47 3* 8































St tong blue-viol, gl.
could not focus it in red,green,o
blue filters.
Blue-viol. gl. on E, & NE wall.Dark
viol. hue on nimbus.
on EWBS, E.
_aUs. Dark viol. on nimbus.
2 red spot glows, g
Gas cloud. Motion.
Moving dark area.
Polarization meas. with electron
ln_er .Plane of polariz, rotated 2 ° fr.
e adjacent areas. They interpret it
some scattering medium over the
(source gave date as 9/31/64
on NE rim;strong viol.
tinge in nimbus. Absent lh earlier.
Arin. very bright during ecl. White
streak from Grimaldi to limb.
Blue-viol, gl. on EWBS & NE wall.
Faint viol.tinge on nimbus. (confirm. ?
of activity here this nite.
& z*of.210 are misprinted as 10/25/64
; pale viol. on m;
absent from crater.
Dark viol. on nimbus; bright blue-vinl.
on EWBS, E., & NE rims.
Blue-viol.gl. on EWBS, E. ,N., & NW
e on floor.
suspected c_ EWBS, but
too faint to be certain. S. part of floor
only--dark vinl.hue. S.part of
Aris. floor was granulated & a brown
saw Such change in
color. (this abs. listed
Deep ravine on E. glacis obscured for
most of its length._ort segment on
Temporary '_lill" est. 3inn diam. &
shadow seen. (date =16th in MBMW
Faint pink b_ds at base _ inner W.
wall & on rim of N. wall. (17th in
MBMW but must be 18th UT as Plato
Bright area exp_nded--used amber
_ilter.
Faint pink tinge to W. wall. Drawing.
17th (# 831) is an error. Same
reported twice ? one in Ice,time
Deep ravine on E.8
apparent break
rim of e_terlet ussoc.with
Normally, ravine is seen ccea-
Probable chscuration at pt. of
Perigee Apogee
Horizontal Parallax
. I . t .
1900 A.D.
11
























































































S.regic_ c_ floor wu _ &
WU distinct_ yellow-brown.
yellows before
L regtm agslu granulated,rated 6" c_
c_ EW]_; dark viol. on
m.
Nimbus anly--dark vi_.hue. S. floor
Faint




length N. of EWI_ rim.
L blue-viol, on EWBS,E., & NE
wall.
Bright blue-viel, cm EWBS, E., & NE
,8°,yellow -
Grew thinner &
Naval Obs. One obs.
,burn _ sure.
(prc_. astronomers,
on EWI_,E. ,& NE rim;
dark viol.nimbtm.(Indep.conflrm, c_
:. on E. ,NE wall & EWBS;
dark viol. on nimbus; pale viol. on
radiauce on EWBS;
on nimbus. S.lloor dull,6 °,
Crsterlet at _ase c_ NW wall was blu-
Several red spots in area between the
craters. No change in lYnenom, so
Opaque, outgassing, obscurstinn.
gL mz NE rim &
; S.floor 8 ° br,
_,changed
:o coppery, to yellow-brown. (Gflheazzy






where a pale yellow-
Blue-vinl.gl.on EWBS;dark viol. o_
nimbus.
, intense 0
dark viol. on nimbus.
Blue glare on E. part of floor,
Blue-viol.gl. on E. ,NE wall & EWBS
on nimbus
, ,, , ,, i .
19o0 A.




























No• Phenomena Description Horizontal Parallsx
t
m d _ hm _ ',_i _dh _dh _. _. "w
i . I - v .
i 19 0 0A. D.








063 10/37/64 0510- Alph_usus
0610
864 11/14/64 0100 ? Plato
"1_, d,
d d ° m d h l_.Xg_ ADKP
wtth very fal_t trace of pale yellow 02322 O12 0360 04 54 13 60 0,_ 10m 17.4 .97 117 +1.9 0+, 1 o Bartlett Baltimore, 3R,133, 1=3-5
color;rest of crater 8° bright. .97 ll0S O 21 05 _innd Z00x T=4
Blue-viol.gl. onE.,NEwall &EWBS 02322 60 04
faintvlol.t_onnlmbus• N2100 N08 2260 57 54 05 60 0( 5m 18.5 .01 130 +3.0 30,8+ 4L,240x _=4-5
.01 97S O 2105 T=5
" Blue-viol.gl. onE,NEwall & EWBS " 59 56 1/4h 19.5 .04 142 _4.0 3-, 8oi " iS=6
faint viol. tinge on nimbus• .05 85S ) 21 05 T'5
" Nimbus only--dark viol.hue. " ", 59 39 1/4h 20.5 ! .09 154 +5•0 5+,23- " _-_
.08 73S )2105 T=_
4W, 148 Red spot. Piok glow detected with " 59 11 52m 21.5 •13 168 +5.0 2+, Hall,Johnsc pl.Tobacco 16L,400
T_trt_nt MB & seen vioual_y too. ,12 168 D 21 05 Zreresuik Maryland Sffi5-7
9W, 51NPeakonE.wa21brflltantwh/te, strong 56 09 9.7: .69: 24: -5.9: 0+, 1 o Bartlett Baltimore, 4L?
!blue bend at inner base; on S. wall was
a small br/_t red spot•
863 11/21/64 0150- Aristarchus 47W, 23N Bright blue-vlog.gl, oa NE,N, NW r/m N 21 00
0204
866 11/23/64 0324- Strong b_ue-vlol•gL on N., NE, NW we.]
0330 dsxk viol. on nimbus.
867 11/24/64 0445- " 31ue viol.gl• on N. rim; dark viol. on
0455 nimbus;pale viol• on VA,
868 12/19/64 0328- N.Mare Nu- 20:W, 0: Photeel.phoinm. of regte_ of N.edge
0423 _imn,S.of Co )• )f M. Nub. ,S.of Copernteus showed
strong anomalous enhancement of ra-
........ diatton dttrin_ ecl. (confirm,),
839 12/19/64 0235: Anomalous bright area in ecl. (fudep. "
confirm, of Saudulesk & Stock ?).
870 12/19/64 0313- Ariatarchua 47W, 23] Brightened 5x during totality, g
0314
871 / /64 Fluorecence--Swan bands of C2 or N]_
872 3/14/65 0740 SE of ROesl 24E, 13I_ Crater wall partially Obscured; bright F 14 11 30 48
area. Mr 14 09 F 26 1C 09 54 54 06 59 54
873 4/8/65 _000? All_onsus, 4W, 13S Sawvarinble, ehininglishtsinthese Mr14 09 59 54
[Ann_, 12E, 27_ 5featttres. Ap09 11 Mr26 0 56 14 54 14 59 1._
Hyginus N, 6E, 9N
Aristarchus 47W, 23N
Proclus 46E, 16N
8733 4/ 8/65 2(_07 Censorinu_ 33E, IS Green flaah or brightening. (date cor- Mrl4 09 59 54
rect?writtenS-4-65.Flrstinkenas Ap09 11 Mr26 59 14 54 14 59 15
American convention, thus as Aug. 4,
but now thlnik it was in European con-
v¢atten of dlw first the_ month).
874 4/14/65 0603- Ross D 23E, 13N Ap 09 11 59 14
0622 M.V 05 01 Ap 23 0 59 4fi 34 16 58 1._
875 0/8/65 0547- Alphonsus 4W, 13S Light flashes on c.p. color detected My 05 01 59 45
.75: 15:R N191_ Malyland
60 57 1/4h 16.8 •00 110 +1.4 2-, 50 " 3R,200X S=5
D 19 11 D 06 12 61 27 53 58 60 5_ •00 117S 19 16 T=_
60 2C 10m 18.9 .10 135 +3.4 5-,26 o " S=4
.07 93S S 19 16 T=_
59 41 10m 19.9! •15 148 _4.5 1% 5- S=4
• 11 796 N 19 16 T=5
" " 61 _ 15.0 ,98 90 0.0 3+.17- S_mdtflesk, Cerro-Tolo]), 16L






MBDC 25_ 5' R,B





90 Hfl], et al• MB 5* B
90 Budine, 31nghamton, 4R,120x S=7_LPO_ 5* B
43R Farrell _ew York T=5 259
_wlngs Liege?, M 5* B,G?
10.9 .99 47 -3.2 3-,1" Cross Whittior?, 12L _BM¥1p c 3* G,B
• 00 71R _r 17 ] C_tl/fornin ? _oM
6.8: 358: -7.2: 2-, 7- _Ioffma_ CI 288 1 B,G




6.8: _." -7.2: 2-, 7- Hopmann , C1 265 3 V,B





1/3h 12.3 68 -1.7 2o,10- Harris Whittier?, 19L? _LPOrep 0
,19 91R _p 152 _'alifornia ? mt_.
12m 6.7 .12 307 -7.3 4+,17- McLarin [untsvflin, 16L S--9_[BDC 259 5* B,G,R
O.R_6 _vT_4dm_tMB, JeOl 18 Mv20 2160 34 54 _0 f190_ .12 -TR [vlfil _l_hRm_
0140- Arinterchus 47W, 23N Crater had color(red ?) dstected by T_ " " 5558 1/2h 13.0 .32 80 -0.4 2o, 8+ Veresuik, Pt. Tobacco, 16L,24O) SffiF MBIX " 5* R?,G,
0215: dent MB & photos were obtained. The] .36 3_ _y 151 sc-1 KcCle_ch, Maryland T=G B
ve_e imisaK_.Delano saw E. wall of _ohnson, "
crater unusually bright,(co_irm, if _ )elano Massachuse_ _s 12L
0300- " 54 39 16.6 .39 119 +2.6 20, 8- Crngg M.Wflson? 6R? 4
0330 .47 _ 151 _alffo_min
0245- Plato 9W, 51N Dome-like feature, sketched by HerrL_ Je 01 18 60 34
0250 &conftrmedby PhoiobyLarson.Nevel Je30 00 Jel7 1( 61 11 54 03 57 3¢ 5m 8.2 .20 14 -0.0 4-,16 _erriog, [_cson, 12.5L,41_x BI 261' 5* G
seem before by Herring in hundreds of .23 5R le 14 0 _trson _rizona 5.5R --4-5
dos. No other repte, of thin. Photo at
" 55 llbl/2h 12.0 .37 61 -2.8 3-, 90 Poria, Garal Mallorca, 4R,250X M pc 5* R
• 36 13R Ie 14 0 Baleares ) M
2135- H,¢edotus 48W t, 22N Red glow io crater at 2140, then clo_ "
2140 stopped obe.After clouds, floor was a_
normal rose color.




48W, 22N Areaex_ed, color went te roBe. 55 23 12.4: .38: 63: -2.1: lo, 6+ 3* R,G
CobraHead 48W, 24N Next nite floor was nornml, iofflters, .36: 10"_ le 14 0
_e_om. accentuated in orang.
0420- Aristerchus 47W, 23N Star-like flashes to patchy blotches in Je 30 00 61 22
0550 ashen 1/ght;4th mag. in brightness. Jy 28 09 Jy 14 1_ 61 92 53 08 60 2_ 1 1/2h 3.0 .12 308 -11.5 2o,12- Athert,Wel, Azusa, 8L,375x kADC 259 3 B
(indsp. confirm. ?--date in MBMW Is .08 .99R ,13 1' gmanuel lest Covina L 5L
7/1/65 which is lot.time +2nd UT), _l_ornia
0425- " _tar-likefluhes, pulsatlon,4thmag. " " " 59 47_1h 4.0 .15 320 -10.5 2+,ii 0 " WeatCovh_ L5L 3 B.G
0534 _rt_htee_. (_onfirmed. Date in MUMW ,11 -87R 13 1_ California
is 7/_/00 =lee.time =3rd UT).
(confirmed. Dste in " " 59
MBMW =7,,_/63_ce.ttmeffi4U_ UT. B
/9/65 also but



























White streak, extended toward limb.





Star-like flashes in ashen light.
Color patch detected by Triden_ MB
levice. Color was pthk.Astronants on
Gemini 5 saw a terrestrial aurora
Ridge obscured. (dnte given is 9/3/65;
if loc.ttme is 1800 or lnter would be
(co_trm.
• amflsted, 7" bright
very faint brownish tinge; rest
Haze terminated obs.
Line depth ratios
c/d (10 were shnormally high comp-
but not quite
on other
ofa/b (H), c/d (K)
high compared
with 23 other areas.
a/o(l-P,_ c/d (K?)
were sig_iflcantly low for upland #1 &
h for Alphonsus black
spot, but not as pronotmced
on nimbus;__de viol. on mo
viol. & viol. nearly all
Yellow tinge
Line depth ratios a/b (H), ,c/d (K) ab-
with 23 other
obtained but
Nimbus only was a dark vioLhue.
radiance in crater
floor. Dark vlol. on nimbus.
Color fleshing pulsations
ly detected by Trident bib device In
Huntsville but not seen in Md. or vin.
by Hardin when alerted. Pulsstioas in
Color with intermittent displays, de-
tected with Trident MB device. Obs=
dubious.
in ashen light. Photos taken
Phenom. seen each hmstion
Fuzzy area---variations in shape & dis
No other area did
Apogee i Dura-
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m d _ h m _ . _ mdhmdh _- 11_-l". i . v .
1900A. D
9_D 4/36/66 0300? Arlst£rc_s 47W, 23N Br_htemh_ne_rorator.Fou_dto_a " 08 0]
small br/ght crater which due to Inn_e
eKcura/on blended into smmiundings
noet ct the tbne. 8t_le seeing allowed
it to be r_olved _!_.
4W, 148 Reddichpstchsa.(notconflrmedst Ap03 19 00 44
CorralBo_ with MB tho they give fea- ]_ Ol 14 Ap 15 18 59 _2 54 06 59 Z
_0 4/20/86 2158 all_o_sus
931 4/30/66 2130- Gasseodi
2330








'ture as G-___-e,_q in their ._,_).
40W, 1_ EDglish _ blink eyff_om detected
red spots with vis. cc_lrm. Rlngsdur
saw no celor b_ saw oblcurstl_. (LR]
80-to _ showed nothing musual by
my casual inspeot/on). Ind.. confirm;
(eve_ E.wal] was in dark).Corral/t_
,ow 165_=_,_o_o_ .,.o _ 011,
vis.oo*xftrm.(Moore &Moeelsyldertod My9714 Myl3 1359 18 54 13 59 5:
)y Sartory. CO1Ta]ItoS MB did not conf_ m.).
2105- Aristaz_htm 47W, 23N Eng. moon blink detected rad spots,
2245 _een vie. by all b_ Rinsedore.B_.own
saw intense white spot HW of crier ws _.





40W, 165 En_. moon blink detected red spots,
seen visually also.
4W, 138 Reddich patches. Not confirmed by







_, a,d m dh F_,_ ApKI_
5.2: 338: -9.8: io, 6_ _orral!tosC s.Or_anPa_ 24L,]_
.80: -69:R _ 04 2 Jew Mex/co
8.0 .91 3 -6.0 3-, 90 Smith, -_---,E_. 10L





Corrlditoe MB (but in their report they
[lye feature as Gassend_
2110 Red color on c_mtral peak area.
2240 " Red patches. (Smith).Trtde_ b_on Bli_
du_lce mmpected(la lel_(time 2300-0101 ?.
lndep, confirm. 73 Corralitos did not
_onfirm with MB,(however they report
_tsse_di--1_4 aid,mr ?).
31Jn_ lasting 1.58. (onset of Smith's
moma_y ?Spoealar re_leotion should
ast lcvger). Not confirmed by Corral-
_os MB. (however they report Gasae_di
m_d_t or did they obs. ,-_th_r feat tre?).
_40 _eddish patches. Negative results from
Brown at 2121,2225 b_.
2052- Gassendi 40W, 16_ Drange patch & obsctum_lon--dotected "
2059 _y Eng. moc_ blink system.Color seen
0310- kristarchus 47W, 23! Entire sunltt area <f floor was bluish
0340
0310- _eredotus 48W, 22_ OLmervatlon not certain because _ pool "
0340 ;eethg, but strong impression of a 6"
bright spot _ dark floor of 2" bright.
No color.
0305- Llehte_berg 67W, 39N Red glow on W. wall(Sobne]ler thinks
0335 this is '_orma]" redden_g st S_; how-
ever, these vary according to Rlcker).
'_This rep't is the _ positive one fron
alert sent out to observe for J.GM's
tid_ predictions.See list cg n_g. obs.).
0400- Aristarobus .47W. 23N i Brownish.-yallow edge _ S. rim . 2 "
Xhers obs. this nite saw nothing tmumu I.
" )eep blue color on N. wall. 8.pext c_ cr_
:er was brownish. (not on alert). Deisno
saw E. wall bright spot tmusuaUy bright
{c_Irm. ?).
0600- _J Nimbus only was _ a viol. color. (Indep
0820 _fl_ _ activitY?).
Absorp. spectrum(vlsual) of c.p. ;band
•* 4750_0 {ist sat.);_md est.




yoseFvstoz 7 New Mmrteo
" 59 5( 2h 10.0 .9_ 36 -4.0 30,18 c Sartory, England 8.5L
.90 -4R My 042 R/npdore, "
goor_Mose] _ Armagb, h _. 10R _=VG






My 27 14 59 18
Je 22 08 Je 10 08 59 47 54 15 59 18
59 52 4h 11.0 .02 i 50 -3.0 3%16-Sltrtory, England 0.5L,50_ :8=(3
.01 10R : y 04 2: [oore_Mosel( IreMd 12.5L,3, _ _=E
_'orralttos O I. Organ Pa_ 24L, I_
New Mexico
" lh 50 " Patorse_. England 12L,252_
3R Brown, "
htrtor_icg dor_ 8.5L?
" " 59 5] 11.9 .03 61 -2.1 3+,21 o _rtory 8.5L,40_
.05 13R K_04_ En_lsad
4m 61 " " "
21R
13.0 .00 74 -1.0 3-,10- Smith, England, 10L,
.09 7OR _v 042 lorralitos (34 S. Organ Pa_ S 24L, MB
i_ew Mexico
7.4 .01 ? -6.5 4-, 8+ Sartory, England 8.5L
.01 3R re 0308 Sc _ oore,Moseh Ireland 1OR
59 14 hrs? 8.5 .04 19 -5.4
.05 15R _e 0308 3-,10+ Smith, England 10L,
ms Biraey ?, Virginia 81_ MB
_rralitco Ob I. New Mexl( o24L,MB
" 59 04 1.58 9.5 .07 I 31 -4.4 2-, 7- Wise, England, 4.5L,1251
.09 27R e0308 sc-_2 C>rralltosObi.NewMexis,24L,MB
Smith, En_laud, 10L
Brown _land
50 51 7m 10.4 .09 42 -3.5 2-, 9 _artory 8.8L,
.12 2B Ie 08 00 sc-I filters
58 22 1/2h 11.8 .15 59 -2.1 5%14 o Bartlett Baltimore, 4R, S_
.18 12R e 03 08 ec+l _[a_71and 4L,145X T=5
" " 59 " 4L,145X
fIR
57 54 1/2h 12.7 .17 71 -1.2 3+,17+Sobneller Cleveland. 8L.
.21 4R _03 08 sc+2 Ohl0 dit spoctr )-
scope
" 57 82 1/211 12.8 .18 71 -1.1 _aeger
.22 _4R Ie 03 08
57 21 3/4n 13.5 .21 82 -Q.Z 3%1_- _or_on(z),
• 25 35R e 03 08 Delano
" " 57 17 I/3h 13.9 .23 84 -0. i " 8arflstt
.26 37R 78 03 0_
59 47
























Hammond, 6L LPO-R 270 2 R
Indiana
_eKermav._.oly_pLu_-_ ,LPO_ 5* V,B,R
Massachusef _ 3L,92X I T=4 pc
1OL



















s_W En K. _acc_ Mink qs. (c_-_,).
0310- Nv._Lk,&_s 48W, 22N Bright psemlo-peak agah] vin. within
0335 ricer ishadow. Peak est. 0 ° bright. Had
eeo_ it at successive 1,_o+t_no in '66
11E, 4N _eutral peak ranarkably dull & bare-
vin.!, est. 4' bright vs. 3" floor &
naYlah.
C.p. pre_mtod unusual appoarance,
flanks dull & grayish,eat, at 4°,floor
It3" with v/aRe,5" _ummlt_
" 2.p. remains dull,4°,& grayish, but
white spot at ._m4t is gone.




m d h m d h, n "?F'. 'IV d d m dh g_,2Kn Ap K
i . , . , .
I 1900A. ,.
9W, 51/_ Color (red?) on SE wall duteoted by J022 08 59 47 1/4_ 9.1 .18 25 -4.9 1+,7- [edley-Robivreigmouth, 10. SL
J_ 20 01 Jy 08 01 60 36 54 09 08 O_, .20 16R }'02 20 onl_artor _ _n_1flnd 8.5LIMB










0615- Aristerchus 47W, 23N B. region of floor was granulsted & dull
0635 est. st 6" & 1_1e yellow-brown tint.
test of crater est. 0" bright white.
Not clmf4_ed by Cor_.U_o MB.
0200- rrieemecker 4E, 4N Faint lilting, of a ridge is shadow; fa-
0215: _d quickly. (in BAA--jud_ed dubious).
Iot confirmed by Cor_!e_ MB,
55 32 24m 14.4 .35 91 +0.4 20, 9+
.39 102R, 02 20
50 05 1/3h 15.4 .38 103 +1.4 4+,19 o
.43 66S 02 20
5503 1/3h 15.5 103 +i,5
124S , y 02 20
; .28 5R _ 02 20
I
56 34 1/4h 12.3! .29 65 -1.7 20,12 S=0
• 32 76R _y 02 2C T=3
56 02 0/4h 13.4 .31 78 -0.6 2+, 6+i 0R,200x S=3





", _L, 142, S=5
:orr_itos Ol _.Organ Pa_ _94,282X T=4
{ew Mexico _4L,MB
.54 2_ 1/4_ 21.2 .59 ' 173 +7.3 50,28" Alien, _ambrldge._ 1g. ?12R._ BOx
•66 "3S 02 201 sc+l ''.orralitesOb _.Organ Pasl 24L
few Mexico
0440 E_,Klnus Clnf_ 6:E, 7N i Porte at opposite ends of clnft were Jy 20 01 SO 36
ery brflll_aut in red Wra_en 25 filter Au 17 07 Au 04 16 51 13 54 02 58 1(
very dull in blue Wratte_ 47 filter.
Rtoker uncertain ff real LTP).
0340 Aristarchu_ 47W, 23N Spot on 8.wall vin. only in red filter " 00 5_
brighmess 9". Slightly brighter than
suvrotmding wall4No confirm. Says it
night be part that reflected better. Not
_<m¢1_,_1 by Cor_l_*_ Obs. MB.
0535- " , " S.part of Cobra Head nr. Herodotus " " !' "
0729 _obra Head 48W, 24N was a red spot; also nr.Arin. & the
_rk of Sehroter's Valley. Varlstlons in
zh_mmn.'color, lut on S. rim of Arin.
/ _ter on N. rim.Drawin_s.
0050- _%ristarchus 47W, 23N Eng. moon blink detected color (red ?] "
0120 _n SW wall.Telephone link got other
vin. c_tl_: _ & also another moon bli _.
0615 Pluto 9W, 0IN E(IAU 7) wall woulS_'t focus tho rest o] " 54 37
brmatlon was well-focused. (PAcker un
certain if real LTP. I(WSC) think it
probably wan--similar to Barlett's
_rtanea on A_IS.).
0620 " " Again E. (IAU ?) wall would not focus. "
0522- Arista-_hu_ 47W, 23N S. part of floor was granulated & est.
0538 at 6* bright;faint yellow-brownlsh tint.
7.0 .18 358 -7.2 lo, 7÷ Kelsey
.18 4R _u 01 0_ sc-2
Riverside, 0L,300×
California





Rest of _._t_. 8" bri_t white.
9W, 51N Several red glows at different places " ', "
at different times. Each Mted a few
rain. (not confirmed by Rlngsdore.
_v_ _ 3/¢_/sinM_MV_.
0415- Jansen 28E, 14N Bright groen gl_w--using red & blue Au 17 07 61 13
0425 !liters & _re¢_ _olariz. filter.
0102- A_I_ llE, 4N Shadow of e.p. was grayish,wall shad.
0224 ean normal black.C.p, itself barely
_atin_.from floor.
0665- Ross D are 22:E, 12:_ _scuratien of E. wull.bright area E.
0630 _ crater at its brightest. ( I (WSC) wa_
)resent at obs. but did not note any-
thing not attributable to bad seeing, b_
am not familiar with the area in nor-
real anpect.Others prese_ did not see
anytb_g unusual, but Bor_hurst &
Eastman confirmed). Corralitos Obs.
W. dark-haloed area varying & the
small dark-haloed (40%) area also














LPO4 pc 1 B,R
10.9 .33 47 -3.3 3o,10 c Simmons, acksonvllle, 6L,192x, S--L_LPO_ pc 1 R,B
.32 0R2u0109 Sc+2 ,rralltosOb F1. ,Organl _4L,MB ?=4-_
_ass, N.M. I I
55 2 2h 12.0 .36 60 -2.1 3-,11- Arriola, Whittier, 19L,390> 5=3-
.36 13 R, _u 01 0' Cross _lifornia T=3
12R
54 42 1/211 13.8 .40 02 -0.3 3o,12- Moore,Mose _y Ireland 10R.MB
.42 35R ,,u 01 08 Corva_
pc 5* R,G
275 5* R
14.1 .40 85 -0.2 Keisey riverside, 8L,3O0X kLPO_ pc 2* G
.44 76R _u 01 0[ _alffo_in
54 20 15.1 .42 98 _ +0.8 I-. I+ " 2* G
,47 91S _u 01 0 c
54 03 1/41, 18.0 .52 133
.57 94S +3.8 4-,18. Bartlett Baltimore, 4L,93,12_S=4 pc 4 R,D
_U 01 0_ Maryland _81x T=0
54 08 4.5h 18.0 .54 143 +4.7 4-,18-, Corvau. Armagh,lre 10R,280_ _74 4* R
.60 46S ,u 01 09 2+,13+ Moseley, MB,
tlngsdore England 8.5L, MB i
[
10m 7.6 .24 5 -6.9 4+,29. _eBerard Flossmoor, 6L,300X S=V6d_DC pc 3
S 14 17, Au 31 23 61 24 53 57 56 4_ l .24 33R, 31 O0 llllnois l
" • " " " 50 31[ 1/2h 9.6 .34 29 -4.9 5-,iI_ BarlleR Baltimore, 5L,437x Is=_ " '4*
.31 40R u 31 O0 Maryland T=3
" 54 56 l/2h I0.8 1.38 43 -3_8 2 ,ii !Harris, Tucson,AZ 21L.200> S=P _BDC 1 G,B




















0610- Aristarchus 47W, 23NI D_t_nct brownish toae in S.area of
0525 floor. Not confirmed by Cornalitos M_
0316- Ali_nonsus 4W, 136 A series of weak glows, final flash at
0418 0418h. Not confirmed by Corralitos MI
0450- Gassondi 40W, 166 Eng. moon blink sys. detected red
0520 _lows on c.p. & around it; seen vis.to _.
( _'orralttos oba.at that time? did net s_
0625 Plato 9W, 51N Laudelip at west would net focus.
Rlcker net certain it was a real LTP).
0111- Gassendi 40W, 16S Eng. moon blink ays. detected red
0140 :lows on c.p. & aro_md it. I_depond-
mtly seen by Cave• Net conflmed by
Corralitos MB.
975 9/5/66 0447- Agrippa
0500
976 9/9/66 2100- ?_argentin,
2130 Nasmyth
977 9/20/66 0322 Grimaldi
978 9/22/66 1923- Eass(Pico
2000 ?




981 9/25/66 2020- Gassendi
2050
982 9/35/66 2312- Plato
2335
983 10/22/66 0015- Agrippa
0040
Apogee
Phenomena Description i 1_, d0
)k . _ m d h m d hi _T_ T_^ _ d
1900A.D
r
4W, 136 ] Brighte_ugs in 2 dark patches & near Au 17 07 _1 13
17 &u31 23i61 ?.4 53 57 64 34 .39 51RJu3100 sc-1 _aliforulaMnter (40%) derk patch (d0% of way f_ m S 14
I
he c.p. to W.wall). s
! " 54 06 1/4h 13•7 .46 79 -0.8 7+,45d _artlett Baltimore, 0L,79, _=3-_
.45 32R _ u 31 00 sc _ )rmlitna Cb. Maryisnd , L42,194, T_
i ' few Mexico _83x :84L i 8B
" ! " 64 01 lh 16•7 1 .52 114 +2.2 4+t23- Whlppey, _oriholt,Eng. 3]R
' i .56 706 _u 31 0, sc C )rralitos O1_ , Organ Pnal 24L,MB
Cew Mexico
" " I/2h " 115 " 4oseley, _m_h_• 10R,MB S=F
1056 Cave England? MB
2h 11.8 .41 55 -2.7 2, 9- atronetshs rucson, AZ _1L,200_ SffiP MBDC pc 2 G,B
54 0_ 16.8 116 +2.3 " Kelsey Riverside, 8L, 300x
736 _ ,u 31 0_ CalHorata
54 10il/2h 17.5 .55 127 +3.0 9-,44- Moore, Arrest,Ire 12.5L,
.59 938 ku 310_ ms doseisy, il0R,400x
orralitos O_ L Organ Pa_ 24L,MB
Cave, Gill New Mexico 6L,366x
E_zinnd ?
54 5_ 1/4h 19.7 .65 152 _5.2 4+,20- Bartlett Baltimore, 5L,283x S=6-1
.66 176 ku 310_ ms Maryland T=3-1
5825 1/2h 24.3 .83 207 +9.9 4%27 Cave 6L,364>iS=F
• 82 336 U 31 0_ Enghmd
5.3 .20 334 -9.8 4%29- Astronetob ,Phoe_lix,A2




_BMW _76, 3* B,G
_92
274 5* R
lIE, 4N Wlyhin the wall shadow, the landelip "
was faintly illum., est. at 4", & dis-
tinctl_b,_,_ah.
60W, 508 Floor of War. was a%ery dark gray,
55W, 506 _ shades darker(on a scale nf 1-10)
Zas the floor of Nas. & nothing to be
seen on it ev_ along the ridge. Drawi_ ¢.
67W, 58 3 observers (Indep. ?) reported flashe_ S 14 17 61 24
_n the crater• 1 obs. was _ Phoenix, O 13 03 6 28 01 61 06 53 59 57 47
another in LA. so probably net due to
_;m. (the astronaut Schmitt, on Apollo
17 saw a flash in it while orbiting the
moon).
12W, 43N _trong blink (Eng. ays.) on moon blink.
(red 7)
llE, 4N _edow et c.p. ulmormally llsht & gray
sh. Wall shadow normal black.
hadow of c.p. remains light & grayisl_
wall shadow normal black. C.p.itse If
was very dull,est, at 4" albedo. (itZs
mrprlsing that there is any shadow as
s_pn_-- must be > 46"I).
40W, 166 Reddish patchas--regarded dubious,
owth_ to low -Ititude of moon.
9W, 51N Eng. moon blink sys. blinks inside the




54 59 1/2h 9.0 .34 18 -5.8 4%24 Sartory
.32 6R S 29 17 sO
54 51 1/3h 9.2 .36 23 -5.6 3,20+ 8a-_lat¢
.33 34R 129 17 sc+l
54 24 1/4h 10.3 .29 35 -4.6 4 ,18
• 37 46R ; 29 17 sc+2
" 54 14 I/2h 11.0 .43 4_ -3.8
.39 3R 29 17
54 12 1/2h 11.2 .42 46 -3.7
• 43 3711 _ 29 17
noon..
llE, 4N S_adow of peak abnormally light & gra] O 13 03 61 06
_h. R is normally black & sharp at col N 10 09 O 25 10 60 20 54 04 54 55
25m 7.8 .36 3 -7.4 2-, 3- Bartlett




F.86 as on 6/24/64, & at co1.3.'31 on
984 , 10/23/66 0128- " _adow of c.p. continued to be shnorm-
0155 ally light & grayish.
985 10/24/66 0148- S_adow of c.p. light & grayish, scarce
0212 ly distinguishable from floor. ( sun is
quite high (39 _) so shadow ought to be
nearly gone).
986 10/25/66 0346 SE of ROSS I 24E, 13N Large bright area obscuring 1/2 of
crater waU.Net present Oct. 24.
10/25/66 2230- Gassendt 40W, 176 2 faint blinks (Eng.) on NW (IAUT)w$_ [.
2310 ' ndep. confirm. ?).
10/26-/66 2345- Aristarchus 47W, 23N NE(IAU ?) wall at rim had a dnfinite
27 0030 light viol.hue. Effect not noticed on the
succeeding nites. Ricker considers
C.p. of Arts. noticeably less bright
thru blue filter but vex
& no filter.Shadow of c.p. faint
ish whereas wall shad. were normal
iblack. (confirm. of Gordon, even the
_2h later?). Sketch.C.p. rated 10 °
i & no filter, & 8 ° in blue.
rated same in all 3. Cobra Head had 2
_d u,tcb_. Sketches. Not confirm.by
54 28 1/2h 8.9 .43 16 -6.3 2-, 5
.35 27R )2910
54 11 24 m 9.9 .46 28 -5.3
• 39 39R ) 29 10 4-,19-
54 04 10.9 .49 41 -4.3 4 ,29- I Cross
.43 65R D 29 10 sc
5405 2/3h 11.8 .52 52 -3.4 Moore,
.46 1ZR ) 29 10 Moseley,
Sartory
54 1_ 3/4b 12.8 .54 64 -2.4 4-,23- Gordon
.49 17R D2910 SC+1.5
pc 4* R,B,G
277 3* D
AADC pc 5* B
8.5L _77 4* R7
_land
Baltimore, 5L,283x _=5-. _ pc 4* 3,B
Maryland r=5-_
_=5-3 _C 4* 3,B,D
rffi5-. _
Moore, Armagh, 10R, 140x _77 1 R
Mosaley Ireland
Moseley Armagh, MB ! 277 1 R
Ireland
Baltimore, 5L,437× S--5_ pc 4* G,B
Maryland T=5
Sffi6-'! pc 4* G,B
T_
" ,283X S_ 4 G,B
T_-
Whittier?, 19L M pc 3 B
California o M
Armagh,Ir_ ,10R 271 5* R
]England 8.5L ?
cke_,_le, 3.5L, LPO4 po 5* V
_ennsylva_ _0,160×
©
m d v h m
990 10/28/60 0044- Agrippa
0102
921 °1'0/29/00 0045- .'opernleus 20W, 9N Red spot.
0130
992 10/30/60 0122- _riatarchus 47W, 23N S. region of floor gronatated & 6" brJghl
0148 light brownish tone; rest of crater 8"
bril_ht white.
993 11/_/66 0205- Agrippa I1E, 4N _adow of ¢.p. light & gr_M;v_ "
0224 shed. normal black.Dark landslip to-
¢in, on Oct 28 was conspicuous tonfte.
994 11/1/66 0247- Aristarchus 47W, 23N S. region of floor granulated, 0 ° bright "
0288 distinctly yellow-brown; rest of crater
_° bright white,






998 11/22/66 0317- Alphonsus
0340






liE, 4N Darklaednfip &NWwallwereinvis O13 03 61 06
Wall here was 5° bright. N 10 09 O 25 10 60 20 54 04 54 26
6O 20
wall beneath landslip.
_edow of c.p. abnormally light, gray-
ish & hard to see. Land_ip in vin.
• edow of c.p. remains very light,
atnt grayish.C.p, also dull grayish,4 °
_right with a 5 ° bright spot at summit.
(also o_7/22/66). Dark landslip on NW
re_nathed lnvis. Wall here dull
_-z_vinh r 4 ° br_ht.
4W, 136,3eem first with (Eng.) moon blink,red
glow at SE(IAU 7) base.of c.p. ; seen
_is. & in red filter but not in greta.
Cot sea_ at 0342h.
liE, 4N DnSWfloor, 1 of the dark patches, K, "
had r__. Thls dark area had
d d
d_ ........................................
mdh lfp,_Ki_ Ap KI_
1/4h 13".8 .57 76 -1.4 3, 9 Bartlett pc 4* G
.53 87R ) 29 10
54 451 3/4h 14.8 ,60 88 -0.4 2-, 7 [Walker _M_V pc 2 t R
.56 08R )2910 _ M_
" 55 09 1/4 h 15.9 .02 102 "_.0 5-,19 Bartlett Baltimore 6L,79, Sffi5 pc 4 R.D
.60 1258 ) 29 101 Maryland 142j194× T_
" 06 0 _, l/Sh 17.9 .67 120 +2.7 3+,33 " 5L,283x _ pc 4* G,B
.67 436 ) 29 10 Tffi4
;1 lr_ 120 " 5L, 79, "4- ff ,Tff- -
10IS [42,194,
283x
1/4 h 7.4 .42 336 -8.1 3+,21- " 6L,283× 8=4 4" V
D07 18 N22 03 69 27 54 11 54 3_ .35 7R 2803 sc+l Tffi5
" 54 17 1/4 h 8.4 .46 8 -7.1 3-,12+ 3R,200x S=3 _* I_,B
.39 19R [ 28 03 T=6
" "-_0× S=5 4* G,B,D
T=6




23m 9.5 22 -6.0 1+, 5 Kelsay Riverside, 8L,300x _LPO_ 4* R"
18R _ 28 0_ _atffornfa
50 4] 1/4h 14.4 .66 81 -1.I 4-,18- Bartlett
.61 92R ;2803 sc+l
developed by col. 33.'45 Nov. 23 In the
current hal. & easily se_l with the 3-1]
rofr. ; bat by col. 45_.49 Nov.24 had
been invin, in very good seeing. Tonft_
was strongly developed,@l-2 ° bright
_lacklsh). Disappearance & reappear_ ce
within a few days made him susvect ob _u_,
1000 12/4/66 0105- Ga_sendi 40W, 166 Abrupt flash of red, settling in im-
0123 medin_ly to a pt. of red haze nr. NW
(ast. 7) wall. Continuous till 0123. (date
• tven was 4-12-66 = Eu_ conve_ti _ ?1
1001 12/4/66 0610 Kepler 38W, 7N Saw a bright area thr_ blue filter but " " 58 32
could not see it in red fl_ter. Decided it
was a bluisb _r_n_non I
1002 12/18/66 2340- White spot 33E, 26 Attention drawn to pink color in the D 07 18 59 27 *
2346 r.Censorinu umudly white_atch.Brightenedto a Ja 01 10 D 20 00 59 23 54 14 54 1_
lght reddish tinge for 2 rain. then fa-
led back to uink.then to white[ Skutch.
1003 12/21/66 1710 Atlas 44E, 47_ Bright spot On SE part of floor, not see "
in photo on 12/18/66.
1004 12/22/60 0600- Messier, 48E, 3_ Blinks on floors of both craters. (blink
1005 12/23/66 0615- Plato 9W, 51_ 3 brilliantspct_on floor, all showed
0710 blinks. (permanent colored Ground fea.
_ures ?). Not confirmed by Corralltos _ L
1006 12/27/66 0630- Gassendi 40W, 166 Very faint blink on SW (as[. ?) floor&
0705 on another N. of it on NW floor. Obs.
_onalders obs, vex?/euspect_
1007 12/31 ?/66 0300 ? hr. Kepler 38:W_ 7N Special glowin this acea.Confirmed b i_
hotoelectric method (Petrova) & polar
imetric (Pospengelis_) almost simul-
taneously recprded by both. ........ .........
_008 1/14/67 1717- Cape Agaru_ 66E, 15N Cape was hazy or obscured whereas Ja 01 10 59 23
1739 t Picard,Peirce, &CapeOllviumwere Ja28 15 Jal6 21 60 17 54 11 54 31quite clear. Has seen this area obscure
_anv times.
1009 Saw an obscuration or unusual _ " " 54
auce on floor. Not confirmed I
litos MB,(bui their rep't says Arls-
Baltimore, 5L,473× Sffi5 pc 4* 3,D
Marylaad T=5
5849 1/3 b 21.4 .82 166 _.9 5-,26 Wh|ppey Nor[holt, ? 6L,212×
.86 546 $ 28 03 England
279 3* R,G
21.6 .83 167 46.1
.87 516 ] 28 03
ie B_rard Flossmoor, iTL,360x S=G IMBDC pc ! 3* V
nlinoin
6m 6.9 .43 349 -8.7 2+,11- E_le
.42 22R D 27 18
Pittsburgh, 8L,100× !S=G[ " " 4* R,G,B
_ennaylvsniv
" 54 30 9.5 .55 20 -6.1 4-,20+ Andre 3R 280 2 B
.56 64R 27 18 Be1_lum
54 3 1/2_ 10.1 .59 28 -5.4 4-,23- Kelsey Riverside, 8L,300× SffiG 281 2_ R?
_59 76R 27 18 California TfP
55 0! lh i 11.2 .63 40 -4.4 3,16- ", 6L S=P ' ", 2 B,R
.63 31R ) 27 18 T=( 92
rralitos Ob_ ,Organ Pass, 24L,MB
" 57 3( 1/2 h 15.2 .80 89 -0.4 6 ,36 Kelsey, Riverside, 6L? 281 1 R
.79 44R D27 18 California
59 1_ 19.0: . 961 155: +3.4: 1+*, 6- Petrova, Pulkova Cbs _82 5' B
.95.: 02 "._ 271E !Pospergelin Russia
i/4h 3.9 .42 333 -ii.7 3 ,17- Mldd]uion _olchester, 4R,PAO× S=G

















, . , ,,
1900A.D,
Eng. moon blink at 1936. (no events
from 1750-1815b)
seen sin. at 1940h,
194_.Moved NW at 1950h. At
r saw it farther W. ,lost
it at 2008h.Seen again at
of hills. MOOre saw it
at 2007h. Checks again
suspected blink at S. Iridum
nr. Biancbini later,I
after clearing couldn't see it. Nag.
in 11 other features, incl. Alph-
Small (Eng.) moc_ blink close to oval
ear. Obs.for 20re.At let
it was strong but diffused,then faded.
r continuati6n of event of a few
before. (Kilburn has 12 filters
Dark landslip on NW wall invis. ;wall
Small moon blink (Eng.) not quite con-
centrtc with the crater, half way from
to SE (_U?)
then clouds. Suen again at 0100h-0106,
0148,0230,0310,bnt
Eng. moonblink suspected just inside
SW floor on the elevation NW of fa-
mous day.k patch.Feb 18 was cloudy,
then on Feb 19, after some neg. re-
a bright glow
Red color in crater. (in dark).
& 1940 with
results. Suddenly at 2030 there
was a bright red glow, brightest
Moseley had ever seen, at Feb 17
Moore returned at
_9 23




05 54 04 55
56
57
g on Feb 20.
Eng.m0au blink on E(ast. ?) wall (red)
colongitude given).
Red color & blink strongly suspected
area centered on Junction of
3 clefts 1/2 way from c.p.
& did not note change du-
Clouds terminated ob
when I
z blink on inner S. wall.
ward N. at 1845, faded at 1850.
intermittently ;m_n-
1916-204711. Position agreed
who had alerted them to
Suspected color on SW (ast.) wall. [
Farrant saw color in crater, comple-
suggests
Moore &
unusual on 16th&lTth. (lnt
on c.p.,duratton ls.
,forerunner of red patch in # 1024 ?).
Mr 26 08 !
i
Ap 23 19 _Ap 09
" 60
05
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C co rdinates Phe_mena Descrlptten
m d h
40W, 16S Faint redness outside NW & S W (ast. _ _ Je 10 20
wall of crater. Jy 14 20 Je 30
liE, 4N Shadow of c.p• barely distinguishable. Jy 14 20
Residual wall shadow normal black• Au 09 16 Jy 28
4W, 145 Glow or hazs'patch seen while using Au 09 15
fflters• Brighter than background• Not S 06 08 Au25






18 54 15 59
47 54 16 59
47
36 54 10
A series of weak glows obs•
at 0418. Similar weak glows had been
seen in Petavius & frown this position
Parrot appr_ximstl_ g Linn_ (?) @O420h
20:E, _N
in M. Tranqalll• moving W-.E (IAU ?) & O 04 14
dissipated nr• term. ,surrotmdsd by
viol• color• Bright yellow flash st 0043.
(obs• in response to request to obs,
A ri__o E,(asa_ 07}04o6utside
Herodotus i 40W, 22N!walls of both craters. NO shadow from[
Herod•wall•Drawings. (wall _ 18 ° slop4
!
Aristarchus I 47W, 23_ A rlmtop cralerlet on SW rim appeare,
almost as bright as c•p. thru a Wrattel
25iflter (red) but no brighter than a lower
i central wall & rim thru a Wratten 48
(blue)filter• Inner W. slope of crateriet
displ_ed a bright red color which be-
came less & less ncticeable until at
:0212h it was no longer brighter than
iother parts• At 0217 it flared again a
_righter red for lm. (thdep• confirm.
!Seeliger for activity in Aris.
ilitos MB did not confirm•
lIE, 4N Dark landslip on NW wall invis. ,wall
5° brl_t
" i " 58
!
6O 35




*. Corralitos MB did not
55
14
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61 04 53 59 54
90W,
Obs. reddish color N. & E. of Aris. &
color nr. E.(IAU?) rim
H Cobra Heed.Red color nr.C.H.
Tombaug
:e dur.obs.per, but spot got
Ismaller at moments of
densltrometry of photos.At Corrolitos
!0152-0155 o_ 24-in image intensifier &
ifilter eys. photos at
Neither of latter
show anything unusual. Rs edges
H Cobra Head.
Faint blink unde
Ivis.Gone by 1839.Reappeared at 1841,
_ea gone by 1850h. Checks till 0200h
iwere: . ObJ, dubious of reality c
Reddish color E(IAU 7) side of crater,
_is. intermitt_mtly. Viol. color W. side
I only, around moonWs limb. Seen b
iat separatod places. Filters used.
(chrom. aberr. ? She gives eol.48" but
!this doesnlt agree with time. Obs.
! uled
r took on us unusual appearance
!on inner NE (ast. ?)
_olor seen in no other features. Lasted
ionly 10In & survived a change of eye-
D 28 19
_7iol. glow, disappear/ng intarmitte_dy.
(chrom.aberr. ? oltho atmflar to
: rept's. Observations scheduled for
__ & ec
Purple color on limb. (chrom. aberr. ? D 38 10
obs. scheduled for perigees Ja 0O
:Purple color on llmb.
Obs. scheduled for perigees & apogees)
Obseuration ,Intermlttent. (arm. turb. ?
perigees & apogees.
_e gives col. as 321" but prob. calc.
on term. over Manflins.
doesn't fit col.
_s >30" from term. She
& apogees
).
Blink on S.wall crest &
& white spots in crater.No color
Blink not seen earlier or 1a-
Other craters blinked some but
r. Only Aris, areas blinked
blink w_s moved around.
blinks real.Alt, c_
50°. Drawings. Corralitos
Sg_v they _d not co_irm,but they rep't
x ?chrom.aberr. ?).Diffused cloud
disk
features misider_. ?
Z mrs. hr. i_emc_ax not Clan.
O4
D 12 18 60 16 54 05 54
16
Ja 09 23 54 11 54
55
28
21 54 Ii 54
!' 55 41
59
29E, 33N ,l_ullar haziness in NE (ust. ?) corner
of crater. Oremllsh-y
M. Crisltt_ at FM,Ce_rol crater
clearly vls. N,wsll showed no de-
ataU.
21































area Just E(ast.) of Menelaus
, faded.Area was as large as





Crater had on NE (ast. ?) wall a very
,ppoatte wail a paie
red. No other crater showed color.
Star-like pts.
identified certainly, rest fairly cer-
refr.at 50x but not in 36-in refl
pts. Seen later in 12-in refl. at 80x in
auother bldg. Seem 1st @ 1/2 h before
totality ended,but not earlier dur. tot.
geom. &
Gas lamlnescence in the crater.
,surrounded by a
faint glow.May have been atm.disp.
Glow fainter at0156 &impercel_bleat
0214h.(Kelsey & Ricker consider obs.
last. ?)
Noted W. (aat. ?) dark patch was thvis.
while S. one was seen easily,emerging
3 clearly vis.
white streaks E.(ast.)
(A ? ,if A could be rays). 3 dark pin. ir
area of Thaet. Dark shadow,horizon-
. (I didn't find
anything to produce sach a shad..Obs.
The ray-tail haio(in N. ray) showed a
filter at
0330. La-
_nhancement is very unusual;but has
previous oc-
vin. (confirm.of Jean
Red color N.Of landsli
i blink & vis. Vanished by 2106h. Had
not returned at 2125.
date in his extended catalog.). In Clay,
patch on floor;very plain at
shadow of E. wall
center of PoL_er to E. edge of
Ruth erfued,passing @ 30km E. of cra-
ter D. Ifit is a permanent marking he
itbefore,
lies here--see
Gas luminescence in the crater.
2 bright spots in mare nr. term. of
variable
Blink inside NW wall. Trees stopped
shs. at 2145h.At 2226 no blink vis.
Moore has date as June 6th,I968-Tnin-
print ? as there werenVt blink sys. then.



































of 2.0 s. Several others
of several miles also RaW R;SO not a
ilocal phenom. (located 36 ° from cusp,
26E, 11S i Very clea ¸
25E, 136 ion Theoph. Bright
i 13W, 58S i circle'colors on term. over
] : without filters. (sbs. scheduled for
56E, 15N iWhite patch W. (sst.) of Plcard. (spot
always there). Dark i
0: 7:N Polo-Bode & Ukert.(dark rots. E.Of
g0W, 63S Copernicus).Blauch. surrounded by
26W. 90S t A kind of vapor cloud ¸coming from S.
pole
47N ,,
61N Tenerilfes. A form of a C sparkling








51N darkening & lightening at Conon?
47N (written Cal_on,
Dark cloud coveri_ the area there for
2-3S. Brilliant spot SE(ast. 7) of Plato,
3 others like stars toward the N. Lime
green on Tenerilfes to N.pole. (chrom












0130 Cobra Head 48W, 24N S. Of C.H. & same size.At 0052h saw
Color on S. wall of Aria. Both persisted
till 010Oh
ened,then faded. Plato,Gassendi &
Kepler cheched,_ with neg. results.
scured area reached greatest extent
0125h when it was 1/2 size of C.H.
aSS (ast. ?) of it.
918/68
0745 Moltke, 25E, 0 _bright;reddlsh coloI
Sabine, 21E, 2N in Lyell(ithfloor is dark) ;brilllgntpt.
42E, 14N N. Of PrcclusLyell,
Proclus, 46E, 19N_(chrorn.aberr. ? where edges of field
Limb 93W 7
_ts Aristarchus,
iPa r_0345 _but7x binoculars
i which was brighter than Aris. I Still
, apparen_ at 0245h, but war normal at
Apennines 20:W,
0258- Cleomedes,. 56E, 26N_Dark color tints in N.
0614 Mare Crlsiu_n_ 54:E, 11:b_ rough _urface in SW part of M. Crin. ;
Limb 90W ? viol. color on limb. (chrom. aberr. 7;
0600 ? Gauss wall was invls, but became vis. ?o_n
filter was rotated, indicating refL
Ipolarized light. Same area examined
ince, hut no such phenomenon.
b!
L
Au 0_ 03 !
















































•. Goddard & Sacrob.
riB. 1-3rain. (terr. cloud ?). Bri_t
rays a_ W. of Messier & A
(normal in poor seeing ?).Dark spot
color on
Barrow,Gold.Arnold, & G_rt.(chrom.
aberr. ?,prog of peri. &apo. obs.).
:,but wall detail
Slight blink(Eng.),arcuate in shape,N.
0, Moore,with
blink device saw none at 0020-0140h.
No LTP in Gass. Ptol. or Aris.
seen it since. (if shadow, slope has to
Bright spot to right (west ?) of Arin.
[_ bright lines on top of Plato,
similar to # 203. (she
was 1 day bdore ecl.but was 5 dkvs
Oct. 5,1955 before ecl. of
more than 3d after FM




n term. dark bandaSW of Cleomedes
with bright end on term.tuz_
on N. & rose onAris.
Pink & blue on Arts. (chrom. aberr. ?)
Arlad. very bright;large dark patch in
Darwin;long dark shadow S. of Proc.
with a very bright end. Viol. color on
Pink & green color on Catharina; C
on term. Reddikh clear zone SW of
Aris. (color real on Aris. ? since pink
or was pink more viol.
,. were intermittently vis.--ob-
& luminescence. (date rep't.
was 10/31/68 EST ? so,prob. Nov. 1
would not focus & gave impression of
cascading down
Blue-green color with pink aureole on
S. wall of Arin. & red glow NE. Extre-
It flash on Men. & Man. each
Greenish glow on _/61tke & on Pytheas.
(chrom. aberr. ?).
Dark path like a big question mark
' dark W. of it with Baily
that shape, but wouldn't he dark unless
Blue-green bands both
W.side of Mess
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Blink in red & blue. Max. at 1910b S. of
Aris. toward Herod. Feeble blink in
Middiehurst for tidal
Bluing around the 3 craters
at Arin. Lasted several days. Photos
red or neutral. Moon's declina-
. Obs. think it was
Light in the crater. (Apollo 8 watch).
Wick noted Arls. as 9-10th-8th mag.
dimming & brightening. Pulsating part
was a pin point. 5-7sec bluish-greesl
0130-@150. Lehmama at 0156
crease nr. center.
0230 Koble_berger saw Aris. B brig, hi
& prominent, 1/2 mag.
er than before,_hen diminished i, 1/2
mag.Harris at 0200-0230 saw gradual
brightenings,4-5s to come up of whole
_onfirm. ). Schroter's Valley
almost same br_htness buZ Arin.
dimmed. Harris saw
SE quad. of Grimaldi brightened 3-4)<
was elliptical out SE.
Confirmed by Wilmington. No changes
seen in T-dia at 1400-1600. Guertcke




N. side at 0323 (Kohlenberger).
saw Arin. brightening at times.
Bright yellow spot seen E.
S. end of Harbinger mrs. to S.wall of
Prlnz. Back to normal at 2000h. Many
other areas observed were normal.
)redtot. by Middle-
Seen to brighten




: in brightness over edge of Herc_
2 darker spots
_lerted by Middioburst for tidal
Brightness in edge of crater dimmed
a heavy
of cleft (Scbroter's Valley ?). (alerted
0343 Chenge in coloration in N.part of
iAris.--gray & slightly
remarkable at 0350 in almost all
Brighiness increased slightlyaround
& cleft (S.V?) became darker












































Region showed same charac_teriaties
er color brown bat more remarkable.
red.blue &
e_ce in color noted in & oat of region.
Eng. blink detected on outer E. wall.
Nothing unusual at 1840'_t 1843h
a reddlsh-orange patch,coatimed by
M_ore.NNW of c.p. Moseley got
sky light.Color was like Jupiter's red
Spectograms of an unusual red spot on
=. 405,_=. 6s0. Spot =
kln diam.
& C2. Later thru clouSs crater
(coofl_. of
r dark shadow over these
No color on limb. (moon at





h_r to ma_y other reports).Marks did
but a patch on limb was
Pit. to S.
omatie aberration ?). Dark shadow W.
of M. Ne ct, with white border on E.
NW part of mare obscured for 4
Flashing star-like pts. in area beyond
Ituing around c_ater. Visible in moni~
immeasurable in
Brightening in crater. (inexperienced
(Apollo 10 watch).
8rlght_ings, pulsations, scint fllations,
s. Most active
• as 0318-0320h,0417-0427h(Las Cruc_
above steady state lasting
another slow brightening lasting 5-10s
Kelsey saw brightening at 0343-48h.
light that fllum, inner wells,max at
Bury at 2100h saw crater vei
an elliptical bluish spot. (Apollo l0
Brightening in crater. (inexperienced
Scintillations in it. (indep. obs. ?)
saw a
but not on order of sec_.
as others reported. (atmosp. ? Apollo
Slow orange-red blinking in the sur-
rounding area. Seen less markedly the
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Coordinates Phenomena Desc rl_J___
47W, 23N _righteulngs & pulsations. 1st per. 0428_ My 04
_440h(R&H);then OS0O(R).3rdper. 0506h Je 01 15
(H). Pulsations interraitteat & increase
@1/2 mag. except 1 was 1-2mag.great_r.
atmosp. ?). Cameron at 0130-0330 did
not see Arin, in 12-in refl.at 40 x or i
1250x,& saw nothiag abnormal. (Apollo
ii0 watch).
IPinkish color less marked ton fie.As- i
_rouauts alerted & at 2212 reported no I
i activity but could see crater & earth- i
shine was strong
!10 watch, spacecraft far fr. crater).
!time was inferrupted. (Apollo 10 watch)
+
47W, 23g Brightening with pulsations. (arm. abert. ? "
Apollo I0 watch).
36E, 3NI haS blink (red--Trident MB device) &
_v_t was in progress at start of obs.
ISaw nothing without image tube. Could
_ot focus camera so no photos.Blink
had ceased when image tube was re-
Iplaced. Temporarybright reddish spot
..... A 11o 10-wa
27E, 66S iA white bright patch caught attention
IOn S.horn of moon. R enlarged & be-
came colored}pink & blue w} thout fi-
lters & reddish in yellow (filter ?). At !
0310h area beemne normal as rest of .:
environment. (a real event ? mixed i_
with chrom, aberr.
47W, 23_ _V_ald). Varintic_s _ " I "
suspected at 0318,0320-25 by E. Cross
0417-27 by E. & LC ........ -per'- t
iodlc short var. ,sudden increases 1-2 !
mag & sudden to slow, l-30s decrease_
to normal 0441-0446. (confirm. ?APOlI_ !
10 watch . i '
22E, 34S ___
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h m _ , _ m d b m d b +_s _ d ° Im dhKp,_gp _p Xlb
o t . t . i . i
19OOA.D
!
0569- _rintarchus 47W, 23} At 0053h saw brlghte_ of ls inter- My 04 11 30 24 2 h 8.9 .67 14 -6.3 3+,13 Rlcke, Tucson,AZ 8L
0547 mittentpul_c_sof lmag.,ccBfirmec JeOl 15 My20 0561 07 54 03 56 54 i .74 -33RMy131: _asure,
Freuland,
by Lemmre at 0857;0400 Freeland saw [ I
bz_htenthg.At 0514h RiGke, lmag.at = Heridan, Wyoming
)615-0530--inw amp. variations se_ t [ ! Harris Tucson,AZ
_Ricke & Harris.At 052_i_ _aridan saw i
br_t. _.. Har_ at 0_-4_ eew '[ I I
= brighten_gs in crater. (Apollo 10 wat h- i i
,een in dsrk at gthbo,.m L_me ,). (lmJep. _, I 1
0434- RossD 24E, 12+ Bright spot adJase_ to NE sagmlmt of ,' " 4m . " + " i 14 " Cross LasCnmsa, 5R
0438 _rater, i. 5-2" at greatest extent & mul h [ [ i 38R _ew Mexico
,righter thau _ _ Ross D.Fuzz_es_ i
tere & exte_ive obasur._ Mail E. oi i 35Ross D. _*:_ll. 10 watch). I
2090- p_to 9w, 61N .udm=_,_._SW_.t._)noor " 67 1_ 1/2_ 104! .73 _-_.7 2-,9- _,'ant C,_bri_, 9L,190×!S_
2105 from 2000 to 210_ at which time it wa i.. 80 :I 26R 1 England
_ne. Ctea_ly.eeem,had fll-de_inud boun ! II
darte_ & was all easy chJ. to see.Alt, t ° +°|
=33% (Apollo 10 watch). ' ] 3 4
0121- Arintarchus 47W, 23N in red fflter at Ogl_,bright area on _ " " 5 2_ 2h 117!.77 3,16_Dalano Taunton?,
0323 wall bec_une 2)< as bright as normal. ! . 84 31 1; [saeechusett
Flare ro_e & faded to normal in Llm i
spot wee _,ceatered at _=. 682, _= !
397 .which in aboot eeme as ptisatten_ : i I
at _ _. 683, _=. 695 & hr. KOzy rev*s I I
_prfl 1 event at . 689,. 406. Suspected s i !
esser flare at 0233_ at . 692 ,. 397, but , i
it m_ have been d_le to poor seeing. N_ ]
_vente _mea at _%_l_v.(Apollo 10 watch,.
Sewallwasorasge,dateetedbyEng.M_o JegO 69 61 26 1/2h 16.0 .03 104 +1.1 2,10" Moore, Suasex,E_g 12. SL,36)xSffi_
Fadingby2353h,onlyatraeeat2358h_ Jy28 69 JyI3 18 61 16 53 56 61 1_ .04 1230 re2920 ms-1 Altlzer, orralitosOb].24L,M_
& disappeared at 690Oh.Later, at 069_- _rabanel, )rgau Pass,
000_ suspected again. Alt . was low. New Mexico
Bluing arotmd crater seen at Corra-
. itos Obs. in the MB_bat immeasurable
on photos.
[ndarkpart,itwas verybrlght.(Authlr " 5420 1/4h 2°3 .59 299 -12.2 3,18+ daSflva, Paranaiba,' 1OL
[WBC) saw nothing unus_tal at 0100-611 _ .61 -108R _ 29 03 ms+2 Brazil
July 17 & could not see Aris. Apollo ii Cameron Greenbelt, N D 12L
i watch).Complete rim pulsating white light,@ " 54 2; 1/2 h 2.5 .61 302 -12.0 1+, 8 Phillps Midland, 6L
i 4-6th mag. Suddenly brightened at 030_ _. .60 -105R, y 29 03 Texas
Crater seemed to glow a brilliant whir,
[or @ 15m. 2 others cooflrmud from
315-6325.Resu_ud its normal appear.
after fading gradually at 0325h. (aatho_
i WSC) noted nothing abnormal at 0100-
OllSh & coulc_'t distlng. Ari_.Apollo
I tl watch).
2000 ? SE edge of 60:E, 2(_ Saw a "medlocre"yeHow light.Area " 54 4_ 3.2: 310: -11.3 Hedervarl Budapest, R,200,
_are Crisitu _ _hotographud on 7/19/69 bat no LTP ,6_ : 10".R _y 29 0_ Hegyessy, Hungary 300_
!noted. (Apollo 11 watch). 3eller
2013- :r.Balllaud 6OE, 80_ Notedpulsaticmsnr.crater_nN_limb " " 6m Delaye, _arseUleS, FJ 5_
2025 Duration of pulses were 2s.Saw again _ Donas Gama,Franc 10R
2015h & 2019h. Duration then @ 4s. No
color eeen.mag.of brightening @ 4mag
Doass noted at 2016h at crater more
brightening than at lhnb.After 2019h
_th_g. (arm. ? these periods are simfl: .r "
o those between blow-ups & excursions
of star images in seeing,but puzzling
_ny it stopped.Apollo 11 watch). (indep,
mnfirmotton3.
2144- _ristarchus_ 47W, 23:1 Uncommon brightneee of soft blue tene " 54 4_ 5m 3.3 " 311 -11.2 Travnik
2149 gradual decrease till 2149b when it be- -96R [y 29 0_
came normal.Max at 214_n. (low slt. ?
A_olIo 11 wotc_.
Ttmgside(7) saw a blue flash in Arls.
Kchl_aberger,Harris & Bell saw a
: limb brightening between Grim.
from
041611. (Apollo 11
LION 284 5" B,G
po .!








LION 31_ 1 I B
3* i B, G





















that It wu very bril_.
Saw ablack sp_ or pt. N.cg Peirce &
2 very dark mhadows on JamMm floor.
2 over_
watch, w Jan_e_,overlapping crat. i
could be Bre_aer IL are none N. of
Jans_& '* was in d_'k)_





Arts. & Grlmaldi,due W. Of Aria.,
brighter than Arth.At 04:14 saw the
Lstar-like pt_e in W. (IAU ?} rim of
Grimaldi. (col_irm. of Harris'04:16:45
conflrmed.A_o saw wall OV.) cf Blot
1900A.Di
61 26






16 53 56 05
not LTP,thatobs.
8.cusp.PolcHz.msas. at 5.6 C,
1S47h.(Apono 11 wat_ ?).
wall for 5-7s,lmag.
active at
Saw whole regic_ of Axis. & _virccs
as brighter than normal Cbtained 2
glow _.
Fr, 2012-2030 crater was normal but
theat bxdghtened 1 mag. & co_'d bright
cc_astant. Belaye noted a flash
bright, at 20.'45-95 nr.Grhn.Thinc_
noted.Just a flash at 20:44:30(white).
:Grim.between 2100 &2500h.
iVasquez saw Grim. very dark.(not
dsSflva saw crater very bright in ell-





crater. It was not constant,but
irregularly with freq.@ 20s & amp.@
• 75-1.0mag. No color or obscur, was
obs. Vasquez saw it as












































Jean & Collack noted oberur• between Je 30 0O
Janerm & Maskel. from term. No fea- Jy 28 09
discernible here whereas Proc. &
Theol_• were slreed_ vis• McNamara
saw a flash nr• Lang. (meteor ?)(APOllo
Texas group got a blink (red.Tride_
MB) on NW wall. Vark_ extremely. _-
stoppedobs• 5,
nr.horin_,Apollo 11 watch . No blink
,5 t diam.(Apollo ii watch,.
Lees pronounced. (Apollo 11 watch).
Saw a fleeh on the c.p. c_ mag. 1.0,
duration of 0• ls,no color. (meteor?)
(Apollo 11 watch).
1955-2004h
dur. o_ 10s.At 2005h
,st
anttons of variable dur.At 20:55:50
a feeble flash. (prob. not _d_n.
Saw a brightening in crster• (APOUo 11
watch).
Saw a week reddish area c_ the NV_ • "
MB showed It dark in blue & o
in red.Reddening rmnalned un changed
ltto
Ax_sintelee. Color indem was toward
dirty onmge.Seeing was varinble( rr 5-
irg & dianppeazed in poor momem_ts.
(oppoaite to e_perted ff _. ?). None
Difficult to discern & follow.








glowing thru dust glowing & upsurge in
brightness on c.p•G_ faded to
normal at 2120• 1st time ever seen by
hoobs• since 1947.image sharp,
haziness.(index
; of cmter(ClaxseQ. Alter-
hate brightening of S.part of crater at
15s intervals (to 9 long
half remained constant. Leroy
Cutter.
Bright area,radinl rays in Crts.(nr.
Yerkes ?, if so confirm, fr. Chllton &
• Chllton, (coofirmed by Speck)
in Yerkes. Phenom. ended
0134h. It recurred at times thereafter,


























Saw reddish-yellow & green in it &
viol. -purple on term.
Morstus was red in yellow filter & had
straight black shadows in 8.pari of
ters,intermittent. Color8 on _ (W,)
Also saw a white patch 27°E, 2_N &
Observed a blink (red ?) in crater.
(Apollo 11 watch).
Fourater saw obscur. & red in crater
1 of the ¢_az'k haloes (ICE) was very
whitish mist. Detail best seen in blue
usual sharp
washed out_ Halo was darker
; nor=ally
i confirmation. A Iio 11 watch .
47W, 23N I Unusual brightness whole time in
_er of W.inner slope;rest of crater &
IHerodotus appeared normal. SW to
in darkl
3rater was gray-blatsb,differeut from
iaay other region & Lmusually bright.
i green & neutral filters.
daSllva says obs. no
i experienced.However it is similar to
0500- Brightening. Filter u,sed. (daS_va s_O'B I
0700 ! obs. no good, shs. inexperienced. Apoll_
0545- [Manllius BE, 15N Bright spot in Man. Brightening
0549, i Menelaus 16E, 16N _(Apollo 11 watch.daSflva says obs. no I
0627- j igood because c_ inexper, of obs.)
47W, 23 N Brightening in crater.
I
0190 ; I daSflvasaysobs, n.g. beeauseofin-
0100- _ " Brightening in crater. (Apollo I1 watch.
0300 daSilva says n.g. ineaper.obs.)._-_ ISrightening. -:used s_--_
(Apollo 11 wutch, daSilva says n.g.).
06OO- _ 1ON_
!3s with crater lllmn, the_ 3s
Brightening in crater.
.moon blink in crater
E.wall,NE of central feature. Oval
in shape & dirty brownish in color &
haay. Started fading at 0354h but may
awn. Neg. results on
Enhanced bright area in SE wall, no
pulsation,no color. Usual_ NW wall is
0539h NW region was
Brightening in crater. (Apollo II
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Bright spots l_hctag, on E. wall (EWB_
in ashe_ lJ
accord.to LION obs.). Pearce,in
(3) says LO 4,fr. 150
highlights in similar areas
Head & are due to alopes.)Spots
5mall dark spot in oval whitish patch
Plato s
in center flanked l
wall. Later E. band disappeared Lmder
During ecl._ saw brilliant pts. (?) for
(date wrong--age at 16th was Sd,
flied by others.At 0500h crater re-
sumed normal appear. Beceme blue
slowly disappeared. Gap appeared
_cintfllating in irreg, way. Pulses
each time changing
;s comparable to 7.0-7._
age 3.0,& 8.5-9.0 rang. at 4.2d. Moon
_bso from age ld to 6.2d with several
rofr. &refl. in program of obs.
Brilliant pts. @ 5.5 mag.
ee auything on fl.before. W.of these
darker than ft.
end. Blink showed no activity
here or at Linn_.Theol_n. or M.Cris.
brmiant pte. brighter than 8-9th
b.coofinn. ?,Apollo
form, alternating
with normal aspects. Some
%pollo 12 watch).
16E, iUmn. by pale
9W, greenish light. (Azevado). Pulsation on
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Brigbtening--l_oto° (the author, WSC,
cannot verify LTP on film. Re bright-
s similar to other features at same
term. dint. S_adow is anomalous if
r narrow streak beside it
! In W.rim
_e author,WSC,
from photo. Tt.in brighter
tween,i, e. l>roc. • Censor.> Dio_s°
Traces of cloudiness on E.slope at
2130h in extent &
Brishteblng in crater. (San Diego &
dos. confirmed,but astro-
nauts did not see anything.Apollo 12
Faint pinkish obscurstinn on flcor. E-
17O6h,gone on re-
turn at 1715h. No _ore LTP from
Curious small shadow from NW (ast.
Apollo 12 watch).
_arp whiteness on inner W. (ast. 79
side.(Apollo 12 watch).
Pulsating patch on W. wall between 2
radial bands. Faded by 2000h. Returned
to normal. (Cutts). Miles saw strong
interior at
No blink theres
d an photog, it as very bright. Moore
• results a_ 2136. (confirm. of
blink.
Noted a diffused foggy patch on which
Later, blue star-like pts. appeared in
irreg, intervals. Atmosph. was
Moon set at 0100h.
on Aris. & HI rod.
& doubled for 1-2s duration.
c_ater at 0519.All tra-
one b_
all
Obscur. also in Cob. Head.
faint blink & glow outside of
wall. Large area was gray
Herod.Another blink inside be-
blinks seon. Blink seen in blue( = red
crater was normal.















































gas or trick of l_ht ?
h for t/me & descrip, ancin.data
9th. Chrom. sherr. ?
ibut not ph<i_,rephshle due to clouds.
Pts. N. & S, of crater were brighter
, 0.3 & 0.2 mag
also showed less depend, on
phase <by
dur. e_hanceenent. Polariz.
less by 1-2%. l_not_.phctom.
wed brightening over whole moon. CI
N. of Kepler enhanced by 0.5 mag.
[ght
level changes Vin. rept's by
_g same time. Pen moved off scale on
obs. from Cal. &
Ore. bright flashes,3-5
Obscuration over crater. Could not
ter wall, Crater like a black pt.
Brilliant in area NW of crater. No
change in brightness Contrast to o
lty
Later saw a flash on the moon. (Apellc
E. inside wall flashes:c, p.
than floor. Pick on peek & ilium, wall.
Vis reddish hue--gap in bright
e.Colorlees to pink to reddish.
Environs also involved. Photos. (Ape]h
was much bri-
ghter than anything else in the area.
Earlier he got a blink at 35°W, 15°S,
Flash of mag 10 Crater
as usual (obscur. ?). Did not obs.
luminosity as in other oppor-
intermittent light on S. wall of crater
Bed color or, G. F. & Good. Intermittent
on Gold. & Chall. Pinkish color N.
on N. wall at 33W, 12S(Letronne ?)
Chrom. aberr. ? Apollo 13 watch).
Deep red
of crater wall &
disperse around outside edgee-spread-
tng out on reaching M. Seren. All clear
Peak was bright (Apollo 13 watch. Shi-
in dark ?)
A kind of glimmering mist
ted inside the shady hollow of the era-
Intermittent brightness on c. p.
of Arlstill.
very bright. Dark patch on M. Vap. Int-
red color on term. (chrom.
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Photos in blue & orange tikes, hi-de-
fined obscur, in blue
crater compared with orange. (neg. is
_) faint it in doubtful. Apollo 13 watch.
Similar to Alter's
Vin. reddikh-brown hue to shaded
stayed after moving telescope. Photos
Not chrom, aberr. (Apollo 13
blink ? on lower c. p. Ilium. walls
C. p, diamond
brighteens with a pt. flashing. Turbu-
lent arm, impeded confirm. Other fna-
impact at OlOgh,teck 7Os to reach A12
51N At earlier times showed lack of fea-
terus, At later times the usual most





Crater chain W. of Plato--3rd crater
brighter than sur-
on W. wail(landslip ?
darker than inner wall, Bright part t
of wall was yellowish-white, daSflva _j[
reports this as neg,(normai aspects) o_s.
(Apollo 13 watch.probably normal as Y!i
W.
wall's external slope. (Apollo
i between the 2 craters. Drawing. (Apolld
47W, 23N iClear line(?) & several aiar-like pte.
& turbulence ?).___
1910h when Ar
slowly brightened & stayed till end of i Je 21 18
obs. Bluish star-like pts. formed lnter_
_nittently (Celis).Atmoephere not turbt_
/
Lots of activity--blue luminous star- I
like pts, in region frequently appearing I
-- _ atm .
i Brilliant blue star-like, uninterrupted,
Bright spot hr. Timocharis
ernican ray ?) decreased slowl
18 mln. 19sec. At 00:11:05 flared u
2nd decreasing, brightened again at 00:i
25:54 after which no variability.Event
wan star-like,
Noted a foggy Imtch for a short time.
Well-defined. Luminous sparkles or
well-defined.
Outstanding bright patch(1O°bright) el-
ectric blue color, every 10s groups of
3 or 4 separate sparkles for 10s then
calm for 3Os-lm. At 130x
almost constant form. Sometimes
open
hand with extended fingers. (aim. ?)
Similar conditions
40%
(to 6 ° brightness. Real phenom, in the
1900A.
50 06
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No i UT J
I Dnt_ Time , Fcpture
1 m d y h m i
1266 7/8/70 , 2300- _tristarchus




1267 i 7/11/7o 12o85-IP_l,_.
i i 2045 I Seccht
|
1268 7/26/70 i 1500 ? Aristarchus
i
1269 8/4/70 i 2250- "
! 2330
i
1270 8/5/70 rt 2300-- "
2330
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47W, 23_ Conditions again similar (to # 1264).
3righter tonite(8 ¢) than last nite, but
hot as bright as on the 6th. Pin pts. of
light very accentuated. The radial open
band extended fingers form not so fre-
quenily,perhaps because of the larger
crescent tlhml, now.
46E, 10N Dean saw something in Proclus, alerts " "
44E, 3N Jamieaun who saw nothing unusual at
2043h,but tho't Secchi was quite bright.
At 2035h Sparks saw Proc. fluctuate.
tied & blue tilters showed some re-
ductton in brightness. E. edge showed
darkenlng,but not as dark as in shadow L
10 mln. later, returned to normal..
ISv_rks confirmed Dean).
47W, 23N 'Polarimetric • photoelectric auoma]y Jy 19 22
tion
m d h_,_rK_ ApKI_ [ .................d Q
i !
1900A D I
60 24 i 1/2h 5.4 .55 332 -9.9 2-, 7+:._elis PasoHondo 211,60 SfE i 38¢ G,11,V
61 05 54 04 54 13 .61 -7711 1y 18 _ sc Chile 100,135_ ii
" " 55 3( 10m 8.4 .64 0 -7.0 3+,19- Dean, RuisHp,--- $35 5* B_V,
,71 46R, _y 18 20 sc+2 Iamleson, ---,Eng R,G
44R Sparks 6L, 156x
61 05
Au 17 07 Au 03 22 61 24 53 58 57 03
Not so outstanding tonite, but the brll- "
liant patches have their characteristic
electric blue color, irreg, form, freq,
stable, alb_=8 °
Same characteristics as last nite,but "
lower grade intensity. Difficult to see
because of Rm_IT crescent.
Same characteristics as before (# 1269] "
but Int_n_it_ less.
! 2230 Promontory 25W, 46I_ Very dark spot at southernmost tip. N¢
LaPlace other obj. in region gave any shadow. |
Region must be very high. (spot only 18_
from term. so need have slope • 18 °.
: There is an isola_d mt. peak that is
: high just off, but separate from the
: Promontory, Pickering Atl as, plate lie
& liB? shOWS a dark spot there).
! 0500 ? nr Fra Mat ro 15:W, 6:N Bright blue-white flare. (meteor ?)(call
i /or obs. at Fra Maure at perigee be-
cause'of monnquakes there--therefore
biased t o tidal hypothesiS. That was
the original location given for the A 1
moonquake site, but is located else-
where now. Anelll. date given for 10701
Aristarchus 47W, 2_ Aris. ceased to be via. at 0315h as a
Plato 9W, 51_ glowing feature dur. partial ecl. Pamp-
ona saw pulsation in Plato at 0441h.
_daSflva says not LTP--thexper. obs. ).
Thinks it was due to falling temp. At
0240h Pidler noted shadow flowed a-
round instead of over Plato. Wondered
if shadow matched gray _f crater.
Within ruth. shadow line looked normal
,_ain.
3OW, 35S Brightening in dark beyond term., 3 ° Au 17 07 61 24
aloe, 1. 5x size of Elger. Not variable I S 14 17 Au 91 01 61 15 53 57 54 50
d
for 5 rain. but decreased & became in- I
vis. after 0243h. No high peaks there.
0235- Elger
23.0 .28:i 187: +7.8: 5 o,20+ Sekiguchi Tokyo, 36L
.24: 40:S ry 18 20 sc+l Japan B & V
liters
" 54 01 3/4h 2.8 .54 301 -12,1 2o_ 5: Cetis PasoHonda 31t,60
,57 -10611 _u 17 0_ Chite .00,135x
54 11 1/2h 3.8 ,57: 314 -11.1 2-, 4: "
,60 -93R _U 17 0_
54 2! 1/2h 4.8 .60: 326 -10.1 3o,13 "
• 64 -81R,_u 17 03
59 41 11,7 43 -3.2 3 ,13 Beraud
.88 1811 u 17 0_ End| and ?
59 5& • 1S 12.0: 54: -2,9: 2 ,7+: Bell
• 88: 39:11 .u 17 0_ C_liforn/a
61 24 2h 14,9 90 O.0 9-_ 51- Whippey, England
• 99 4311 Au 17 0 sc Pamplona, BraTil
8111 Pid]er England
8 m 24. 9 212 +10, 0 3, 21 Me_oal Pecs ?,
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2130 Promontory 25W, 46N Dark black spot nr. it. (ff shadow,alop_ " " " 61 0_
LaPlace would have to be • 37"). ,
0054 Proclus 46E, 16N Floor dark_ed to intensity 175 (albed_) S 14 17 61 15
&c•p. becsmeinvls. Nextdayc.p. re_ O13 01 $27 08 60 38 54 02 60 30
appeared & was 5"bri_t & 6* on 15th. |
9W, 51N Only cralerAseen, allofhersobacur,._ O13 01 60 98
Floorf3alb_s<lo, very smooth. Ahadal N09 20 O24 22 59 45 54 09 599,
minute shadow & no obscur. On Nov.|
22,1966 at nearly same colong. 5 spot_,
incl. A were via."
" [ Floor bla_k,yet some craters should ; D 05 06 59 13
Ibe_s-O_terwallcratereshowedel - ] D31 10 59 56 $4 13
_l_rly. (similar to Bartlett's oba. on NO_.
I 8th,# 1|78). |
i13 0 ,97 62 -1,6 5-,29- Smith
.97 37R 15 11
11.4 52 -2,8 5+,19+ 3artlett
• 96 9811 _ 14 20 ms ?
1/4 h 8 7 22 -5, 2 3+, 14+ "
• 94 13R N 13 08 ms
6L, 100x 398 1 D
Enz! _n 4
laltimore, _L, 51, 339 4* D
Maryland 281x





















Blthk(dark gray to black), 13X3km
_n E. wall
Smaller b_ 2028 h, gone at 2035h. Re-
at 2038h & gone completely
& dark) starting be-
& Menelaus moving to-
ward Posldonius. Normal after 2 min
A little crater (white
_egularly ;
few rain.There was haze above
crater
201521then became clear
arrived atAlsep ion de-
rise
n intensity,2nd event went on for >13h !
Molecular wt. v/asbetween 14 & 23
Could have been Ne. FI, O. or H
evente recorded nr. time of 2nd event
In ashen light saw a p
to be sunlit. 9 min.
detect ed, nor any othe
8th or 9th mag. --like
• Checked lens for dirt but was
Suspected LTP on c. p.
min then reappeared.
in a faninrmon bright





band, s_ ghtly brighter than wail. Diam.
5-6km. Area affected by temp.
just 5 h before. Gradual
l0 m
)f craters's ilium, wall,startin
ing in shadow side. Color grew deeper,
then faded & ended at 0315h. Changed
No other
looked for. Survived many separate
detected by Alssp instrument. 19 m
time, 1OOx increase. (one lunation il
after Jst event. Prel
Spectrum obtained showed an extra ab-
& possibly an-
No other of 6 spectra of other
Ieatures on the plate show it.No other
23 spectra of Plato, including an-
other on the same nite, show it. Furthex









































Attention distracted from Pto]
to Klein where floor was not normal.
at foot
tended from N. to W. pt. Floor in NW
quad.
co. Klein shifted to all
color persisted,
in other craters. At 22301* floor took
more color in NW. In filters floor
vis. in red,almost invis, in blue,c.p.
[, & black
in l_lue filter. In white light looked like
surface. PtoI. was equal in
red & blue, & also other craters.
in ref, gives Apr. 30, Moore gives Apr.
date,not even tllam, on 5/2/71!
Colored, luminous
small crater On N. rim.
Color of a dark candlelightthen red.
dhtm. of small c_
Distinct pink color.
variation on W.(IAU ?) edge
"brighteess 'seemed to become




S. pert of floor was brownish & granu-
lated.
Surroundings were darker than obe.
days earlier. At
_learer. As dawn was
not sure if LTP. Other features
normal.
Dark reddish spot in SW part of cra-
60×.Became cle
_nt in west,whil_ S. region had faded,
& dawn ended obs. at 0331h.
Seen best in yellow filter,well in red,
& blue.
Pseudo-c. p,, I=4°(albedo) appeared to I
cast a distinct shadow. 1st time seen. i
cast a shadow. {Apollo 15
cast a shadow--normal a
2 brilliant pts. in crater, right one
brilli_t than le_ one. He says not an
LTP, but it is similar to other rept's,
Curious brilliance in its interior sus-
of change (Apollo 15 watch ?).
Intermittent _ curious brilliance on
top of peak with irreg, reflection
2 grooves seen going from
ening toward W, Drawing. First time
ever seen. {rays ?). Similar phenom."
position.
).with all other
at Aris. {seen vis. ? Apollo 15 watch ?
Date typed 06-08-71, European format
Jif,date = June 8, aux. data are same
!except solar = 3-,14+ & dates & times
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1305 8/6/71 2030 Riccioli
1300 8/0/71 2100: Atlas
















Phenomena Description Horizontal Parallax
_ , _ m d h m d h _p q_ ._
1900A. D
76W. 3S Darkspotwasverydarkfor3min.be: Jyl2 15 _9 36
fore coming out of shadow, bot dimes- Au 09 01 dy 28 03 30 25 54 10 59 50
stons were normal. (lunar ecl.).
44E, 47N 2 large spots were not vis. in the pe- ":
_mnbra after totality.( "_brighter than nc r. 7)
46E, 10N C.p. appeared as whlte, 5°albedo:ObJ Au09 01 _0 25
on 3° floor had a distinct olive tint. C. S 06 05 Au _4 20 51 08 54 02 55 2(
was distinct tho tra_a_ency was low.
C.p. very dull,grayish,4-°albedo.Floo 56 13
much darker ---2. 5°, still showing olive
tint,
C.p. completely invis. Floor now 2 ° & " 56 55
blackish. Other obj. on floor seen easl
C.pt, s in Peirce & Pieard were via. &
est. 4°, ,'. difficult, (Proc. e.p. 2, 5 ste]
Aristerchus below normal in albedo),
2045- 47W. 23Iq Saw a bright glow, especially in E. wa l. "
2105 (Confirm. but not indep. ?).
2000 ? ", " ,
Herodotus 48W, 2_ !Brownish-red or maroon seen on Aris
;q.wall, ridge to Herod., on S. wall of
Herodotus.
2000 ? _aroon color covering the ridge(?} E.
(ast. ?) & the ridge(?) S. of Herod. in I
3 or 5 secs. Cloud disappeared after I
l0 min.
0420 Proclus 46E, 16i C.p. vls. but just barely; very dull &
_ray. 3 ° albedo vs. 1° alb_lo floor. (nor
nal c.p. albedo = 5°at this culong. So
_.p. 2 full Steps below normal & floor
was O, 3 ° lower,).
0435 C.p. bright :'5 ° albedo,very easy to se 3. 60 58
aormal _). Floor was blackish, l°albed i 61
0555. _.p. again very dull,barely vis. ,albed ) S 06 05 08
=3,5, floor =3. Floorbadadark olive 004 15 521 06 61 28 53 56 61 07
:int. C. p. 's in Peirce & Picard tho dull
4°were seen more e_sily.
0240 _, p. again white, 5 °, easily vls. agates 61 OC
3°floor. Proc. C abnormally large (spo
m ft. nr. SW wall). I
0225 C,p. via. in full floor shadow as a dulll " " 60 3_
rayish spot of albedo 4.Proc_ C vin. in
[1. shad. as a 5°bright spot. Not as larg
_s last hire. (normally not vis. at this, oi.).
1935- Plato 9W, 81N NW (IAU ?) rim,small area of obscur. O 04 15 81 28
2035 _ a bright spot adjacent to it, Was nor N 02 02 O 18 08 61 17 53 56 61 lq
is1 at 203_h. Kirsop confirmed. Fitton
_aw nothing unusual in blink patrol.
(blink device detects color rather thai
)rightness).
20007 Kastner 85E, 68 Red (carmine) glimmer. Several crate s N 02 02 31 17
tinged with red Drawing.(low-angle N 30 11 N 14 15 50 36 54 00 60 41
ilium,re_o-4_ ?or chrom, aberr. 7).
2135- Theophilus 26E, 118 Red-orange patch on E. (IAU?) floor N 30 11 50 36
2320 even without a blink.Others confirmed D 28 05 D 12 07 59 40 54 08 56 3_
)tmmed by 2150h but stillseen• Dimm_ r
tct at 2230h & gone at 2300h. Baum say
,rownish-red patch at 25.5°E_12.5°S,
raylor saw reddish patch SE of crater
fainter at 2220h, gone at 2300h. Fitton
saw image very dull.yellow & steady.
Filters showed nothing tmusual. & no-
thing seen at 2320h°
9W. 51_ Misty patch over A. & a misty brightnq_s Ja 22 05 59 16
14w, 52NoverSWwallofPlato,(_?).Huntsaw FI7 19 F06 01 60 03 54 12 5831
Shading usually vis, W. of itwas not 03
3een. (albedo must have been @ 54 54 06 58
normally is 4.5, & nearby plain is 5).
1825- Plato
1855 Plato A
"_" d'h _d d m Km
15.4 91 O.0
.91 15R _u 062_ I+, 3+ Chernov
" 91 " "
135R
8.0 5 -7,2 3-,12 Bartlett
• 71 51R 05 04
9.0 17 -6.2 3 12-
• 74 63R ,05 04
I0, 0 30 -5.2 5 ,38
•78 76R 05 04
Ap K1 _
Crimea?, F,C 387 2 D
RuHla
" : " 2 B
i
[Baltimore. 8L. 79-IS=0 843 3- -B',V
Maryl and 283x r--2. ! pc
I 8=7 pc 3* D V
T=3
Sffi5 " 3* D
T=2
1
58 31 1/3 h 11,8 82 51 -3.4 4-,19 J Neville, Nottingham 4L,180x slt
• 84 4R 105 04 ms_ sc+lCunntegton _ England ow
59 31 12.8 63: -2,4: 1-, 2+_A_ean Par_s, 12L_100_
60 16 l0 n 13._
60 30 14.2
.88: 17:R _ 05 04 ms+l
75: -1,4: 2+,11- " .
.91: 28:R _ 05 04 sc-1
27:R
80 -1,0 4+,12 IBarilctt
.93 126R 05 04 sc
15.2 92 0.0 3+,23+
• 90 428 8 05 04 ms, sc+]
16,2 * 00 105 +1.0 4-,19
•00 293 _ 05 04 ms:se+_
17, -02 116 +1.9 4+,27-
.03 188 S 05 04 ms?
18.1 -04 128 +2,9 4-,20-
.07 68 _ 05 04 ms+l 7
France










-1.1 3-,114 Kidd* 8 _nields,Er 16L S=G1 h 13.6 77
• 99 68R N 02 21 Kirsop, England









348 4* G B
hrs. 15.5: 94: +1.0 1 , 5+ Azeau Paris, 12L,100×
• 06 4:S N 02 21 France
i. 5 h 18.7 .30 130 +4.6 2-. 5 Findlsy,Forl .Dundee,Sot 10R, 18( ×
.33 248 D 02 08 raylor, Robb e_ air.
alger, Chester. E_ ? low
,_ltton ancashire. E _g 8L
i pc O R
349. 5" R_G
_48
1/2h 10.2 15 39 -3.8 3 .14 Watkins. 4.5L,150













n d h K_.2K_m d, h = _ . =.hl=dhTp ' _ _ d d
! 19OOA.I
2/24/72 1930- LofCopernictm20W, 8:N Whltospot_mtS. of Cop. aboutsame F17 19 i 60 03 il/2h 9.8 .24 34 -4.3 5%33 McConuen
2000 lsstee as Coperatcus H (@51un).(thereabright are or rot. SW of Cop.B). Mrl6 91 Mr04 1 <, 60 54 54 06 57211 .25 14R _2903 sc2/27/72 2000- Gassead_ 4OW, 16S SttspicionofblinkbetweenC-ues.c.p. " " " " 55 49 12.8, .33 70, -1.2 3-, 9- Kemp,
• 1328
1329
2020, GUes.A.Clc_dz prevented confirm. He I- [
2240 ley-Robinmcm didz't see az_thisg ummu d Ii
earlier (2000-202_). I
3/18/72 1906- dareCrisiu_ 62E, llN, Atl90_hPruvostreplted2pte. movin_ Mr16 21[ 60 54
48E, 14N rromlator,DorchainAzottto Prom.Ollvim.M_atessawa new pt. Others Ap 14 06 Ap 01 07 61 22 54 00 60 22
saw nothL_g um_ual fr. 1912-219_.
2100
3/19/72 60 13 1/2 h
1337 3/22/72
4/17/72
Ithis time is later than event I.
0238- 3. pole term. 43E, 90S At 0248h red color at S. pole torminatc r.
0300 Cepheus 43E, 40N At 0252h Ceph. had red color on lls I
floor,intermittently along term. (chrom I
aberr. ?), Fracastorius & Piccolomidi !
were normal.
1930- Proclus 46E, 16N At 195Ch noted e.p. was lnvla, under
2155 all magnifinattens.At 2050h saw minu_ ,
istar-like flash @ 0.5s duration, follow( I
another los later, & another one 10s
after that. Occurred on N. crater floor.
! Proc. C was vis, Was uJing blink devi, e.
Beddee saw nothing tmueua_ fr_ 1850-
190Oh(prinr to eve_). Moore, alerted,
saw nothisga_usual from 2100h on.
after flash, c.p. variation similar to




................... _7_+1331" 4/21/72 farside
=1901
2010-2045 Mac ins
see_--sun only up 5 ° alt.. Somethtog
was raising albedo frem 0 to surround, ).
Gutenberg 43E, 9S Pale spot on floor of dark yellow color
No changes. Cbs° does not call it an L_ P.
color is abnormal,chrom, aharr. ?).
V.limb fr. 85:W, 25_ Noted a brightening of dark limb betwe m
[ereynLau ml s. 80W, 60_ these 2 features. Tho't due to stm. dis-
turbuece. (similar to other replts, e. g.
# 1156_,
18O:E Commander pilot on Apollo 16 noted a "----
_rlght flash from below his horizon.
(pilot was dark adapted, & no seismic
eve m, so probably not a meteor;could
have been a _4_ ray _ in his ey, ).
1332 5/16/72 2200- N. ri_of
2_30 _Lare Crlalu 5







1336 6/19/72 2140- Plato
• _ 2230
1337
" Macrob. wuawhite rl_gwithoutout. Ap 14 06 61 22
45E,' 21_ line or shadow.(shad.abodidhave been My12 17 Ap 28 10 61 20 53 57 59 3_
57 37 1 h
3_-- 7.--_
53E, 235 Changesinbrightness.Spotlookeddim My12 17 31 20
ner than spot Just inside N. rim. Earlie: Je 10 OO My 25 15 60 50 54 00 68
drawings noted it as bright,but dimme_
_c_dte. Others saw ncthing umusual. Ma_
.n_.l=
27E, 46) Suspected floor brightening at 2050h w _h
Lluminotm strip to the SW. Persisted fc
sometime. Faded st 2110h & invls, st
214511. Fitton from 2215-2300h saw no.
thin_ "._leL (after event thO).
53E, 23N Change inbrlghteess--dlmmisg. He wo_ -
|ered ifdue to poor seeing. Rest of ma_
aormal
Spot distinctly dimmer or weaker. Rest
of mare normal.
9W, 511_Nntadabrightareainthecenter.Moo_ Jel0 OO 30 50
_ted nothing unusual & he tho't obs. s_ w Jy 07 23 Je 22 03 50 04 54 06 54 2S
Orange spot Just W. of c.p. on central 04




12.9 .36 71 _ 29 0_ _edIey_Rebin! on Devon.En I 12L
31R I
Imto. 3.3 .09 314 110 I' 4
/23"r9_,17_.... *, Realm, _3L,153_ 07 [6-2R j ocrchain, 3 6x,
_ltton,Ash, _ngland, 8L, 8L,
'eters, 8L,
i ;stkb_s,eta] 8L
3.6 .10 317 -10.7 , 2 ,10- Jean Montreal, 4R,350_
.08 OR, [r 292_ Canada
2It




1/2 h 3.9 .17 320 -10.7 3-,12+ Persson Itvldore, 2.51t,53, 6=[3 pc i3" i_,G
• 12 5R, Lp 28 11 )er_]ark 1OOx I
6R I
" 320 " 1 R
3R
320 " 1 B
120R
.32 177E _-7.1 5-,25- Mattingly orbitingmo_ naked ]S=10 "3-53 3' B
,25 3:S _p 28 1! ms,sc+i .5 _n farside eye I
1/2h 3.7 .20 315 -11.3 6,20+ Kemp










57 O: lh, 5.6 .28 338 -9.3 3+,17- Moore,
3/4 h .22 5R _ly 28 O Fittcm
.'heshir e, L 5L,143.! S=F 354 -2 D
;ngland 286x [
_elsey, Eng. 12.5L.36_: 3=3. 4 3* B
ancashir_E! _8.5L, 2O_x
54 2( 2.3h 9.6 28 -5.3 2+,11 Kemp Cheshire. 8.5L,143, S=P O D
•36 81R i_y 28 0_ England ,>86><
54 0". i/2h 11.6 51 -3.3 2+, 9 " " " 2 D
.43 10_R i_y 28 &
1 h 8.4 .43 l0 -6.9 5 ,23+ Jones, England 12L,150, 1355 O B




:entral 4.5kin was darker than rest;
with blue-white 8pocks _
in center. Obscur. there but ridge
vlear elsewhere. The dark spot SW of c_p.
not be seen tho outside of color area.
























Orange glow,brighter this Idte than
hires were cloud_.
wall.Appeared bright w_thoot filters.
Confirmed by Ftadlay & Ford.Arin.,
Pstrce A (or B ?) was sharply dofined
& easily seen & a still smaller cratel
of It a_
Orbiter pins show
;to accost Ior it





t ,, i .
i 1900A,D,
04
Jy 22 54 13 58
59
22





Crsterl_--_-_t via. but Peirce A (B?)
was. _ is normally lavla.st this _sse t i
(ff Peirce A had shadow,its slopes are i
53°I; a darkenf]_ here las_ead?Not ]
seen _ Picketing Atlas at 47 _ colong.)L
Peculiar thread of shadow connecting I
the 2 cratars, SunTs elav. @ 6°.Drawta_.
w_l ofA i I
' for the: Au 28 37 ]
anomalous shad. ranSEl 825 07 S13 10 i60 28 54 09 04 4
the pesk. (this direction coincides I
" i "
:of 10/27/71, when
in a 12-in refl.at 450x,S=2-4,
0024-0100h. This means the
Lumt_ous, nebulous spot attracted
art 'n. Got brighter. Checked
'scope--not lnstru. Obj. had greenish-
, color, size @ 15km.Amery &
h blink devices noted nothing
(2000-2330h).
Plsto,Gass. were neg.at 1930-
iste not given,guessed at fr.




All bright areas were similar in in- i S 25 07
(albedo) but 2 larger ones at ] O 23 12 O 11 03
N&S. TheE.
wall of the small eraterlet showed
prominently & at times suspected
faint pt. of light Just W. of its center.
1755h noted blulah-purpis
ust N.of Aria. & it reached Just over
.wall,lasted 2 rain,
but not as brilliant & gc_e at !
1804h
_.(ast. 79 wall,lasting _1 rain.Sure of
[te reality but not of lunar origin.Ail
180511. Hitchens noted a very
W. (IAU ?) wall between 2
in W#
effects. May be due to damp gelatin.
not L_I _ but many obs.
rep't.blue at Arin.). Others obs.
_100,2215-2300,2305h) & noted
unusual.
Taylor noted a slight bl .ink on NW wal]
• Phillips was not
Observed red, orange ,yellow arching _ 12
ward & outward on either side of hills. N 21 00
Widths of colors were 6:2:1 of R,O,Y
Thinks that's what it was.
12 54 01 60 2
12
N 07 13 30 53 56 61
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At apparent cemter of floor & edge of
dull whltlsh_ray, albedo=4 like a
.'. p. (photo in Kwuan atlas in 1963 ta-
r a bright spot in that place-( plate
H2,sun
dark floor with a very smell
right in center--uuresolvable at
Dark patch in crater. Disappgared by
Dec. 7. the crater
prob. real temporary phenom, as it
Schmift, while orbiting moon on Apollo
17 mission saw a flash in Grimaldi.
(wsc)
said that he was dark-
adapted & couldst say whether it was
a cosmic ray flash or not. (many other
1167, e. _ , suggest he
reddish color _ limb, E. side
of equator area. Estimated brightness
(mag. or albsedo?).Has albedo of
Cernan saw a flash on the E. rillein
as he orbited over
Reddish color seen tonitealso.
watch).
At 221011 it had a reddish & yellowish
colors, no variations. E stimated albede
was 2. (chrom. aberration ? Apollo 17
& yellowish colors. No varia-
brilliant, dull white spot
_. of center of floor. Not nearly as
spot nr. Calippus. Sketch. (Cali-
or unnamed poak N. of it?).
1015h. Obj.not noticeable at all dur-
y distinct fr.
surroundings & crater rim. It's albedo
Brightening of some of permanent pts.
nomal brightness. (other nites' obs.
tt he saw end of dimming e-
Large dark patch, albedo =3 present E.
Callppus. Drawing. (shows it into
Never seen before or
since. Albede normal (4.5) at 2350h.
in ALPO-LTP
/3 its length.Alerted Hunt who tho't
21ere was a dark patch(in poor seeing) I
but the diffuse effect was avg. Robin nso_
norm. also Coleman(S=P) _core
1900A.D
12
30 53 56 54
30













































Saw a bright strip that extbnded deep
dark side. Did not see it in May
June at same phases.Aifgnment
as E.botmdary of M.Cria.Eng.chs. at
Unmmal brightness. AttTn, drawn from
occultation. Had a bright pt. of mag. 7
ts ff slightly defocused star,yellowish
n color on NE (IAU?)rlm. Brightened
& expamied. Later scinifllated. Wife
callad,each indep, drew same phenom.
Hitchens also saw glowing in crater in
Saw slow albedo increase to mag. 6,
a very bright flash,pinpt, o( blue-
for @ 0.5s.Afler-
return to
Green, white, red eoinr.(chrom.al>
in red &
in NE
{br. Proclus on PsJus Semnll ?
ing).Red on Plceolomtai on W. wail
_. p. (ehrom. aberr, or low light level 7)
Ptekteh-red glow on
usually sees the violet glare. (LTP
BS. Wanted to compare a bright spot on
Lyell with Aria.
pink glow changed to a rust-4)rown,fa-
& gone at 0615h. First time
Albedo changes in some pts. yellow-
e color on rim.Wondered if it wel
LTP aibedo=7, 7,7,6.5. Normal
pts.
)300h. Intensity normal at first;pts, in
decreased & N.pt
denly it jumped
=lO,normal =8,nearby plain =6. (geom.
& instrum. & atm. & refl.material at
Craterlets nr. Herschel all invia. &
should have been seen. (obscur. ?).
8E of Herschel.
Lower 1/2 of wall very dull at 4*bright
tt 8 ° albedo.Seems to be soil color,but
randomly vis. --due to local
F were £nvls.All are nr. same size
nr. each other. On Ont. 7(# 1372) all
Invia.{both pairs are fresh & similar
All eraterlets (C,D,E,F) were invia.&
should have been seen,
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seen 1-2d_ reappearance of Sa-
rings at place of rtegts appear-
at dark limb. Obn. attrflmted it to
Sat. & it8 rings. (could be gas or dust |
210 ° at emermten
butE & F could net be found at aU. AH
should have been tmeu.
gray to
brownish--strcu8 enough cha_e to be
saw a_ lfl_e thla in 7
Large oval bright area batweea center
& S.wall tho floor waa
a feeble surface glOW. Might be a
but dcesntt think so. (would
have to be higher than rlm of Ptol. A
which was tevis. & no areas on floor
,. W.wall rhn wu
anor-
e_ toward Herod. Has
seen this at other times, Thinks not
LTP,but actual color of ground.
t. Tll 8--in r_ro rat 170x, at 2055h
2 spots were present. Confirmed by
it was due to poor seatng. I_er the 2
& separated
fr. larger oue &
reded at 230_ when they decided
It was not an LTP but was 2 craters
same time,
Barilettts obe. ?).
tibly before disappearing in occult.
Double is not the explanatiml. (many
of similar fades for
Bright spot & dark patch changing in
aberr. ?).
Orange & viol. hue in crater seen by
,blink reeulte at this time.
Event normal in _tegrated light. Light,
red filter, dark,
with _ull sur[ace detail in blue filter.
did not show it.
a this was
tenuous gas above surface. Date given
but term. was at least 3* E. ,',
these features were in the dark then.
& SAO093052--7.5 both in
field of view) was projected against
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A fine deep red line seen at
of Saturn. Nothing tmtmual
at A-ring
cult. of B-ringo ]L divided into 2
2 d_Jointed ends per-
p_ssed c¢_o globe
then a short red line corres-
ponding exactly to chord of planet d_sk
r lunar lbnb. R increased in
r vanished after 3/4 of globe had been
no irreg, at lhnb could be seen. Obs.











or diffraction of Saturn
limb.
Robinson got blink in SE wall adjacent
o rim shadow at 1906b & alerted net-
reported neg. at 193_,but
at times. Fthdlay at 1943-
but coming & going, &gone
t 2009h. Mo_re at 1959h-3100
_t 2012-2030h, Taylor at 2048-2103h, &
• (latter




cursions so prob. due to terr. atm.a-
Huge ink spot on dazzling floor,close t,
inner slope of S. wall. (normal dark-
LTP unless darker
than nomal if it's the dark-haloed cr.
Saw a bright,luminous,blue,misty
on the NE rim. Obscur. for
/is. Cloud was tear-drop shape. No
s within
several hrs. of thistime).Another
as to
Saw yellowish-0range color in crater.
& gave a ali_
did. Not seen in red filter, dark
n blue. Ford saw it along ridge fr.e.p.
bring confirm
Activity in SW floor between A
in either filter
, Fitton's criteria).
Ap 27 Ap 14
I
32
22 94 15 59
20
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Diffuse white obscur. Pulsations of 30-
50s intervals. Ceased at 325C_ & event
neg. (Fo| ey) (overlappisg
obs. but
or blue light. No bllnk. Not inlescoplc
effect. Obs. 4._a._Lys it &neat 5 nites
obj. were due to b_h pressure sy_em
W. c_ obs.
184Tn
at 204_ _ter cloudy period. Blue
wall at
: obscur.
shadow undur 8. wall, isdintlnct small
ao color. At 20_Oh
fr. 150-900X till 2110h(Htmt)
ft.
st VG seeing
1800h-.-slate gray bIuteh on all
[ crater;blue at 1816h,ind_ng at 1835h,






large faint blink on S. side
red. Detail was clear in blue ,indlstinct
in red. Craters on limb were
at 2058h & 2130h. (Farrant)
at 2O00h, normal.
Fitto_) at 2330_ got neg.
; too poor for ffltars.
& Farrant think obs. due to ate.
earlier & none later
Foley) Neg, at 210Oh. At 2123hNE _all
was blue, decr. at 2220b. New spot at
_lh due N.At 2227h blue fr. ENE to
faint blue on rim.
at ENE-N. (Kennedy)
(Gsnnon) I
2245-2253h got neg. (Amely) at 2315h
& very bright pt. to NE of e.p.N, wall
_yay mist extending into N.part
)f crater. Got slight
IFitton) at 2330h saw
no obseur, in long exam.
rotation_
_nly in Arin. ,none
t 2959h saw most dutafl clear.
Herod. was normal.




















at 2200h got blink on
200× till 222_.
200x saw vivid blue toN.,
ors _ge to S. in Aris.,
Proc. ,Menelaus, & many other bright
vraters til 2300b. Then Arts. less blue
& mare obj. no colors.No blinks in
using many rotations. At 2330h
iris. blue in N. but fafntor.Oaly Proc.
0020h (28th). Photo-
electric scan at 2340h was normal for
_ampa) compared with
(900,_ amps), total of 10 scans
15kin resolution. Blink nng.
N. in white ll_t till
At 0100b (S=HI at 200>9 Proc. clear of
nearly clear, blink _ivg.
at 2310b saw blue on N. rim of
Lris. ,no
b at 0000b checking
repVts gut blink in S. part of Aris._Blue
only in N. part. Similar blue in bright
_raters in E.hemisphere & blue halo o;
• limb,till 0020h. Concluded due to
Ileal effects. Fitton says due to aim.
from high press, sys. W. Of obs
red on other due to
? If spurious, should get
no blink & similar crater condlttons
Orange flash in crater that then s
crater then turn ?d to bluish
haze at 0320h. Coul_tt see
normal. Blue was only on Arls.
.Gone by 0343h
after Eng. obs.--not
that U.S. obs. had temp. invers
Color noted in crater. (v or B ?).
While obs, earthshtoe on mo_n, saw it
steady star-like
at 5-6th mag. First noted at 0057h,




2 prs. in Arin. but there are other pts.
? Foley recorded a ray projection
but not seen vis. b
Photo dur. ecl. shows Arls. gleaming
& a bright spot on E. (IAU ?) rim
f mare Seren. (RSmer 7). Observer in



























C_,_, $$ Phenomena Description
o • ---- __
14W, 50S I W. flank & interior seemed to be part°
red/ining.light blink was noted. At





Foley reported color in it but also a
lrater to S. of it & Arts. ,prob.due to
7/24/75 I 2252 ICopernleus, i 20W, 9NiCop.&Tychowerebothindistthctinrec
! [Tycho, ] llW, 42S i&bluefflters. Fracas. hedablink.(req
, "s.gain in
__." whteh he thl_ks was spurious
_1s !in all z o_ jut F.... _ Their noor8
___ _ _ _wereb te_in_d__blue.
_51Pisc. at emersion she saw a flash or
I spike of light which preceded emersim
I iof primary by @ 0.46. The 9.0mag.
companion appeared some morn eats
of term.
Lord). Findlay & Mc- i
Connell noted nothing tmusual--all de-j
9130-2300h. (looked at_
not given but deinrmin_d
available data. I ..
McConnell saw an obscur, starting at 1
[
aieried,saw no anomaly, in 1_| in refl. & 5-in refr. under fair condi-
tions from 2209-2228h. Reading reporie_
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I _ater. Howick @ 1 m away, with a 3.5-i_
I
I Fefl. noted nothing u_us_. (no 3rd com,
i anion known.
0249 _ demse blue--viol, obscur, at NW come i
i 0f floor. Photos show smudge there. Phe !
inom. vanished at 0249b_1o alert or blthlt
iin order to get photos be[ore it faded.
_rater was abnormal b t.E_tor _s _no_ b t.
48W, 22N iPrinr to 0542b the 2 craters were 2
47W, 23N !bright spots within bright area Then a
_rightness developed merging them to-
llgetherinto one big bright area with no
discernible details.Returned to
at 0554h. Sketches. Albedo=10+ where
normal albedo is 9.5.




had a bluish cast
filteritwas white,At 0100h albedo de-[
_reased from 10:_o 9.5 & more detail
ould be seen. Separation of the 2 crate_s
_egan to be seen at 00_7h,detalls muc_
mtter,incl.c.p, in Arls.'_ 0110h main
_rightness & blue tint shifted to N.rim
_t 0116h the SW rim was brightest & n
:oter. At 0122h fay'had decreased in
tength & more details seen in oval.At
_123b ray was broken & smallerobe-
omin_, very small at 0125h & at 0126.
_he knob was gone & the edge not brig_
auymore. Athedo-_9. Sketches. (seeing
variattovs meas. were I/2s in length
_TP variations nc)t due to local aim,
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of bluish li_t on the limb, thru
fore seen in
rated
Photos co_irmed_imness of it. For
II (goo_e_oeodr_ee_a_atCle=tl_4 =eSr[
_raters brighter than Arls. & that at
2035h it dimmed. Earthshlne cond. ext_a-
ordinarily good. Peters, at S=IV (fuir ?_
At 2318h there were 4 glowing spots
(incl.Arin.) in the eclipsed moon.At
_380h the 3 patches emerged fr.the dar_
tppeared as bright spots compared i
_Aith craters. Albedo =10%
surrounding
t 2355h a ray appeared out of NE rim _
IAOfMenela.s. (normal ?).It appeared J_
[before area emerged & increased in t
_rightness. At 2358h it decreased & co_
[tinued to do so. The NE edge of Men.
ppeared very dark at the pt. the ray
IcPame out.(normal).At O000h a ray wa_
_xtending fr. SW edge (a ridge there) & i
appeared to obscure features along iti_
path.Albedo --9. The albedes of Manili
& Delambre were 8.5 at 0002h. At 0000_
rays were still apparent but seem
to normal albedo.
At 2350h it was an oval shape
details seen. It had a rs
dightly blue & the SW rim very,ver_
red.At 2355h it was clearing &
tetails showed.At 0002h it was clear.
colors dae to
10% normal -_,plain =4.
spot in NW (L_U ?) In-
corner. (seen occasionally with
but dates not given).
In early sunrise conditions,
less brilliant than usual--matched
by Sharp,Blanchhfl,
detail could be seen on this wall.
intense & distinct blue
others
3normal & saw Aris. brightest at
t • Proclus.





Suspected anomaly in R.
JnRsual events reported which might
due to minor structural
(=7.5 ?).
56













1429 3/ 3/76 1730-
1830












m db m d brg_, ,_, ,-_I .
1900A. D.
I
Saw an "explosion" lasting for fraction D 26 04 _59 13
)faeeccmd,foHowedbyabrightsputin Ja20 13 Ja08 17159 46 54 13 57 51
same position.(notan utrc_omer).Af-
ter dlsctmslag it with others,decided it
was a moment of transition to _rea_er
LutenBitY(better seulng T).Moore thinks
was atmospherio but says itshould b_
record. (co_flrmed b_ Fole_ _.
2330- Aristarchtm 47W, 23N _bnomafly high albedo. (confirm. of
0030 ? 3reendaad ?).
2335- Blue haze on E. slde & red hace on W. Ja2O 13
0053 side. At 0010h details were more clear F 17 10
& at 002411 Aria. & Herod. were sepa-
rated. At 003411 eolore were gone. At
_035h blue was on Aria. & the area vnu
_right.but was black in a red filter.At
0053h features were clear, color gone,
& albede decreased to 9. (color not








0201 Eratosthenez 12W, 14N Bowl was full of shadow but a small 5° ! My 12 17 [
1435 6/12/76 0521 Aristarchus !
!
4















57 58 lh: 14.4
1.25h 14.7
1441
., _£rklu red filter,lmpl_Ing a medium). I i
" ": Psint-like brlshteess--_hite• F 17 l0 j !60 41"
,- 1:181 r0:04;011954oo54o,9W, 45N{A rI - ay seen extended ft. rot. in SW(IAU " " 59 06
lection--likened to a hockey stick• ]
ot seen in Picker_g's photo arias at ]
]col.=53_. i54E, 14S _loted a fuzzy,glowing spot at 1936h at Mr 16 19 J61"19 1/2 h 5.1
i160x. 2 min.later,spotgrewlarger & Ap 14 07 I Mr 31 10161 26 53 56 54 5
_ashed up to very bright. Changed pewe i
! to 106x, & 80x, still vis. Spot faded 10 n I
ilater,then suddenly flashed up again. I
i5 m later it faded again & disappeared I
at 1959h At 2006_ returned to fuzzy, I
!glowing spot then disappeared at 2009h,
hever to reappear. Some obs.
Iconfirmed, others did not. Photos after
:ward don't show auy_ing, nor did blink
_terv_rd.
61 03
br_ht spot on NE floor. Nothing seen h Je 09 19 ; My 25 00 60 19 54 04 59 0(
1975 at nearly same col. but shadow w i
_eeper. [
46E, 16N C•p. verydlfficulttesee,-_°whllefl. 60 (_
is 2 °. (normal albedo of c.p. =5_). !
IC.p• invia.(-_2°?),floor =2°.Still invis. _e 09 19 ; 60 19
!onllth.(c.p• normally 5°). Jy07 02 Je21 17 59'31 54 12 60 It
; I 60 (_
i
47W, 23N! Deep viol.tinge in N. 1/2 of nimbus. 59 3 ¢,
Faiat blue-viol, radiance (gas 73 on E• - i
NE wall along crest. No color elsewhe_ i
nor on plateau m. I
12W, 14NFloorcoveredwithshadow&c.p. seez ! " 54 2]
as 5° bright spot.Another minute spot i
5_bright on SE floor in shadow. (only la
hills on floor in SE, spot on terrace 7_.
! 46E, 16_ Nothing vis. on floor(albedo _ 2 ° ?). 59 28
0135 Proclus [ (usually f_,_ves are via.).
0215 Jy 07 02 59 31
Au Ol 04 J_ 19 11 59 24 54 16 58 5'
0207 Eratosthene 12W, 14} Faiut spot of light, 4_bright seen in Au Ol 04 59 24
shadow in pos. of c•p. which is normal Au 28 02 Au 16 06 60 09 54 13 59 O_
invis.At base of inner NW wall a faint
bluish rn_e _as ?) was observed.
0042 !Procios 46E, 16NC.p.barelyvis.,2.5°,fioor=3°,l>roc.A 58 4_
=6 °, C=4 ° , D=4°--dull. SSW & SE walls
dull, =4 °. (c. p. normally 5° when vis. ).
Pale viol. radiance (gas ?) on plateau _ 55
tinge on almbus. C.p. = 10 °,
walls = 8°, & all of floor = 8 °. W. wall





-1,4 3 ,12_ }reendaad, _rawlzy,
_a 17 05 England
80: -1.2: 3 ,12+ Foley
.'82: 33:RJa17 0_ 4-,18 l
85 -0.7 ILeCroy
.91 38R 14 17
Ap K I_
7xS0bivo :. 39l 5* B
Kent, 12L _02 5* B
E_llmd
_pringfinld, 4.5L,701 S=6 ALPC pc i V,B,G
virginia r_4.0 LTP _ _g.
lh 2.7 .48 301 -12.4 ! 4%32 Claea_? Budapest, 8R,14L
• 54 106R Mr 16 ( ms ? Htm_ar_
11.8: 51: -3.3: 5-,31 Findlay
.89: 42:R Mrl6( ms? England?
332 -0.7 5+, 33- McKay, 3R, 160×
• 67 26R bp 14 1 ms ? Savlll, 10x50bin ,:




Foley _ut, Eng. 12L
8.0 12 -0•2 2+,16" Bartlett Baltimore, 3R,54- S=5





10.0 36 -4.2 3 ,17 S_ " 4* D
• 94 82R _e 12 O_ T--2
12.0 61 -2•1, 3-,11, 4.5IA0- S=_-. ' " 4* D
13.0 .01 107R, -1.1 5%30 225X C=3
I • 05 ! 73 Je 12 0, ms ? lazy
19R
14.1 87 0.0 3-,14_ S_ 4* i V,G
.05 40R Je 12 O, T_
22. 2 ! 186 +8.1 2 ,ii !' " ,40- _=6.5 " 4 B
.38 I 68 Je 12 • 450x r=4-:
8.6 18 -5.5 3 ,12 $=5 4 D
• 96 64R Jy 11 1; T=5
12.5 68 -1.4 2% 12+ S=5 4 D
,1_ 11411 _' 11 h" r=_-_
7.9 12 -5.9 2+,10+ ,, sffi6 4* B,v,_
•10 1R _u 10 @ T_
8.9 24 -5.0 3-,11 ;=5-3








_ m d h m d h ,_]_ _" "Wi .
i 1900A.D
1442 8/12,/76 ! 0730 Aristarchus 47W 23_ Nimbus around c.p.= 2°,S.flOor = 6° & Au 01 04 59 24
13 was red;rest of floor = 8°.(rhis is only Au 28 02 Au 16 06 60 09 54 13 88 1_
: his second occasion of seeing a reddish!
_: Lint in Aris.).Tonite saw a pule red glc_
i suffusing the S. region of the crater.
: Bright blue radiance (gas 79 on ENE ws 1.
Viol. radiance on plateau m gone tonite.
i :: Red glow gone on 13th & the region was
ellow-brewn.
1443 ! 8/13-/76 i 2050- Fico 9W, 45N Dark line to E. (IAU ?) of Pico obs. & "
14 i 0100, bersisted till 0100h. On the 14th the who ie
! 0315 area around Pico was gray & diffused.
[ A t 0315h detail reappeared & NW come
sparkled. Small brilliant spot appeared
i I due N. of it & the ulbedo exceeded Ari-
i i starchun. (: 9: _).
1444 i 8/15/76 i 2300- Aristerchus 47W, 23N Noted blue color on N° wall extending
: 2345 toward Ilerod° Also saw orange color in
;I S. region. Confirmed by father. (similar
to many of Bartisttts reptfs.). Moore
noted nothing unusual at 2320h.
1445 8/18./76 '_ 0612 ".ratesthenes 12W, 141_ Again,c,p, is sis. within shadow but " " " " 54 3_
i much brighter than on Aug. 4, (4") & vi-
i nllar to Jtme at same col, The 2nd brig_
_pot seen in June was not seen tontte.
! (roughness on walls seen o_ LO IV & V
I pics shOW why these pseudo-shadows
ap_-_.
1446 8/21/76 0840 Herodotus 48W, 221_ Pseudo peak seen as 5° bright spot ly- " " " 56 21
ag on diagonal dark hand that crosses
he floor from NE to SW & becomes vis
only at low sun. Never saw the pseudo
peak in afternoon before--usually vis.
! only hr. sunrise. (this would be expect
it is a low hill as seen on Apollo o-
_ltque ples).Other times c.p. seen wel
MaY 11 (6'),June 10 (13_,Sep 6(8°),Se_
7 (21") & Sep 19 (10 _) solar altitudes.
21 ° seems too hi_ a slope for the hill
1447 9/ 1/76 0040 Menelaus 16E, 16_ Upper 1/2 of W.wullbrtghtwhite(8°). Au28 02 30 09 6.8
_ower 1/2 much duller st 4° &distinct 525 03 $12 23!69 5654 06 58 5_
bluish-gray.Same as seen in Aris. &
3rimuldi & thinks it is due to locul
_ency. (gss ?)
1448 9/ 4/76 0235- Plato 9W, 51I_ _t 0235h ulbedo of floor was est. at 3. " " 5716 1Om !9.6
0335 At 0325 the pt. was ulbedo =1, 2 whole
stelm darker than earlier & noticeable
to the obs. 10-15 rain later it returne_
to normal. (the few meas. of ulbodo for
this age were 1.5-2 which suggests thai
the mean. of 3 was the anomulous one.
Another Dr. did darken--as reporte_t
1449 9/ 5-/76 1845- _ristarehun 47W, 23_ Vtel.hue on crater on W.wull,especiul y " " " " 56 22 11.3




Moore & Spry did not see color.All chs
nutod that the crater was dull, <Tycho
)r Proc.At 214011 all noted it was brtghl _r
& now brightest on moon. Color dis-
_eared at 214_h._30-40% incr. in brig_ ;. ).
0200 Proclce 46E, 16N Nothing vts. on floor of 2_brightness. " " " " 56 IE 11.6
Usuully c. p, ,floor r_ & Proc.A are
,is. at this col. & c.p. is 5°bright.
must have been 2 ° t_tAL
C.p. vie. & 5 ° bright. Proc.A has re-
& Prec. C,D,M, & N
(flOor spots) were all vis. 1O ° bright
N. wall crest. This NWBS
occasional & erratic feature nut
col
I 1
1451 " 55 2]
-_, u,
d d m d I_. _KD iAp K I_
16.2 113 +2.3 2-, 7- Bartlett Baltimore 4.8L,45- S=6-3 pc 4*D,R,
.42 1148 _u 10 O 2 , 6- _aryland 225x T_ G,V
54 37 7h 17.7 144 +3.8 2 , 6-, Foley?or England
.48 458 %u10_)2+, 8+ Findis.v?
S=E 40_ 3* D,G,B
54 14 3/4b 19.9 .49 158 +6.0 1 , 4+ Garbett (2), _ediordshire, 1OL,SOO× S=I
.55 698 u 10 0( Moore Sussex, 15L,36Ox S=IV
England
22.2 .63 +8.3 2-, 9186 | Bartlett Baltimore, 4,5L,4_5, 8=6
.64 66 ._ u 10 0C Maryland 225x :=3-:
!
25.2 224 +11.3 3-,15 " " ,45- S=4 -




354 -7.5 3 ,19- " 4* B,D,V
.14 10R 8 08 13
320 -4.4 3+,23 Porter larraganeett, 6L,1OOX S=5 ,_LPO- pc 3* B,D
• 25 33R S 08 13 Rhode Island Tffi_ TP pr( g.
sBU
_s E: c
53 -2.7 4 ,17, Prout, England ? 12L =HI-: Bo pc, i, V,D
• 31 6R S 08 13 3 , 14+ Foley, (2) " . " _11 5*
Moore, Sussex, Eng. " _12
Spry England ? " _02
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1455I_ _te at nil
Mauilius
Pseudo-shadow X 3 was present but x
Ithappeared from wall (same intensity
examined
w=11 very carefully &
_ree from pseudo-ahad. Had vanished
change, reappeared next nlte. (X
Igher
than any uther meas.). Variability of w
shadows mi0
Pseudo-shadow F disappeared & wall
as whole 4Drier
= 4". No
around rim by 2 obs.At 2209h
seen. 1 h
the most westerly (IAU?) of the peaks
had become hazy while all other areas
r E.wall 6 ° with very large EWBS
at 8". No viol. color anywhere & floor
gray at 4 °. (very low). C.p. is only
8 °. At base of c._
vancing shadow a very faint but dell-
later in the 3-1n rear. Was confined t¢
W.base of peak & no color on E.base
223 ° but saw nothing
All of floor & walls 8 ° bright. SWBS e-
developed & 9 ° bright--diff.
'54 obs.
viol. radiance (gas ?) on ENE
=6 ° which is also
Is pale yellow. Different aspect
at same col. Viol.
,r nimbus. Bright blue-vioL
on llth. SWBS still
r but still 9 °. S. floor still
g viol.
nimbus but now viol.
radiance (gas 7) again on ENE rim as
Crater very dull except EWBS -_° &
large. W. glacis =6° & inner E.wall 6 °.
Floor is dull 9°,c.p. =lO°.SWBS has
moon.
vis. at 171Oh, gone at 1730h.
found no seismic
t that time under a quick look.
in the blue but no
shadow i_
normal to the W.
then cape must have a slope_ 3O°I)
wondered if shed. was more exten-
Dundee obs. con-
shadow. Took photos.
Analysis of them was underway at time
of rep't.
Photo taken showed area coverlu
d any anomaly. (date not given,
Possible LT p - -He alley -Robirus on
alerted Ford & Amery who obs. but
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